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Abstract 
Dietary salt intake has a detrimental relationship with blood pressure (BP); 

the more salt consumed per day, the higher the incidence of hypertension 

and its cardiorenal consequences within a population. However, the 

underlying mechanisms responsible remain controversial. Research supports 

roles for both the kidneys and the vasculature in salt-induced hypertension. 

Here, I investigated the effect of a high salt diet (HSD) on BP, renal function 

and the vascular responses to vasoconstrictors and vasodilators in adult 

male C57BL6/JCrl mice. In my experiments, mice were fed either a HSD (3% 

sodium) or a standard salt (0.25% sodium) diet (SSD). BP was measured in 

conscious, freely moving animals by radiotelemetry. After measurements on 

the SSD, mice were fed the HSD and BP increased by ~5mmHg after 3-4 

days and remained elevated for up to 3 weeks. Plasma aldosterone 

concentration was suppressed after 1 week HSD. Assessment of the acute 

pressure natriuresis (PN) response under anaesthesia illustrated increased 

urinary sodium excretion at any given BP and messenger RNA (mRNA) 

levels of some key renal sodium transporters were appropriately decreased 

by the HSD. Isolated renal arteries displayed increased sensitivity to the 

vasoconstrictor phenylephrine after 1 week of high salt. In mesenteric 

arteries, no functional changes were observed to the HSD, supported by no 

changes in endothelial NO synthase mRNA levels compared to the SSD. 

Urinary catecholamine concentration was used as an index of sympathetic 

nerve system (SNS) activity. Adrenaline excretion increased significantly on 

the HSD, indicating SNS involvement. To test this, the ganglionic blocker 

hexamethonium was administered via intraperitoneal injection and the 

resulting transient dip in BP was modestly increased and persisted after 3 

weeks of the HSD. In conclusion, I observed a sustained salt-induced 

increase in BP in C57BL6/JCrl mice. Appropriate adaptation of aldosterone 

production and the acute PN response to salt challenge was seen. Increased 

excretion of adrenaline, elevated contractility of renal arteries and a greater 

effect on SBP with hexamethonium suggests over-activity of the SNS is an 

important factor in salt-induced hypertension in C57BL6/JCrl mice. 
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Lay Summary 
We consume ~10g of salt per day within our diet, which is almost twice that 

of the daily-recommended allowance worldwide. This has a serious impact 

upon health, as it increases the risk of cardiovascular disease and death. 

Around a quarter of the population are more susceptible to these salt-induced 

changes and are known as ‘salt-sensitive’. In research, this trait is identified 

by testing whether increasing the amount of salt within an individual’s diet 

also increases their blood pressure.  

The processes leading to this harmful increase and cardiovascular risk are 

currently unknown, but a few theories are being investigated. Some suggest 

that the kidneys are enabling this rise as they can retrieve the excess salt 

and pass it back into the bloodstream, instead of expelling it in urine with 

other waste products. Others prefer the network of blood vessels, known as 

the vasculature, as the culprit. If the walls of arteries do not relax in response 

to excess salt, resistance to blood flow cannot be reduced and so pressure 

remains high.  

My aim was to further investigate the contribution of these mechanisms to 

high blood pressure caused by salt. To do this, research mice were given 

access to either a high salt diet or a standard diet for up to 3 weeks. Blood 

pressure, measured in these animals whilst they were conscious and freely-

moving, rose after just 3-4 days of excess salt and remained high for 3 

weeks, confirming that they are salt-sensitive. Next, I measured the ability of 

their kidneys to filter salt. The proteins responsible for passing salt back into 

the bloodstream, known as sodium transporters, were less abundant in the 

kidneys of those receiving high salt compared to those receiving the standard 

diet. This, along with increased salt in the urine, confirmed that the kidneys 

were appropriately expelling the excess salt.  

Since kidney function adapted, I investigated the role of the vasculature by 

using two types of arteries: mesenteric, which are resistance arteries from 

the gut, and renal arteries. By applying drugs to induce either artery wall 
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contraction or relaxation, I noticed that the renal arteries were more sensitive 

to contraction after 1 week of a high salt diet, whereas their ability to relax 

was similar to those on the standard diet. An increased concentration of 

adrenaline in the bloodstream was also found after 1 week of high salt intake. 

Adrenaline, widely known as the ‘fight-or-flight’ hormone, is produced and 

released from the adrenal gland upon the command of the sympathetic 

nervous system, and can cause arteries to contract. Therefore, I 

hypothesised that the sympathetic nervous system is stimulated by dietary 

salt and potentially drives the harmful increase in blood pressure.  

To test this, the drug known as hexamethonium, which blocks the activity of 

the sympathetic nervous system, was administered at different times during 

the high salt diet. After 3 weeks of excess salt, hexamethonium caused a 

significant decline in systolic blood pressure, which mice took longer to 

recover from. To conclude, high salt consumption in these salt-sensitive mice 

caused increased amounts of adrenaline in the bloodstream, renal arteries to 

contract to lower concentrations of vasoconstrictor and increased blood 

pressure. After prolonged exposure to high salt, blood pressure was 

transiently reduced by halting the activity of the sympathetic nervous system.
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Salt Intake 
Salt has been considered an important mineral for thousands of years. 

During the first century AD, salt was perceived by the Romans as a symbol of 

wealth, status and vigour (1). However, such regard for salt has since been 

overturned, particularly upon entering the 21st century. Globally, dietary salt 

intake far exceeds physiological need which, in direct contrast to ancient 

Rome, has been associated with significant disease burden (2). 

Salt intake refers to the consumption of the compound sodium chloride 

(NaCl) within food and drink. For every 1 g of NaCl consumed, 0.4 g 

comprises of the cation sodium. Intake is reported as either millimoles per 

day (mmol/d) or grams per day (g/day), with a conversion rate of 1 mmol = 

23 milligrams (mg) sodium. 

1.1.1 Global estimates of dietary salt intake 
The excessive consumption of dietary salt is a global issue. The World 

Health Organisation (WHO) has circulated a guideline of no more than 5 

grams per day (g/day) of dietary salt for the adult population, aiming to 

reduce global intake by 30% in the next decade (3, 4). Nevertheless, the 

world mean g/day of dietary salt still exceeds this guideline to this day. With 

physiological need estimated at 10-20 mmol/d of sodium, which is equivalent 

to 0.46 g/d, intake is well beyond that which is required (5). Powles et al. (6) 

examined daily intakes across the globe in 2010 and reported the world 

mean dietary salt intake at 10 g/day, which is more than double that 

recommended by the WHO. Over 100 countries included in the analysis were 

consuming >2.5 g/day above the recommended 5 g/day, with Central Asia 

consuming the most at 12.2 g/day, Western Europe at 9.7 g/day and Central 

Latin America among the lowest at 8.0 g/day (6). Such excessive intake has 
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persisted over time, as these values were similar when compared to those in 

1990 (6) and again in 2018 (7).  

1.1.2 Sources of dietary salt 
Sodium is involved in many vital processes within human physiology, ranging 

from neuronal and muscular activity to fluid homeostasis. Dietary NaCl 

represents the primary supply of this essential electrolyte. In developed 

countries, manufactured foods are the main culprits behind the high salt 

content of our diet. A survey of the population of the United Kingdom (UK) 

collected information on the various, day-to-day sources of dietary salt. 

Within the average UK household, 5% of overall salt intake is from that which 

is naturally present within foods, 15% is added during the preparation and 

consumption of food (i.e seasoning at the dinner table), and the significant 

remainder (80%) is added during the manufacturing process (8, 9). 

Dietary practices, and therefore sources of dietary salt, differ with culture. 

Some countries in Asia have the highest salt intakes recorded (6), yet 

processed foods are not the main source of their dietary salt. Further analysis 

of the International Study of Macronutrients and Blood Pressure 

(INTERMAP) findings revealed most of the dietary salt arises from that added 

to home-cooked meals in China. In Japan, seasoning with soy sauce and the 

consumption of salt-preserved vegetables and seafood accounts for much of 

the measured intake (10). 

Since salt intake is in excess across the globe, it is important to pinpoint and 

subsequently address the major sources and accompanying practices. A 

leading example is Finland’s success story. For 30 years, the country has 

been campaigning to reduce salt intake via raising public awareness and 

encouraging the food industry to adhere to strict guidelines regarding the 

labelling and addition of salt to pre-prepared foods. As a result, habitual salt 

intake has declined by 25%: from 12 g to 9 g/day by 2002 (11). Label 

transparency, i.e providing clear warnings on high salt products, and the 

regular monitoring of population salt intake have been key in accomplishing 
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this feat (12, 13). In the UK, following the implementation of the salt reduction 

strategy Consensus Action on Salt and Health (CASH) in 2003, the last 7 

years have seen a significant reduction in the salt content of foods with an 

improvement in UK salt intake: from 9.6 to 8.1 g/day by 2011 (14, 15). A 

pivotal event in this case has also been the labelling of foods, for example 

the employment of the traffic-light labelling system to visually inform 

consumers on the salt content of a product, with red denoting high salt and 

green, low (16). Hence, investigating and raising awareness of the potential 

adverse health effects of high salt has also become a priority in order to 

reduce salt intake worldwide. 

1.2 Salt and Disease 
In 2017, high dietary salt intake was accredited as the most significant 

dietetic risk factor for all-cause mortality (2). In the United States (US) alone, 

reducing salt intake was estimated to prompt a 44,000-92,000 decrease in 

the number of deaths per year (17). This demonstrates that high intake of salt 

has a negative impact upon health. Whilst attempting to elucidate the 

underlying causes, high salt intake has been found to associate with many of 

the major morbidities that contribute to the modern-day global burden of 

disease. 

1.2.1 Salt intake and cardiovascular disease 
Epidemiological studies have uncovered a worldwide association between 

dietary salt content and cardiovascular disease (CVD) and its related 

pathologies. A systemic review performed by Strazzullo et al. (18) 

analysing >11,000 cardiovascular events observed that the higher the salt 

content of the diet, the greater the risk of stroke and overall CVD. Similar 

relations have been found for stroke (19), as well as left ventricular 

remodelling (20) and coronary heart disease (21). 

Lowering salt intake offsets this, with studies reporting reduced risk and 

occurrence of these cardiovascular events and disease with restricted salt 

intake (21, 22). An example can be derived from Finland’s efforts as, in the 
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wake of their salt reduction initiative, a 60% decline in the deaths related to 

coronary heart disease and stroke was achieved (23). However, analysis of 

the PURE cohort identified that salt intake was only associated with an 

increased risk of adverse cardiovascular outcomes, such as stroke, in 

communities consuming the lowest (<4.43 g/day) and the highest (>5.08 

g/day) amounts of salt per day. No association between risk and intake was 

seen in those consuming a moderate amount of salt (between 4.43 and 5.08 

g/day) (24). This recent evidence suggests that this relationship may follow a 

U-shaped curve, rather than conforming to a linear relationship. 

1.2.2 Salt intake and renal disease 
High dietary salt intake is also a risk factor for chronic kidney disease (CKD), 

defined as a glomerular filtration rate (GFR) of <60 mL/min-1 persisting for 

over 3 months and the presence of the protein albumin in the urine. Urinary 

albumin itself has been reported as a risk factor for CKD advancement and 

the accompanying development of CVD (25). Excretion positively correlates 

with salt intake (26), thus high amounts of both may have adverse 

cardiorenal consequences. Upon reducing salt intake, a decline in urinary 

albumin was also observed (27) along with improved antiproteinuric 

responses to therapeutic intervention (28), suggesting that initiatives to 

reduce salt intake may also benefit those with CKD. 

1.2.3 Salt intake and other morbidities 
Dietary salt intake is further associated with other morbidities, such as those 

comprising the metabolic syndrome. The high salt content of soft drinks, such 

as cream soda, has secondary links with obesity via fluid intake. Moderate 

reductions in salt intake appear to have a snowball effect: decreasing intake 

by 1 g/day induced a significant decrease in soft drink and overall fluid intake 

(29, 30). This result, coupled with the strong relationship between the 

indigestion of soft drinks and obesity (31), suggests a potential role for salt 

intake in obesity and the likely benefit of salt restriction to help combat 

obesity. In addition to this, salt intake has been associated with numerous 
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other conditions, such as the risk of gastric cancer (32) as well as the 

inflammatory disorders rheumatoid arthritis and multiple sclerosis (33-35). 

Nonetheless, studies in diabetic humans have demonstrated further evidence 

for the complexity of the relationship of salt intake and disease. For example, 

a lower mortality rate was noted with higher urinary sodium levels, used as a 

surrogate measure for intake, in type 1 (36) and type 2 (37) diabetics. The 

patients involved in these studies possessed pre-existing renal and 

cardiovascular comorbidities at the time. Many conditions at once appear to 

complicate the effects of dietary salt intake, demonstrating that different 

systems may have a range of different responses. 

The mechanisms underlying the detrimental influence dietary salt has upon 

health are as of yet unclear, however its effect upon blood pressure (BP) may 

play a crucial role. 

1.3 Salt and Blood Pressure 

1.3.1 Evidencing the relationship between dietary salt and blood 
pressure 

High BP, clinically defined as hypertension at a BP >140/90 mmHg, 

potentially links excessive salt intake with its adverse health effects. The 

relationship between dietary salt intake and BP has been gaged within 

numerous population studies and clinical trials. 

1.3.1.1 Population studies 

The relationship between dietary salt and BP was evaluated in the work of 

Louis Dahl. During his research, he investigated the significant variability in 

mean daily salt intake and the prevalence of hypertension between 

populations. As a result, he demonstrated a positive correlation between the 

two variables across five distinct populations: as daily salt intake increased, 

so did the prevalence of hypertension (38, 39). Dahl’s observation sparked 

the interest of the research field, and a flurry of further studies and analyses 

followed. Froment et al. scrutinized the mean sodium intakes of 28 
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populations against systolic BP (SBP) and diastolic BP (DBP) and reported a 

strong association (40), concordant with Dahl’s findings. 

Dietary salt and BP examinations within, rather than across, individual 

populations have also been carried out. For example, data obtained from an 

isolated, ‘salt-less’ society of Yanomamo Indians illustrated an exceedingly 

low mean daily salt intake accompanied by little to no changes in long-term 

BP (41), demonstrating the absence of high salt coincides with the absence 

of high BP. A further example was observed from a north-south divide in 

Japan, in which a high incidence of hypertension-related disease was 

reported within areas consuming high amounts of salt, and vice versa (5, 38). 

The international study of electrolyte excretion and BP, known as 

INTERSALT, delved further into these observations (42). This large, 

observational study used a standardised approach in which daily urinary 

sodium excretion was treated as a surrogate measure for salt intake in 

10,079 participants from 52 populations. Sodium excretion was observed to 

weakly but positively correlate with rising BP, but only upon the inclusion of 

populations with extreme salt intakes, such as the aforementioned 

Yanomamo Indians (42). Within individual participants in each population, BP 

rose by 3.0-6.3 mmHg with each 100 mmol rise in sodium excretion. Similar 

interpopulation rates were also observed across the globe (43), further 

evidencing that the link between BP and salt is a potentially global 

phenomenon. However, these analyses have been criticised and so these 

findings and analyses remain somewhat controversial (44). 

1.3.1.2 Clinical Trials 

Whilst population-based, noninterventional studies provide important 

observational data, interventional clinical trials allow researchers to assess a 

treatment in comparable groups in a controlled environment. Most have 

approached this by restricting dietary salt intake and measuring the BP 

response, with the hope of clarifying the link between salt intake and BP. The 

results have often been summarised within meta-analyses. 
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Reductions in BP with dietary salt restriction have been reported. Midgley et 

al. (45) reviewed 56 randomised trials and noted that a restriction of dietary 

sodium intake, which reduced urinary sodium excretion to 95 mmol/d, elicited 

a decrease in BP within hypertensive subjects, but not in subjects with a 

normal BP. Moreover, He & MacGregor (46) limited the inclusion criteria to 

trials lasting more than 4 weeks. They also reported that BP dropped 

significantly (-4.96 mmHg SBP; -2.73 mmHg DBP) in hypertensive subjects 

upon reducing dietary salt intake to the daily WHO recommendation of ~5 

g/day. However, this time a small but significant reduction in the BP of 

normotensive subjects, referring to those with a BP at around 120/80 mmHg, 

was also seen (-2.03 mmHg SBP; -0.97 mmHg DBP). Both effects were 

dose-dependent; incremental decreases in salt intake also provoked similar 

decreases in BP, however greater responses were observed in those with 

hypertension (46). 

In contrast, studies exist which do not support the association of dietary salt 

and BP. For example, Graudal et al.’s (47) analysis noted no significant effect 

of reducing sodium intake on either SBP or DBP. In addition, Hooper et al. 

(48) concluded any reductions observed in BP with restricting salt intake 

were minimal and unrelated. 

1.4 Salt Sensitivity 
The existence of both supportive and contradictory evidence for the 

relationship between salt and BP demonstrates the heterogeneous nature of 

the physiological response to salt. An example comes from further analysis of 

the Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension (DASH) trial. Whilst an 

association between SBP and salt was observed, the response within the 

individual participants varied significantly (49). Furthermore, as touched upon 

in the previous section, mixed findings regarding the responsiveness of BP to 

a reduction in salt intake in normotensive individuals also exist. Miller et al., 

(50) reported that restricting salt intake by 83 mmol/d elicited a highly 

variable, but overall significant, decrease in BP in healthy subjects with 

normal BPs. Together, these studies demonstrate BP responses to salt are 
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not uniform, but individualised, in both normotensive and hypertensive 

humans. 

1.4.1 Defining salt-sensitivity 
Dahl et al. were the first to gain awareness of the heterogenous nature of the 

BP response to dietary salt intake. Throughout their work in the 1950s, Dahl 

and colleagues consistently observed that a number of study subjects, 

including humans and experimental models of hypertension, exhibited no BP 

response at all to substantial increases in dietary salt intake, whereas others 

responded significantly (51, 52). This was despite the rigorous control of 

environmental influences in the animal studies and appeared independent of 

dietary duration, as the BP of some remained within the normal range even 

after months of excessive consumption. They began to question this 

phenomenon and thus, this marked the beginning of the two distinct 

categories; animals were divided into those with the greatest BP responses, 

referred to as ‘susceptible’, and those lacking any BP response, referred as 

‘resistant’ (53). As a result, in 1962, the popular Dahl salt-sensitive and salt-

resistant rat strains were generated (53, 54), refined (55) and have been 

characterised in an attempt to gain mechanistic insights into these varying 

BP responses ever since (reviewed by Lerman et al. (56)). 
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Figure 1.1: The salt intake-blood pressure response and implications for mortality. 
A: graph depicting the BP responses to salt, adapted from Hall (57) with data from Kawasaki et al. (58). 
B: Kaplan-Meier survival curves depicting 4 different cohorts: normotensive and salt-resistant (N+R), 
normotensive and salt-sensitive (N+S), hypertensive and resistant (H+R), and hypertensive and salt-
sensitive (H+S) subjects adapted from Weinberger et al. (59). 

Kawasaki et al.’s report contained one of the first critical observations of the 

salt-sensitivity of BP in humans, leading to a definition (58). Hypertensive 

subjects were recruited, and BP was measured following a diet containing 9 

mmol/d sodium for one week, which was then increased to 249 mmol/d. They 

noted that BP increased significantly in some of the subjects, but not all (58) 

(Figure 1.1 A). Those displaying such an increase were categorised as ‘salt-

sensitive’, and those who did not as ‘nonsalt-sensitive’, which also became 

known as salt-resistant. 

Thus, salt-sensitivity is defined as a BP which directly correlates with salt 

intake; as salt intake rises, so does BP. Salt-resistant individuals exhibit a 

lack of responsivity of BP to changes in salt intake. Generally, it is predicted 

that 30-50% of the hypertensive population are salt-sensitive, whereas a 

smaller but significant 25% of the normotensive population are salt-sensitive 

(60). Therefore, these differing responses could contribute to the significant 

heterogeneity observed in previous research. 
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1.4.2 Characteristics of salt-sensitivity 

1.4.2.1 Demographic factors 

Salt-sensitivity of BP is a dynamic trait; it changes throughout life. It has long 

been established that, particularly within industrialised countries, BP changes 

over time. A longitudinal study of both hypertensive and normotensive 

subjects demonstrated an age-related increase in BP, which was much more 

pronounced when accompanied by salt-sensitivity rather than salt-resistance 

(61). Importantly, the degree of the salt-sensitivity of BP also increases with 

age (61). Thus, age is a formative factor. 

Race appears to be another demographic influence on the prevalence of salt-

sensitivity. Studies have consistently found that the incidence of salt-

sensitivity is higher within black hypertensive subjects, reported at 73% 

compared to 56% of white hypertensive subjects (62). Similar proportions 

have been noted in the normotensive population as well (62). 

1.4.2.2 Genetic components and heritability 

Since salt-sensitivity has been noted more frequently within certain races, a 

genetic component may potentially exist. Research has given credence to 

this, as significant similarities have been observed in the BP responses to 

reduced salt intake within families (63, 64), thus illustrating that this trait may 

be somewhat heritable. This has led to screening studies in an attempt to 

confirm and characterise the potential genetic basis to salt-sensitivity. For 

example, a candidate gene association study found a link between two 

variants of the sodium-bicarbonate co-transporter gene (SLC4A5) and salt-

sensitivity (65). However, these are only two of many studies that have been 

assessed and some show promise however, with such complexity involved in 

BP homeostasis, no conclusive findings have arisen yet. 

Since the focus of this thesis is on the physiological mechanisms underlying 

the BP response to salt intake, the genetic input has only been briefly 

outlined here. It has been reviewed in-depth elsewhere by Beeks et al., (66) 

and Felder et al., (67). 
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1.4.3 Salt sensitivity and disease 
Weinberger et al. (59) made some fundamental observations regarding the 

salt-sensitivity of BP. Although salt-sensitivity has important implications for 

BP, it was also found to have a crucial impact on mortality, irrespective of BP. 

A long-term follow-up study was performed in which 430 normotensive and 

278 hypertensive humans were initially screened for salt-sensitivity and then 

were re-evaluated 27 years later. Mortality was significantly, and 

unsurprisingly, linked to age and BP at the start of the study, however it was 

also linked to salt-sensitive status. Upon expressing cumulative mortality 

against years of follow-up (Figure 1.1 B), it was evident that survival 

dramatically reduced in the presence of salt-sensitivity in both hypertensive 

and normotensive humans (59), showing that salt-sensitivity is a potential 

predictor of mortality, regardless of BP status. 

Following on from this, salt-sensitivity has also been identified as a risk factor 

for a number of diseases. In hypertensive humans, the presence of left 

ventricular hypertrophy (68) and microalbuminuria (69) was more often 

associated with the salt-sensitive trait over salt-resistance. Furthermore, salt-

sensitivity was linked to nocturnal hypertension, in which the regular, healthy 

dip in BP that occurs overnight is absent (70), but returns upon decreasing 

dietary salt consumption (71). Together, these increase the risk of suffering 

cardiovascular events (68), thus suggesting that salt-sensitivity could be the 

underlying feature contributing to an individual’s susceptibility for disease 

development and death. 

1.4.4 Limitations of the measurement of salt-sensitivity in humans 
There are many challenges facing the measurement of salt-sensitivity in 

humans. First, the use of two distinct categories, salt-sensitive and salt-

resistant, can be misleading. This simplified approach assumes a biphasic 

response in which an individual’s BP either changes with salt intake or it does 

not. This is not the case, however, as demonstrated by Luft et al. (72). Rather 

than an all-or-nothing reaction, BP elevations ranged from 1.5% to 34% that 

of baseline with increasing salt intake (60, 72), illustrating the continuous 
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nature of the trait. Due to this, there is significant variability between the 

definitions used by researchers to classify salt-sensitivity. In Kawasaki et al.’s 

study, individuals were deemed salt-sensitive following a 10% change in BP 

upon altering the salt content of the diet (58). However, others have classified 

salt-sensitivity in their study participants as an increase of 5 mmHg (73), 

whereas in other studies an increase in BP any less than 10 mmHg conferred 

resistance or was undefinable (62). 

Along with discrepancies in the definition of salt-sensitivity, there are also 

differences in the methods used to evaluate it. As recognised by Weinberger 

and Fineberg, there is a volume element in BP responsivity, which is also 

influenced by the demographic factors (61) outlined in section 1.4.2 above. 

Protocols have thus been developed which integrate the expansion and 

contraction of volume into the steps towards the classification of salt-

sensitivity. This involves the rapid infusion of saline, followed by volume and 

sodium depletion using a combination of a low salt diet and a diuretic prior to 

measurements (61). Acute manipulation of sodium and body fluid volumes 

may be beneficial for elucidating the mechanisms underlying the salt-

sensitivity of BP, however the processes uncovered by this approach may 

differ from those underlying the long-term changes associated with habitual 

salt intake. 

In addition to this are the methods used to determine salt intake, which range 

from self-reporting via questionnaires to the measurement of 24-hour urinary 

sodium excretion. The accuracy of both have been questioned. Challenges 

arise with self-reporting due to the difficulty to measure or keep track of salt 

added as seasoning at the table or in processed or takeaway foods. Further, 

the use of 24-hour urinary sodium excretion has also been criticised for 

underestimating an individual’s intake, as studies usually acquire a single 24-

hour sample before and after salt treatment and thus do not consider other 

means of loss, such as by sweat, or the day-to-day variability of salt intake. 

Regardless of this, 24-hour urinary sodium excretion remains superior to self-
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report, as it is informative, reliable and practical to measure when 

determining salt intake for research purposes. 

1.4.4.1 Clinical biomarkers of salt-sensitivity 

The above methodologies suit the determination of salt-sensitivity within a 

research setting; however, overall they can be laborious and expensive and 

so are unlikely to be applicable to clinical practice. Researchers have 

attempted to rectify this by searching for biomarkers that are easy to 

measure non-invasively in the clinic. The ability to screen and identify the 

salt-sensitivity of BP could lead to the personalisation of treatment and 

improved outcomes for patients, as well as address the burden it places upon 

healthcare providers. Examples of potential biomarkers are plasma renin 

activity and atrial natriuretic peptide, as levels have been associated with 

salt-induced BP changes (74). Furthermore, urinary exosomes have been 

assessed as potential indicators of salt-sensitivity, as their contents can 

provide a snapshot of the processes occurring within the nephron. For 

example, it was hypothesised that excretion of protein mediators of tubular 

sodium reabsorption in urinary exosomes could reflect adverse changes in 

sodium handling and BP (75). However, these measures have proven 

inconsistent in the differentiation of salt-sensitivity from resistance (74). 

Therefore, a reliable biomarker has yet to be uncovered. 
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Figure 1.2: Multisystem involvement of blood pressure regulation. 
Multiple systems and processes provide input into the regulation of blood pressure, as illustrated by 
this diagram adapted from Coffman (76). Cardiac output and total peripheral resistance determine 
blood pressure, which are determined themselves by the heart, the kidneys, the vasculature, the 
central and peripheral nervous systems, body fluid volumes and hormones, all of which contribute via 
complex feedback mechanisms. 
 

1.4.5 Mechanisms underlying salt-sensitivity of blood pressure 
The salt-sensitive trait has an adverse impact upon cardiovascular risk, 

potentially mediated by its effect on BP. However, the underlying 

mechanisms remain contentious and unclear. This is partially due to the 

shear complexity of the regulation of BP. Multiple systems contribute to its 

control, as demonstrated in Figure 1.2 and reviewed by Coffman (76), each 

of which is under the influence of a plethora of factors. Continued 

investigation into the processes by which salt influences BP can provide a 

better understanding of salt-sensitivity and thus shed some light on how it 

contributes to the risk of disease and mortality. 
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To achieve this, two overarching questions must first be addressed. How is 

salt-sensitive hypertension initiated, and how is it sustained? This thesis 

focuses on the two main contenders in the current field to answer these 

questions. Is dysfunction of the kidney or the vasculature responsible for 

initiating and maintaining salt-induced increases in BP? The hypotheses and 

proposed mechanisms are explored in the rest of this chapter. 

1.5 Renal Dysfunction 

1.5.1 Guyton’s hypothesis: role of the kidney in long-term blood 
pressure control 

Guyton and Coleman’s computational model of the circulation introduced a 

new perspective to the views on the long-term regulation of BP in the late 

20th century. It centres around the principle that variations in effective blood 

volume, rather than total peripheral resistance (TPR), initiate changes in BP 

(77, 78) (Figure 1.3). A major determinant of effective blood volume is 

extracellular fluid volume (ECFV), which itself is strictly regulated by salt and 

water balance. An imbalance between salt intake and output, for example 

during high dietary salt consumption, causes ECFV expansion, increased 

cardiac output (CO) and consequential rises in BP unless neutralised. 

The kidneys are crucial in the maintenance of this balance over time. If 

increased salt intake is not counterbalanced through increased renal 

excretion, the excess salt and water can be retained and ultimately lead to 

circulatory failure. The kidney carefully regulates the balance of salt and 

water in the body through the pressure natriuresis (PN) response, in which 

increased pressure triggers the excretion of excess salt and water in urine. In 

healthy, normotensive humans, this increased output will offset high salt 

intake and normalise ECFV and thus BP. Equally, when BP declines below a 

certain level, kidney function shifts to favour the detainment of salt and water. 

Excretion decreases, and as a result, effective blood volume and CO 

increase once more, restoring BP.  
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Figure 1.3: Schematic overview of the renal-body fluid feedback mechanism. 
Diagram, merged and adapted from Hall (57) and Mullins et al., (79), illustrates the principles of the 
renal-body fluid feedback mechanism. Guyton’s hypothesis proposes that an increase in salt intake 
disrupts the salt/water equilibrium of the body, leading to temporary rises in arterial pressure, which is 
corrected through a pressure-mediated increase in urinary sodium (Na+) excretion. Initially, the 
salt/water imbalance induces extracellular fluid volume expansion, which influences blood volume and 
causes an increase in cardiac output. Transient rises in arterial pressure above a set point are detected 
by the kidney, which acts to increase urinary Na+ excretion and normalise pressure as demonstrated 
by the renal function curve A. Curve B depicts a leftward shift during high salt intake to ensure more 
Na+ is excreted at any given arterial pressure. Curve C depicts an impaired pressure response as it is 
shifted to the right, demonstrating that a higher arterial pressure is required to offset the changes to the 
salt/water equilibrium. 
 

In the long-term, intake equals output and BP remains constant. Guyton 

described this fundamental feedback mechanism as possessing an ‘infinite 

gain property’ – the ability to recover the pressure-fluid equilibrium is 

boundless, and therefore, theoretically, alterations in BP would not be 

sustained without renal involvement (78). 

1.1.1.1 Hall’s approach to renal dysfunction in salt-induced hypertension 

Hall’s approach (57) adopts many of the concepts of Guyton’s model. He 

argues that renal dysfunction, specifically blunting of the PN relationship, 

initiates salt-induced hypertension as it supports the retention of sodium. 
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1.5.2 The kidney in salt-sensitive hypertension 
The contribution of the kidney to the genesis of salt-sensitive hypertension is 

evident within renal disorders. Damage during moderate to late-stage renal 

disease has been associated with increasing salt-sensitivity (80). For 

example, pre-hypertensive subjects with IgA nephropathy exhibited higher 

markers of glomerular and tubulointerstitial injury, which directly correlated 

with BP salt-sensitivity. Upon dietary salt restriction, BP decreased, as did 

their injury scores (81). This demonstrates that the degree of salt-sensitivity 

was related to the degree of renal damage prior to the occurrence of 

pathological increases in BP, which reversed when the environmental 

stimulus, dietary salt, was removed. Furthermore, salt-sensitivity is often 

enhanced with progressive renal decline seen in ageing (60) and in other 

diseases such as diabetes (82). 

Cross-transplantation studies provide compelling evidence for the kidney as 

the main driver of sustained salt-induced increases in BP. Hypertensive 

patients with renal failure underwent kidney transplantation procedures with 

organs donated from normotensive volunteers, which lowered their BP to 

within the normal range 4.5 years on (83). Additionally, the post-

transplantation BP responses of the previously hypertensive patients to salt 

intake were similar to those from the healthy controls (83). This shows that 

introducing a ‘normal’ kidney reversed the salt-sensitive hypertensive 

phenotype. 

The evidence outlined above demonstrates that salt-induced increases in BP 

may originate and persist due to intrinsic disturbances within renal function. 

The potential mechanisms of this are evaluated next. 

1.5.3 Pressure natriuresis relationship 
The PN relationship defines the renal response of adjusting urinary sodium 

and water excretion to changes in arterial pressure, thus maintaining BP at 

an equilibrium point. Experiments performed by Hall and colleagues provide 

evidence for such a link between pressure and renal sodium excretion. Renal 
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arterial pressure was servo-controlled, which disabled the kidney’s ability to 

detect pressure elevations, and a split-bladder preparation was utilised to 

collect urine and measure sodium excretion. Due to this, the PN response 

was lost and BP rose as if unimpeded (84), illustrating its important 

regulatory role. 

1.5.3.1 Impairment of the pressure natriuresis relationship in salt-induced 

hypertension 

According to Guyton’s theory, any increase in pressure will be normalised by 

salt/fluid loss, unless intake or the PN curve is altered, or both (78). In salt-

sensitivity, the excess salt due to high intake is said to be retained, causing 

ECFV expansion, increases in CO and a steady rise in BP. Kawasaki et al. 

(58) reported that salt-sensitive hypertensive subjects retained more sodium 

than those who were classified as salt-resistant whilst on a high salt diet. 

Additionally, sodium excretion similar to that of normotensive humans has 

also been observed, despite a higher BP that should, theoretically, induce an 

increase in excretion to equalise such a change (82). Thus, salt-sensitive 

humans are unable to excrete surplus salt as well as salt-resistant humans. 

This abnormal excretion of sodium is a potential indicator of a defect in the 

PN relationship, specifically a shift of the equilibrium point to a higher 

pressure, a characteristic of many human hypertensive phenotypes (57), as 

reviewed in (85). This means the PN curves, when measured, resemble 

curve C in Figure 1.3. 
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Figure 1.4: Percentage filtered sodium and renal sodium transporter distribution in the nephron. 
Schematic representation of renal sodium reabsorption across the nephron during a typical standard 
salt diet (100 mmol/d), adapted from Palmer & Schnermann (86). The graph depicts the sodium (Na) 
remaining in the glomerular filtrate expressed against the distance of the nephron as it travels along it. 
The red shapes denote transporters or exchangers, and the blue shapes ion channels, involved in the 
reabsorption process. The yellow tubule denotes the nephron divided into the different labelled 
segments. The proximal tubule (PT) accounts for 70% of sodium reabsorption, thin descending limb 
(tDL), thin ascending limb (tAL) and thick ascending limb (TAL) of the loop of Henle for 20-30%, the 
distal convoluted tubule (DCT) for 5-7% and lastly the collecting duct (CD), which accounts for tiny, 
final adjustments prior to excretion. 
 

1.5.4 Renal salt handling 
The kidneys are responsible for the filtration and excretion of electrolytes 

such as sodium, a process that is essential for fluid and BP homeostasis. 

Around 99.5% of sodium in the glomerular filtrate is transferred back into the 

bloodstream via reabsorption, thus usually <1% is expelled in the urine via 

excretion. These values reflect basal conditions and vary with dietary salt 

intake. Reabsorption is an active process fuelled by the sodium-potassium 

ATPase (Na+-K+ ATPase) located on the basolateral membrane. It is 

mediated by transporters situated along the nephron, which retrieve sodium 

from the tubule lumen via the apical membrane, pass it across to the 

basolateral membrane of the absorptive cells, and into the interstitial space. 
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Due to the presence of these transporters, the segments of the nephron have 

differing sensitivities to sodium (Figure 1.4); ranging from 70% reabsorption 

by the proximal tubule via the sodium/proton exchanger 3 (NHE3) to 0-5% by 

the distal convoluted tubule via epithelial sodium channels (ENaC). The 

expression and activity of these transporters, thus the overall reabsorption 

process, adjusts inversely with salt intake; when excess salt is present, 

transporter activity decreases, and vice versa when salt is scarce. 

1.5.4.1 Abnormal renal tubular sodium reabsorption in salt-induced 

hypertension 

Abnormal renal salt handling could play a key part in sodium retention and 

thus salt-sensitive hypertension. Using a Guytonian approach (78), an 

impairment in renal excretion capacity following high dietary salt intake could 

furnish the blunted PN response and therefore instigate and/or maintain salt-

induced increases in BP. 

This is evidenced by monogenic human diseases characterised by salt-

induced hypertension originating from mutations in genes involved in tubular 

sodium reabsorption either directly, or as a secondary effect. A particular 

example is ENaC. ENaC, comprised of the three subunits α, β and γ, is 

responsible for mediating the fine control of sodium reabsorption in the 

terminal segment of the nephron, the distal tubule. Gain-of-function mutations 

in the β and γ subunits materialise as salt-sensitive hypertension known as 

Liddle’s syndrome, which is associated with unregulated channel activity and, 

consequentially, aberrantly increased reabsorption of sodium. It has recently 

been documented that common variants of the genes encoding the ENaC 

subunits exist within populations and have been hypothesised to underlie the 

variations in the BP response to salt. The GenSalt study found an association 

between these variants, the salt-sensitivity of BP and the BP-lowering effects 

of dietary salt restriction (87). Additionally, single nucleotide polymorphisms 

identified in the genes of known regulators of the sodium-potassium-chloride 

cotransporter 2 (NKCC2), the transporter responsible for reabsorption in the 

thick ascending limb of the loop of Henle, has also been linked to renal 
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damage and salt-sensitivity potentially via increased NKCC2 activity (88). 

These results confer an important role for renal sodium reabsorption in salt-

sensitive hypertension, specifically dysregulated transporter function. 

1.5.5 Humoral mediators: the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system 
The renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system (RAAS) is an important modulator 

of BP via its control of fluid balance and sodium excretion. Upon activation, 

renin is secreted into the bloodstream from the kidneys and acts upon 

angiotensinogen, cleaving it to produce angiotensin I and subsequently 

angiotensin II (ANGII) via angiotensin converting enzyme. ANGII triggers the 

release of the steroid hormone aldosterone from the adrenal cortex and 

collectively, these final components act to increase tubular sodium 

reabsorption. 

During increased salt intake, RAAS activity is inhibited and results in 

decreased levels of ANGII and aldosterone, which has been shown to 

augment the PN relationship and thus sodium excretion (89). However, the 

absence of the suppression of RAAS activity has been associated with salt-

sensitivity. According to the prevailing theory, persistently high levels of 

ANGII and aldosterone upon salt loading blunt the PN relationship, which 

supports a higher BP (57, 78). Further to this, primary aldosteronism is a 

human disorder that is characterised by pathologically increased aldosterone 

production, resulting in excessive water and sodium retention and 

hypertension. This phenotype is exaggerated when combined with high salt 

intake (90), which has also been reflected in animal studies as the infusion of 

aldosterone with renal impairment induces increased BP that is dependent 

upon salt intake (91). 

1.6 Vascular Dysfunction 

1.6.1 The vasodysfunction theory 
Vasodysfunction, referring to an impaired vascular response to increases in 

dietary salt intake, as a cause of sustained salt-sensitive hypertension is 

advocated by Morris et al. (92). The focus is upon investigating the 
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mechanisms underlying the abnormal vascular response to high salt intake 

and its role in the genesis of hypertension in salt-sensitive humans. 

According to this theory, high dietary salt intake causes haemodynamic 

changes within those who are salt-resistant and normotensive, such as 

increased CO and stroke volume. This also stimulates sodium retention and 

changes to body fluid volumes in these individuals. A resulting decrease in 

systemic vascular resistance (SVR), rather than solely an elevation in renal 

sodium excretion, normalises these events and thus prevents any adverse 

salt-induced alterations to BP. However, SVR fails to decrease in salt-

sensitivity and so remains irregularly high, leading to salt-induced BP 

elevation. 

By shedding light on the salt-induced vascular effects here, it could provide 

an insight into those mediating the high SVR, also synonymously referred to 

as TPR, previously observed within many forms of hypertension (92). 

1.6.1.1 Contrasting views to the conventional theory 

Hall’s standpoint supports the Guytonian hypothesis that chronic changes in 

BP following high salt are dependent on increased sodium retention through 

impaired renal excretion capacity (57, 78) (Figure 1.5 A). Whereas, the 

premise of Morris et al.’s (92) theory is that pathologically high SVR in 

response to high salt intake, due to underlying vascular abnormalities, 

triggers salt-induced hypertension (Figure 1.5 B & C). Thus, the focus shifts 

from renal to vascular defects, such as impaired vasodilation, as the salt-

induced initiating event. 

Morris et al. (92) describe the haemodynamic changes that occur following 

increased dietary salt intake as typical. For example, the increase in sodium 

retention and CO that are stated as changes leading to high BP in salt-

sensitivity in the conventional theory, are actually standard responses to high 

salt intake and are present in both salt-sensitive and salt-resistant subjects 

with a normal BP (Figure 1.5). 
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Hall’s theory allows for increases in SVR; however, he states that such 

increases occur as consequences of a high BP rather than as an initiating 

event. Upon running Guyton’s computational model, a change in TPR could 

not support any long-term changes in BP as it does not modify the PN 

relationship (78). However, not all humans display evidence of impaired renal 

sodium handling, and there is clinical data for vascular dysfunction present 

before and after salt-induced increases in BP.
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Figure 1.5: Conventional volume-loading vs. vasodysfunction theory of salt-sensitive 
hypertension. 
Schematic overviews of the sequence of events in salt-sensitive humans leading to increases in blood 
pressure as per A) the volume-loading theory (57, 77) and C) vasodysfunction theory (92). The red 
boxes indicate the proposed pathologic events initiating salt-induced hypertension. The volume-loading 
theory (A) characterises salt-sensitive humans as experiencing pathological sodium retention, which 
causes a sustained increase in blood pressure. B) Data from normotensive humans obtained by 
Schmidlin et al. (73) illustrates a blunted decrease in systemic vascular resistance (SVR) in the salt-
sensitive group, whereas both groups had a positive cumulative sodium (Na+) balance. The red arrows 
depict the changes in salt-sensitive humans, and the blue the changes in salt-resistant humans. Thus, 
the vasodysfunction theory (C) characterises salt-sensitive humans as having abnormally high SVR, 
which causes sustained increases in blood pressure. Adapted from Morris et al. (92). RVR; renal 
vascular resistance. 
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1.6.2 Vascular resistance response to high salt intake 
The effects of salt on vascular resistance have been studied for decades. In 

normotensive subjects, peripheral vascular resistance decreased during a 

high salt intake (72) whereas the reverse was noted within pre-hypertensive 

subjects (93). This illustrates an abnormal vascular response to salt 

preceding hypertension. 

Further to this, Schmidlin et al. (73) have aptly demonstrated the role of the 

systemic vasculature in the genesis of salt-sensitive hypertension. In 11 salt-

sensitive and 12 salt-resistant humans with normal BPs, dietary salt intake 

was increased from 30 to 250 mmol/d whilst mean arterial BP (MABP), SVR 

and sodium balance were measured simultaneously over a 1-week period. 

Salt-sensitive humans displayed a progressive increase in MABP; however, 

SVR did not decrease to the same extent as in salt-resistant humans with 

high salt. No differences were noted in cumulative sodium balance – in fact, 

balance became positive in both the groups, suggesting an increased but 

equal retention of sodium (73) (Figure 1.5 B). These findings reveal that 

inappropriately high SVR, rather than sodium retention, accompanied the 

salt-induced increase in MABP observed, thus supporting vascular 

dysfunction as the initiating event. 

1.6.3 Vascular physiology and function 
Vessel diameter is an important determinant of vascular resistance. The 

diameter of small arteries, arterioles and capillaries regulates tissue blood 

supply rapidly in response to haemodynamic changes. They consist of three 

distinct layers suited to this role: the endothelium, a single layer of cells that 

directly interfaces the circulating blood; the vascular smooth muscle (VSM) 

layer which physically carries out the changes in vessel diameter; and the 

adventitia, a layer of fibrous connective tissue surrounding and supporting 

the artery. 
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1.6.3.1 Vascular smooth muscle-mediated function 

Vasoconstriction involves the active narrowing of the vessel diameter via 

VSM contraction. This process is mediated by calcium-dependent actin-

myosin interactions. Contraction can be triggered by changes in pressure via 

the myogenic response. A constant, basal level of contraction, referred to as 

tone, is required in order to adjust blood flow. However, in hypertension, the 

chronic increase in pressure can overstimulate VSM cells and lead to 

hypersensitivity and remodelling, as reviewed by (94). 

1.6.3.2 Endothelium-mediated function 

Vasodilation is instigated primarily by the endothelial layer. Positioned with 

exclusive access to the vasoactive components carried in the bloodstream, 

the endothelium mediates vascular tone, inflammation, and cell-cell 

adhesion. This monolayer generates and secretes its own range of 

vasoactive stimuli to adjust vessel diameter, the most widely researched 

being nitric oxide (NO). NO, converted from the amino acid L-arginine by 

endothelial NO synthase (eNOS), stimulates vasodilation by diffusing through 

to the VSM layer and inhibiting contraction in a cyclic GMP-dependent 

manner. Other vasoactive stimuli inducing vasodilation consist of prostacyclin 

and acetylcholine (ACh) (95), and those influencing vasoconstriction consist 

of endothelin and ANGII (96). 

Moreover, the vasodilatory response can transpire through mechanical 

stimulation. Shear stress, generated by the force of blood flow, can itself 

activate NO signalling and vessel relaxation through deformation of 

endothelial cells (97). 

1.6.4 Impaired vasodilation in salt-sensitivity 
Since an inability to decrease SVR in response to high salt is observed, this 

suggests impaired vasodilation may have a role in salt-sensitivity and its 

impact on BP. Investigations have involved the administration of ACh, as it 

induces endothelial-dependent vasodilation, and sodium nitroprusside (SNP), 

as it induces endothelial-independent vasodilation through NO donation. 
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Miyoshi et al. (98) explored this in hypertensive salt-sensitive and salt-

resistance humans and, by comparing these two groups, observed that the 

salt-sensitive humans displayed significantly decreased ACh-induced, but not 

SNP-induced, vasodilation during increases in salt intake. Tzemos et al., (99) 

also examined this in healthy normotensive humans, noting that increasing 

salt intake to 200 mmol/d increased SBP whilst also suppressing ACh-

evoked vasodilation alone. Jablonski et al., (100) reported that restriction of 

dietary salt intake to ~70 mmol/d reduced BP and enhanced flow-mediated 

and ACh-induced vasodilation in older adults with borderline high BP. 

However, these effects were deemed unrelated to the BP changes observed, 

thus illustrating that the benefits of salt restriction go beyond the reduction in 

BP. 

This vasodilatory impairment has also been seen with salt-resistance, and 

independently to BP. DuPont et al. (101) recruited subjects with normal BPs 

and measured flow-mediated dilation (FMD) in response to significantly 

increased salt intake at 300-350 mmol/d or decreased intake at 20 mmol/d. 

Compared with decreased salt intake, FMD was attenuated after 7 days high 

salt. Similar findings were reported by Barić et al. (102), in which the salt-

induced blunting of vasodilation was also unrelated to fluid volume and 

retention, suggesting salt itself triggers this impaired response autonomously. 

The effect of dietary salt on vascular function is evident in both hypertensive 

and normotensive, salt-resistant and salt-sensitive subjects. Thus, these 

results show that salt has an impact upon overall vascular health, irrespective 

of BP. Since dysregulated endothelial function is predictive of later 

cardiovascular events (103), perhaps this underlies the link between high salt 

intake and increased CVD and death. Many potential mechanisms have been 

suggested, including reduced NO bioavailability and/or VSM sensitivity to NO 

(104-106), redox imbalance and oxidative stress contributing to NO 

uncoupling (107, 108), and inflammation (109, 110). 
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1.7 Hypothesis and Aims 

1.7.1 Summary and aims 
Two main theories propose contrasting mechanisms behind how an increase 

in dietary salt intake leads to the initiation and maintenance of hypertension. 

The conventional approach identifies a disturbance in renal excretion as the 

culprit, inducing sodium retention and allowing salt-induced increases in 

ECFV, CO and thus BP (57). On the other hand, the vascular approach 

attributes it to an inappropriately high SVR, in the absence of pathologic 

changes to sodium balance and fluid volumes (92). 

Therefore, the aims of my PhD are to further investigate the salt-induced 

changes to renal and vascular function, and thus their role in generating salt-

sensitive hypertension. 

1.7.2 Selection of diet 
Human physiology requires <1 g/d of salt, whereas average global intake 

exceeds this by ten-fold, recorded at 10 g/d (6). High salt diets have been 

used in cardiovascular research to interrogate its adverse impact upon 

health, ranging from 1.3% Na to 8% NaCl (111, 112). For my PhD, I selected 

a high salt diet consisting of 3% Na and a standard salt diet consisting of 

0.25% Na. This created around a ten-fold difference in dietary salt, which is 

reflective of current, excessive human consumption across the globe. 

1.7.3 Selection of mouse model 
There are numerous studies of experimental salt-sensitivity (113, 114). 

Approaches used in the past involve the pharmacological induction of salt-

sensitive hypertension, for example by ANGII or deoxycorticosterone acetate 

(DOCA)-salt infusion, as well as genetic manipulation of components ranging 

from 11β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase type 2 (11βHSD2) involved in 

mineralocorticoid signalling (111, 115) to salt-inducible kinase-1 (SIK1) in the 

regulation of Na+-K+ ATPase function (114, 116). In my thesis, I take a 

reciprocal approach and examine the responses of C57BL6/J mice to salt. 
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C57BL6/J mice have been widely used in cardiovascular research; however, 

the current literature fails to unite regarding their BP responsiveness to salt. 

Many cite this strain as salt-resistant and so use it as a control or a 

background for transgenic models (117-121), although reports have 

demonstrated its salt-sensitivity (122, 123). In a pilot radiotelemetry study 

performed by a member of our lab, BP was seen to increase in C57BL6/JCrl 

mice during 1 week of high salt feeding (Figure 1.6 A), with MABP 

significantly increasing by ~9 mmHg in the first 3 days (Figure 1.6 B). These 

observations were part of a larger experiment, and so the effects of salt alone 

were only observed for 1 week. This illustrates that C57BL6/JCrl mice may 

potentially have a salt-sensitive BP. Consequently, to delve into my above 

aim, I aspire to determine their BP response to salt and hence characterise 

the mechanisms underlying this response. 

 
Figure 1.6: Pilot data on the blood pressure response to salt in C57BL6/JCrl mice. 
A radiotelemetry experiment performed in C57BL6/JCrl mice (n=7) by Miss Hannah Costello identified 
an increase in systolic (SBP), diastolic (DBP) and mean arterial blood pressure (MABP). Telemeter 
devices were implanted under isoflurane anaesthesia, mice recovered over 1 week and then baseline 
measurements were obtained on a standard salt diet (0.25% Na) for a further week. Mice were then 
transferred to a high salt diet (3% Na) for another week. Data are mean ± SD. A) mean day-to-day 
SBP, DBP and MABP increased with high salt intake. B) 24-hour mean MABP. Analysis via a paired t 
test was carried out. 

1.1.2 Hypothesis 
The hypothesis of my thesis is: 

C57BL6/JCrl mice display salt-induced hypertension attributed to renal 

dysfunction, specifically an impaired PN relationship in response to high salt. 
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2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Animals 

2.1.1 Sources of animals and husbandry 
All experiments involving animals were performed within the UK Home Office 

regulations under a Home Office Project Licence and in accordance with the 

Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986. The proposed design and 

protocols were reviewed and accepted by the University’s Animal Welfare 

and Ethics Review Board prior to an experimental start date. Adult male 

C57BL6J/Crl mice aged 8-10 weeks old were obtained from Charles River 

Laboratories (Tranent, UK) and housed at the Bioresearch & Veterinary 

Services small animal facilities (University of Edinburgh, UK). Here, they 

underwent an acclimatisation period of at least one week prior to an 

experimental start date and were maintained under controlled conditions, 

which included 12-hour light-dark cycling (7AM-7PM) and a temperature of 

22-5 ºC.  

2.1.2 Diet and water intake 
Throughout all experiments, mice had access to water ad libitum. A standard 

salt diet (Rat and mouse maintenance diet 1; RM1; Special Diet Services, 

UK) containing 0.25% Na was provided to all mice during acclimatisation and 

as the control diet. The high salt diet consisted of a pellet diet containing 3% 

Na (829504: Special Diet Services, UK). For the remainder of my thesis, I 

abbreviate these diets as follows: the 0.25% Na diet as the standard salt diet 

(SSD) and the 3% Na diet as the high salt diet (HSD). 

2.2 Measuring Blood Pressure using Radiotelemetry 
Radiotelemetry is the gold standard for assessing cardiovascular parameters 

such as BP, heart rate and locomotor activity in rodents. It allows round-the-

clock measurements within conscious, unrestrained animals and so 
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significantly minimises the impact of human-related stress upon these 

recordings (56). 

2.2.1 Device set-up 
PA-C10 telemeter devices were purchased from Data Science International 

(DSI). Since devices are transported in the “off” mode, they were switched 

“on” via a magnet and activated via coupling them with receivers and 

obtaining an offset BP recording of ± 3 mmHg. The devices were set-up 

using their individual calibration values with the data acquisition software 

provided by DSI, Ponemah v6.12. 

2.2.2 Surgical procedure for device implantation 
The implantation of telemeter devices was completed by the manager of the 

Centre’s in vivo Physiology Laboratory, Mr Kevin Stewart. Inhalation 

anaesthetic consisting of 4% isoflurane in oxygen was delivered within an 

induction chamber. Following this, mice were transferred to a heat mat in the 

supine position and isoflurane was reduced to 2-3% via a nose cone to 

maintain appropriate anaesthetic depth. A small dab of Lacri-lube® eye 

ointment was used to prevent ocular dryness whilst unconscious. 

Buprenopine (0.1 mg/kg, Vetergesic®) was administered by subcutaneous 

injection, followed by a bolus of 0.9% sterile physiological saline solution.  

The exposed neck of the animal was shaved to allow greater access and 

wiped with an iodine scrub, before a 3 cm skin incision was made along the 

midline. The skin was gently prised from the muscle using tissue-separating 

scissors, creating a subcutaneous pouch in which the transmitter would sit. 

Following this, the carotid artery was located and carefully teased away from 

the vagus nerve in order to apply a ligature and occlude the vessel in 

preparation for an incision. Using a bent 23-gauge needle (BD Microlance, 

FST), the incision was made between the ligatures and the gel-containing 

catheter of the device was cautiously threaded into the artery and held in 

place by further ligatures. Tissue glue (3M Vetbond) was applied as an extra 

precaution. Once this had set, the area was irrigated with sterile saline and 

the transmitter inserted into the previously made pouch under the skin. 
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Having checked and confirmed the functionality of the device in its new 

position with a radio, the wound edges were drawn together and secured 

using 4-0 absorbable suture silk (Vicryl).  

Isoflurane delivery ceased and animals received oxygen whilst they gradually 

came around from the anaesthesia, before being transferred to an incubator 

heated to 34 ºC for recovery. Analgesic was administered orally within 

strawberry-flavoured jelly cubes (Hartley’s, UK) made up with 0.02mg/ml 

buprenoprine (Vetergesic®). Mice had previously been familiarised with the 

jelly, without the analgesic, before the study and so consumption was not a 

concern. During the first week of recovery, mice had ad libitum access to the 

jelly and soft RM1 (0.25% Na) pellets that had been soaked in drinking water, 

referred to as mash, until body weight normalised. 

2.2.3 Data acquisition and analysis 
During the 6-week experimental period, the telemeter devices recorded BP, 

heart rate and activity over one minute every half an hour at a frequency of 1 

Hz. Daily (24-hour) averages were calculated to visualise and compare the 

day-to-day impact of dietary salt modification. To assess any changes to the 

day-night pattern, 5-day data bins were used and a 5-hour moving average 

was applied to smooth the data. ‘Daytime’ data consists of 12-hour averages 

between 7:00AM and 6:30PM (Zeitgeber; ZT 0-12) and ‘night-time’ data 

between 7:00PM and 6:30AM (ZT 12-24). 

2.3 In vivo Assessment of the Acute Pressure Natriuretic 

Response and Renal Blood Flow 
The renal response to increases in sodium intake and BP can be assessed 

experimentally in vivo via the following protocol. All surgical techniques were 

performed by the Centre’s manager of the in vivo Physiological Laboratory 

Mr Kevin Stewart, and all sampling and analysis was carried out by myself. 

2.3.1 Surgical protocol 
Following either the SSD or HSD, mice were anaesthetised with an 

intraperitoneal injection (IP) of 120 mg/kg thiobarbiturate (Inactin®, Sigma). 
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Anaesthetic depth was determined via blink or toe pinch reflexes and 

maintained accordingly with small bolus doses of 10-50 mg/kg when 

necessary. Each animal was placed on a heat mat in the supine position 

allowing access to the abdomen and thorax, and body temperature was 

monitored through the TCAT-2LV animal temperature controller using a RET-

4 rectal probe (Physitemp, New Jersey). 

Local anaesthesia consisting of 1.5% lidocaine was subcutaneously 

administered to the neck. Following this, the left jugular vein was cannulated 

to aid the administration of infusate, pharmacological substances and further 

anaesthetic when required. This was done by gently separating the 

perivascular fat to expose the vein, ligating it and applying a small incision for 

the insertion of P10 tubing (Smiths medical) held in place by a 5.0 suture silk 

ligature (Fine Science Tools, Germany). This cannula was used to infuse the 

animal with an infusate solution (100 mM NaCl, 15 mM NaHCO3, 5 mM KCl) 

containing 0.25% fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) inulin (pH 7.4, Sigma UK) 

at a rate of 0.25 mL/hr/10gbw via an infusion pump (AL2000, World Precision 

Instruments) throughout the surgical and experimental protocol. A 

tracheostomy was performed to keep the airway clear. 

Carotid artery cannulation allowed for the monitoring of BP via PowerLab 

data acquisition software connected to a ML224 Bridge Amp (AD 

Instruments) and for blood sample collection. The artery was carefully 

detached from the vagus nerve and two ligatures were applied a few 

millimetres apart. This temporarily occluded blood flow in order to make an 

incision and insert and secure P10 tubing containing 20 units/mL heparin 

saline (Sigma Aldrich, UK) without excessive blood loss. A bladder catheter, 

consisting of P50 tubing attached to a segment of P10 tubing, was prepared 

for urine sampling. Following the final step in the surgical procedure, the 

infusion rate was increased to 0.3 mL/hr/10gbw to help replenish any lost 

fluids. At the end of the protocol, animals were humanely euthanised with an 

overdose of anaesthetic and circulatory cessation was confirmed via cervical 

dislocation. 
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2.3.2 Inducing the acute pressure natriuresis response 
During the surgical protocol, a laparotomy was carried out in order to expose 

the mesenteric and coeliac arteries, along with the distal aorta. Loosely tied 

ligatures were prepared and placed around these major arteries. Animals 

underwent an equilibration period of 30 minutes before the sampling periods 

were started. These consisted of a 30-minute baseline period, followed by 

two 20-minute ligation periods in which BP was increased. Within the first 

ligation period, the coeliac and mesenteric arteries were tied off to raise BP, 

followed by the distal aorta in the second ligation period to amplify this. Urine 

was collected via the bladder catheter into 500 µL Eppendorf tubes 

throughout each of these periods, weighed and stored at -20 ºC in mineral oil 

to avoid sample loss by evaporation. Arterial blood samples (50 µL) were 

acquired via the carotid artery cannula at the start and end of each period. At 

the end of the experimental protocol, a terminal blood sample was collected 

into ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)-coated tubes (Sarstedt, 

Germany). Haematocrit was recorded and plasma was then obtained via 

centrifuging the blood samples at 2,000 xg for 5 minutes and stored at -20 

ºC. 

2.3.3 Measuring renal blood flow 
Renal blood flow (RBF) was assessed in vivo using a mouse PSL series 

nano-flow probe (Transonic Systems, Netherlands). The left renal artery was 

isolated by carefully separating the adherent perivascular fat and the probe 

was placed and held around the artery, as depicted in Figure 2.1. Flow was 

recorded via PowerLab data acquisition software connected through a 

perivascular flowmeter (Transonic Systems, Netherlands). 
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Figure 2.1: Photograph depicting the experimental setup for inducing the acute pressure 
natriuresis response. 
The ties labelled ‘1’ illustrate those around the mesenteric and coeliac arteries to be tightened during 
the first ligation period, and the ties labelled ‘2’ illustrate those around a section of the distal aorta to be 
tightened during the second ligation period. 
 

2.3.4 Sample analysis 

2.3.4.1 FITC-inulin assay 

The gold standard for determining glomerular filtration rate (GFR) involves 

measuring the urinary excretion rate of FITC-inulin, a biologically inactive 

substance which is freely filtered and non-toxic. Since it is not metabolised, 

secreted or reabsorbed along the nephron, its clearance at specific 

timepoints can be used to estimate GFR (124). HEPES buffer (pH 7.4) was 

used to dilute urine 1:10,000 and plasma 1:100 as FITC-inulin fluorescence 

is pH-dependent. A FITC-inulin stock solution at 1 mg/ml was made in order 

to generate a standard curve and each sample was applied to a Microfluor 

black 96-well plate (Thermoscientific, UK) in duplicate. Plates were read at a 
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wavelength of 538 nm following excitation at 428 nm by a microplate reader 

(Infinite M1000, Tecan). Firstly, urinary flow rate was calculated by 

multiplying the volume of urine produced (mL) by the specific density of urine 

at 0.016, and further divided by the duration of the collection period (mins). 

GFR (mL/min) was then calculated using the equation below: 

!"# = 	 ('()*+(,[)*./)*]	1	.()*+(,	2/34	(+56)8/+9:+	[)*./)*]  

2.3.4.2 Electrolyte analysis 

Electrolyte analysis was carried out using the Spotchem EL electrolyte 

analyser (Woodley Veterinary Diagnostics, UK). Whole blood samples were 

measured undiluted, and urine and plasma samples were measured via the 

method described in detail later in section 2.7.2 Electrolyte Analysis. 

2.4 Estimating Messenger RNA Transcript Levels using qPCR 

Quantitative PCR (qPCR) was used to quantify messenger RNA (mRNA) 

expression. This sensitive, high-throughput method allowed the fast and 

precise interrogation of the biological processes involved within the renal and 

vascular responses to high salt. As two tissue types were investigated, a 

general overview applicable to the processing and analysis of both will be 

provided here. The specific protocol for kidneys can be found in Results 

chapter 4 section 4.2.2, and for arteries in chapter 5 section 5.2.3. 

2.4.1 Preparation of samples 
The tissues of interest were rapidly excised and placed in RNAlater RNA 

stabilisation reagent (QIAGEN, UK) for 24 hours at 4 ºC, before being 

transferred to -80 ºC in sterile 2 mL Eppendorf tubes and stored until the time 

of the analysis. The culling of animals and tissue harvest were not performed 

at any specific time of day. Prior to sample handling, workspaces and 

equipment were sterilised via autoclaving and the use of RNaseZapTM RNase 

decontamination solution (InvitrogenTM). Reagents such as RNase-free 

water (QIAGEN, UK) and disposable equipment such as RNase-free filter 
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tips and tubes were also utilised where possible, as the introduction of 

contaminating RNases can compromise the experimental output. With these 

precautions in place, frozen samples were submerged into room temperature 

lysis buffer, Buffer RLT (QIAGEN, UK), along with a stainless-steel bead and 

homogenised until liquefied at top speed using a TissueLyser II (QIAGEN, 

UK). RNA was then extracted using spin columns via the instructions of 

tissue-specific RNeasy Isolation kits (QIAGEN, UK). The resulting RNA was 

either stored at -80 ºC or kept on wet ice for subsequent quality control 

assessments outlined below. 

2.4.2 RNA concentration and integrity 
The Nanodrop 1000 spectrophotometer (Thermoscientific, UK) was used to 

quantify the RNA obtained by reading its absorbance at 260nm and providing 

a concentration in ng/µL. A measure of RNA purity can also be generated by 

using sample absorbance ratios. RNA with an absorbance ratio at 260 and 

280 nm (A260/280) ranging 1.7 - 2.2 was taken forward, as an A260/280 

ratio <1.7 suggests contaminating agents such as phenol may be present. 

Another indicator of RNA integrity is the absorbance ratio at 260 and 230 nm 

(A260/230), as co-purified contaminants can produce an A260/230 ratio of 

<1.8. However, there is some uncertainty as to whether a low A260/230 ratio 

significantly affects downstream investigations such as qPCR. Since no 

universal limit has been agreed upon and other studies have proceeded 

without considering the A260/230 ratio with successful qPCR results (125), 

RNA samples were not excluded based on A260/230 ratios alone here. 

RNA integrity was also confirmed by gel electrophoresis using 1% agarose 

with 0.5% Tris-borate-EDTA (TBE) and 0.05% ethidium bromide. RNA 

samples (0.5-1 µg per lane) were loaded onto the gel mixed with the tracking 

dye Orange G and separated at 80 V for 1 hour. The appearance of two 

distinct bands, with the top band double the intensity of the bottom, represent 

28S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) and 18S rRNA and thus, intact RNA (Figure 2.2). 

The smudging or merging of bands was indicative of damaged RNA, and so 

samples were not carried forward. 
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Figure 2.2: Photograph representing RNA samples resolved by gel electrophoresis. 
Each lane was loaded with 0.5-1 µg RNA, run at 80 V for 1 hour. As a result, two separate ribosomal 
bands stained with ethidium bromide were observed, confirming the RNA sample was intact. (A) 28S 
ribosomal RNA; (B) 18S ribosomal RNA; (*) degraded RNA sample. 

2.4.3 Reverse transcription 
The Applied Biosystems high capacity cDNA reverse transcription (RT) kit 

(Life Technologies) was used to synthesise complementary DNA (cDNA) 

from RNA. Samples and kit reagents were defrosted on wet ice, before the 

RNA samples were diluted with RNase-free water to the same concentration. 

With a total volume of 20 µL per reaction, a mastermix was made up with the 

following components: 10 µL 2x RT buffer, 1 µL 20x enzyme mix, and 9 µL 

diluted RNA sample. Alongside this, controls were set up with RNase-free 

water replacing either the enzyme mix or the RNA sample. Once complete, 

samples and controls were run under the following conditions: 37 ºC for 60 

minutes, 95 ºC for 5 minutes and 4 ºC for an optional length of time, in the 

Veriti 96-well thermocycler (Applied Biosystems, UK). The resulting cDNA 

was stored at -20 ºC. 

2.4.4 Gene expression by qPCR 

2.4.4.1 Designing assays 

The Universal ProbeLibrary assay design center (URL: 

https://lifescience.roche.com/en_gb/brands/universal-probe-

library.html#assay-design-center) was a useful tool for generating assays 

against specific genes-of-interest. Assays, consisting of primer sets and a 

suitable hydrolysis probe, were chosen based on whether the amplicon 
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traversed the boundary between two exons or, ideally, an exon and an intron. 

This did not include those situated within the first or the final intron, as these 

regions often contain single nucleotide polymorphisms (126). Further criteria 

included similar melting points for both forward and reverse primers, %GC 

content >50 and nucleotide repetition <4 in a row, as these increase the 

probability of complications such as mispriming. 

Once generated, primer sets were checked via nucleotide BLAST using the 

NCBI database (URL: 

https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi?PAGE_TYPE=BlastSearch). All 

assays used are shown in Table 2.1.  Primer sets were purchased from 

either Eurofins Scientific or Integrated DNA Technologies, which arrived 

lyophilised and thus were reconstituted in RNase-free water to 100 µM, 

aliquoted and stored at -20 ºC. 
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Table 2.1: Table of quantitative PCR assays. 
Assays against specific genes-of-interest were designed using the Universal ProbeLibrary assay design center. Each of the primer sets depicted met the following 
criteria: did not span the first or last intron, possessed similar melting points (Tm) and had a %GC content between 40-60%. 

Gene Protein Accession # Forward Primer Reverse Primer UPL 
Probe # 

Amplicon 
Length (nt) 

Tbp TBP NM_013684 gggagaatcatggaccagaa gatgggaattccaggagtca 97 90 
Hprt HPRT NM_145991 tggcatgacactgaaatctgta ggcttgagacactggtctaggta 26 91 
Actb β-actin NM_007393.5 ctaaggccaaccgtgaaaag accagaggcatacaggaca 64 104 
Rn18s 18S rRNA NM_003278.1 ctcaacacgggaaacctcac cgctccaccaactaagaacg 77 110 
Nos3 eNOS NM_008713 atccagtgccctgcttca gcagggcaagttaggatcag 12 68 
Adra1a α1A-AR NM_013461 ctgaaggtccgcttctcct gccctggagcttcgtttat 81 68 
Adra1d α1D-AR NM_013460.4 gtcttcgtcctgtgctggtt ggtttcagctgagggaacag 34 71 
Adra1b α1B-AR NM_007416 tcttcatcgctctcccactt gggttgaggcagctgttg 20 106 
Agtr1a AT1A-R NM_177322.3 actcacagcaaccctccaag ttggtctcagacactgttcaaaa 9 67 
Nox2 NOX2  NM_007807.5 tgccaacttcctcagctaca gtgcacagcaaagtgattgg 20 73 
Nox4 NOX4 NM_001285833.1 gctgttgcatgtttcaggtg ctgggatgatgtctggttaaga 79 94 
Gpx1 GPX-1 NM_008160 gtttcccgtgcaatcagttc caggtcggacgtacttgagg 2 81 
Itgam CD11b NM_001082960 agccccacactagcatcaa tccatgtccacagagcaaag 71 73 
Scnn1a ENaC-α NM_011324.2 ccaagggtgtagagttctgtga agaaggcagcctgcagttta 45 78 
Slc12a1 NKCC2 NM_183354 tgctggtgccaacatctct atggtccctctggggatg 85 63 
Slc12a3 
Slc9a3 

NCC 
NHE3 

NM_019415 
NM_001081060 

cctccatcaccaactcacct 
tccatgagctgaatttgaagg 

ccgcccacttgctgtagta 
tacttggggagcgaatgaag 

12 
5 

60 
87 

 



 

2.4.4.2 qPCR 

The aforementioned assays were performed using qPCR to detect and 

quantify any changes in mRNA expression in response to increasing dietary 

salt. In preparation, forward and reverse primer sets were combined in a 

separate aliquot to the 100 µM stocks and diluted 1:50 with RNase-free water 

(QIAGEN, UK).  

A standard curve was generated using all cDNA samples, creating a top 

standard of 50 ng via a 1:8 dilution into RNase-free water. A 1:2 serial 

dilution was then carried out, producing an 8-point standard curve in which 

the least concentrated was diluted 1:512 to 0.78 ng cDNA, and the final point 

on the curve contained only RNase-free water. 

cDNA samples were thawed on wet ice and diluted 1:30. MicroAmp 384-well 

PCR plates were set-up on ice and the following reagents were added to 

each well: 5 µL mastermix (PerfeCTa q-PCR FastMix® II, Quanta 

Biosciences), 0.1 µL primer pairs, 0.1 µL hydrolysis probe (Universal 

ProbeLibrary, Roche), 2.8 µL RNase-free water and 2 µL diluted cDNA 

sample. This created a total reaction volume of 10 µL per well. Standards 

and samples were loaded in triplicate using repeat and multichannel pipetters 

to increase the accuracy and speed of plating up. 

Once assembled, plates were sealed and centrifuged to ensure the mixing of 

components. Assays were run in the Roche Lightcycler® 480 using a run-

template consisting of 60 cycles of these reaction conditions: preincubation 

at 95 ºC for 10 minutes, amplification at 95 ºC for 10 seconds followed by 60 

ºC for 30 seconds, before cooling at 40 ºC for 30 seconds. In the ‘Analysis’ 

section of the Lightcycler® 480 software, standard curves and the resulting 

crossing point (Cp) values were generated through absolute quantification 

(Figure 2.3). The quality of the standard curves and thus the experimental 

results was defined by an error <0.5 and an efficiency ranging 1.7 – 2.3. 
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Each of the triplicate values was reviewed and any with a standard deviation 

above 0.5 was removed from the analysis. 

 

Figure 2.3: Representative example of suitable curves generated by quantitative PCR. 
Screenshot depicting the curves produced by Roche Lightcycler® 480 software in renal cortex 
samples. A: Amplification curve depicting the triplicate fluorescence values of the 8-point standard 
curve against the number of cycles. The brown represents the standards containing serial diluted 
cDNA (1-7) and the green represents the last standard (8) and the controls. B: Standard curve with 
crossing point values against concentration resulting from A. This is then used to determine sample 
concentration. 
 

2.4.4.3 Reference genes 

Reference genes, commonly referred to as housekeepers, are expressed at 

a certain level regardless of the experimental setting and therefore are 

essential in quantifying the effect an experimental change has, if any, upon 

the abundance of mRNA produced by a gene-of-interest. The first step 

involves identifying suitable reference genes by screening a selection in the 

tissue to be tested. 
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Here, the reference genes hypoxanthine-guanine phosphor-

ribosyltransferase (Hprt), TATA-binding protein (Tbp), β-actin (Actb) and 

eukaryotic 18S rRNA (Rn18s) were chosen as their mRNA transcript levels 

did not change with varying dietary sodium content (for kidneys, see Figure 

4.3; for arteries, see Figure 5.3). Each reference gene was normalised so 

that the mean concentration of the control group (SSD) was equal to one. 

This balances out any variation that occurs across the reference genes, for 

example all Cp values ranged 22 – 35 apart from 18S rRNA, which 

generated Cp values ranging 8 – 17. The mRNA abundance of experimental 

samples was normalised to the mean of at least three of these reference 

genes, as the use of multiple reference genes has been strongly advocated 

within the literature (127). 

2.5 Measuring Vascular Function with Wire Myography 
Wire myography is an ex vivo technique allowing the investigation of arterial 

function under experimental conditions. Here, the multi wire myograph 610 M 

system from Danish Myo Technology (DMT) was used to determine whether 

varying dietary salt content had an impact, if any, upon the vascular reactivity 

of isolated murine artery segments. 

2.5.1 Vessel Isolation 
Mice were culled via cervical dislocation between 7 and 10AM. Vessel types 

were isolated under a dissecting microscope and stored within cold 

physiological saline solution (PSS; 119.0 mM NaCl, 3.7 mM KCl, 2.5 mM 

CaCl2, 1.2 mM MgSO4, 25.0 mM NaHCO3, 1.2 mM KH2PO4, 27.0 µM EDTA, 

5.5mM D-glucose) on wet ice to be used within 1-2 hours. The mesentery 

was removed and pinned out in a petri dish of cold PSS, allowing the 

isolation and gentle removal of second-order mesenteric arteries. Kidneys 

with intact vasculature and abdominal aortic attachments were removed, 

placed in a petri dish of cold PSS as well and the renal arteries were 

dissected. 
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Figure 2.4: Diagram of the wire myograph bath, from Prince (128). 
The artery segment was held between two jaws, the right (A) connected to a force transducer 
recording any alterations to vessel tension and the left (B) connected to a micrometer for manually 
adjusting the wire position to change vessel tension. This diagram was adapted for this thesis from the 
original copy created by Dr Richard Prince at the University of Manchester (128) (licence URL: 
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/uk/; last accessed 21/10/2019). 

2.5.2 Vessel mounting 
The myograph possesses four individual units containing baths which were 

supplied with a gas feed and vacuum connections for the removal of 

solutions. Each unit was washed out with cold PSS before being heated to 

37 ºC, filled with 6 mL PSS warmed in a water bath and bubbled with a 

combination of 95% oxygen and 5% carbon dioxide known as ‘carbogen’ to 

mimic physiological conditions. Dissected arteries were transferred into the 

units, a segment per bath. Under a microscope, two ~2 cm lengths of 

stainless steel 40 µm wire were delicately threaded, one-by-one, into the 

vessel lumen. The vessel was then positioned between the jaws and the 

ends of the wires attached to the screws (Figure 2.4). If the vessel was 

slightly too long, it was either swapped for a fresh segment or, if this was not 

possible, a small slit was made in the overhanging edge to exclude it from 

the normalisation procedure. Having checked the wires were rigid, straight 

and level within the vessel lumen, units were returned to the myograph, 
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connected to the gas and fresh, warm PSS was introduced into the baths. 

Mounted artery segments were then left to equilibrate. 

2.5.3 Normalisation for resting tension 
Before beginning the experimental protocol, it was necessary to establish 

and place the vessels under resting tension. This introduced a basal stretch 

and so attempted to recreate the transmural pressure the vessel was 

normally under in vivo. To achieve this, the DMT normalisation module 

utilises the isometric method, which requires the vessel length and tension, 

referred to as force here, in order to calculate the internal circumference (IC; 

mm) and thus the pressure required to generate resting tension. The length 

of the artery segment was measured using the scale on the eyepiece of the 

dissecting microscope. The vessel tension was adjusted by turning the 

micrometer (Figure 2.4) to separate the wires and the distance between them 

was measured (µm). By adjusting the micrometer to distend the vessel in a 

stepwise manner to create a maximum force of 13.3 kPa, which is equivalent 

to a transmural pressure of 100 mHg, a length-tension graph was produced 

with IC against vessel tension. This allowed for the calculation of the vessel 

diameter at 100 mmHg, referred to as IC100, which in turn was used to 

generate IC1 and thus, the distance the wires needed to be moved apart in 

order to stretch the vessel and place it under its individual resting tension. 

Vessels then underwent a 45-minute equilibration period. 

2.5.4 Experimental protocol 
Artery segment viability was first examined with the addition of 6 mL PSS 

containing a high concentration of potassium (KPSS; 124.6 mM KCl, 2.5 mM 

CaCl2, 1.2 mM MgSO4, 25.0 mM NaHCO3, 1.2 mM KH2PO4, 27.0 µM EDTA, 

5.5 mM D-glucose) to elicit a strong contractile response by depolarisation. 

Once the contraction had reached a peak and levelled off, as visualised 

within the data acquisition software LabChart, the bathes were emptied and 

washed three times with warm PSS. This process was repeated a further two 

times before the vessels were left to rest for 20 – 30 minutes. 
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The vasodilatory response, and thus the integrity of the endothelium, was 

assessed with the addition of the vasoconstrictor phenylephrine (PhE; 10-4 

M) and the subsequent addition of the endothelial-dependent vasodilator 

acetylcholine (ACh; 10-4 M). Once again, baths were washed out with warm 

PSS and vessels were left. 

To evaluate vascular reactivity, concentration-response curves (final 

concentrations in the bath: 10-9 to 10-3 M) were generated in 6 mL PSS from 

PhE, ACh and endothelial-independent vasodilator sodium nitroprusside 

(SNP). Appropriate time intervals were left between doses as to allow the 

vessel response to stabilise without the overall contraction or relaxation 

dropping off, and 20-30-minute washout periods occurred between drugs. At 

the end of the experimental protocol, three additional rounds of KPSS were 

added and depolarisation measured in order to ensure the vessel had not 

been damaged and viability reduced over the course of the experiment. 

2.5.5 Data analysis 
The data were acquired using the software Labchart 7 pro v7.3.2. For 

vasoconstriction, data consists of the maximum force output (mN) per dose 

of PhE. This is then presented as a percentage of the mean force generated 

by the three additions of KPSS at the start. Arteries were excluded from the 

analysis if the final KPSS response was >50% lower than that at the start of 

the protocol. For vasodilatory concentration-response curves, arteries were 

pre-incubated with PhE to sufficiently pre-constrict the vessels. Data 

regarding vasodilatory responses consists of the minimum value per dose of 

ACh or SNP. This is then expressed as a percentage of the residual PhE-

induced tension leftover. 

Concentration-response curves were produced in GraphPad Prism v8.2.0. 

The data were fitted with the equation log(dose) vs. response during 

nonlinear regression analysis, in which the following parameters were 

compared. For vasoconstriction, this allowed for the calculation of logEC50, 

defined as the concentration required to reach 50% of the maximum PhE-

induced contraction, and the %efficacy (%Emax), defined as the maximum 
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effect PhE can have under these circumstances. For vasodilation evoked by 

ACh or SNP, these parameters consist of logIC50, representing the 

concentration required to achieve 50% inhibition of pre-constriction, 

and %Relax, defined as the maximum inhibitory, thus vasodilatory effect. 

2.6 Metabolic Cage Experiments 

2.6.1 Experimental set-up 
Mice were individually housed within metabolic cages for the collection of 

urine and faeces, and the measurement of water and dietary intake. 

Separate cohorts of mice spent either 24 hours at different dietary time-

points in these cages or were housed continuously during dietary 

manipulation. If mice were to spend longer than 24 hours in the metabolic 

cages, a 5-day acclimatisation period was performed prior to any sampling 

(129). For 12-hour collection periods, mice were transferred to the cages at 

the beginning of the light cycle (7AM). Daytime samples were taken at 7PM, 

thus represent the time period 7AM-7PM, and night-time samples were taken 

at 7AM, representing the period 7PM-7AM. Urine samples were centrifuged 

to remove any diet particulates and stored at -20 ºC unless otherwise stated. 

These were then further analysed to determine electrolyte and 

catecholamine excretion. 

2.6.2 Electrolyte analysis 

2.6.2.1 Urinary electrolytes 

Urinary electrolyte levels of sodium (Na+), potassium (K+) and chloride (Cl-) 

were analysed using the Spotchem EL electrolyte analyser (Woodley 

Veterinary Diagnostics, UK). Urine samples from metabolic cage studies 

were diluted 1:1 with deionised water and applied to the EL electrode-plates 

alongside a reference solution. Values were given as mmol/L, which were 

converted to µmol/h by multiplying readings by the urinary flow rate. 

2.6.2.2 Sodium and water balance 

Sodium balance was calculated before and after the administration of the 

HSD. Units of urinary sodium concentration, as measured previously, were 
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converted from mmol/L to µmol/L. Water balance was calculated using daily 

urine volume and water intake. The volume of fluid excreted was subtracted 

from the fluid consumed by each mouse. The units were converted from mL 

to µL and then normalised to grams of body weight (gbw). 

2.6.3 Urinary catecholamine concentration 
Urinary concentrations of adrenaline and noradrenaline were determined via 

IBL CatCombi ELISA (TECAN). Day (7AM-7PM) and night (7PM-7AM) urine 

samples were collected from mice housed in metabolic cages for 24-hours at 

a time at different dietary time-points, centrifuged, and supplemented with 

0.01 mol/L hydrochloric acid for storage purposes. All samples and kit 

reagents were allowed to come to room temperature prior to use. Standard, 

control and experimental urine samples (20 µL per sample) were pipetted 

onto extraction plates and diluted 1:25 with bidistilled water. Catecholamines 

were subsequently extracted through 5-30-minute incubations with the 

provided extraction and release buffers on an orbital shaker (400-600 rpm). 

The extracted samples were divided (100 µL for adrenaline, 25 µL for 

noradrenaline) and plated out in duplicate for the measurement of each 

catecholamine. The manual ELISA protocol was carried out following the 

manufacturer’s instructions, with washes consisting of 290 µL wash buffer 

(diluted 1:10 with bidistilled water) per well, repeated four times. 

The OD was measured at 405 nm with a microplate reader (Infinite M1000, 

Tecan) and plotted against log(concentration). A four-parameter logistic 

curve was fitted and the unknown urinary concentrations of adrenaline and 

noradrenaline (R2 = 0.998 for each) were interpolated. Urinary flow rate was 

utilised to calculate excretion for each urine sample. 

2.7 Measuring Plasma Aldosterone 

2.7.1 Plasma sampling 
Daytime terminal plasma samples were obtained via decapitation completed 

by either the manager of the Centre’s Physiological Laboratory Mr Kevin 

Stewart, or post-doctoral researcher Dr Celine Grenier. This allowed for the 
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collection of a sufficiently large volume of blood to measure the concentration 

of aldosterone. Samples were collected throughout the daytime. Plasma was 

acquired via centrifugation at 2,000 xg for 5 minutes at 4 ºC and stored at -80 

ºC. 

2.7.2 Plasma aldosterone ELISA 
An aldosterone ELISA kit (Enzo Life Sciences, UK) was used to determine 

plasma aldosterone concentration. All samples and kit components were 

allowed to reach room temperature, before plasma was diluted 1:4 with 

assay buffer to be assayed in duplicate via the manufacturer’s protocol. The 

measurement of absorbance occurred at 405 nm, corrected with 550 nm, 

using a microplate reader (Infinite M1000, Tecan).  

Average net OD was calculated and expressed as a percentage of the net 

maximum binding (B0) OD, known as percent bound. A standard curve was 

then generated with percent bound vs. log(concentration) and unknown 

values were interpolated to determine the concentration of plasma 

aldosterone. 

2.8 Statistical Analyses 
All data included in this work were analysed using the software GraphPad 

Prism v8.2.0. With the exception of the balance results, data are expressed 

as mean ± standard deviation (SD). The number of biological and/or 

technical replicates (n) is included within the figure legends and the specific 

Methods section for each experiment in the Results chapters. Throughout 

this work, significance is reported at P <0.05 alongside the statistical tests 

used. Many of the statistical tests in this thesis make the assumption that the 

data follow a Normal, or Gaussian, distribution. Prior to performing any of 

these analyses, the normality of the data set was first assessed using the 

Shapiro-Wilk test. With the cut-off at 0.05, data sets generating P values 

above this were then compared using the following parametric tests. 

t test: t testing was utilised to determine the presence of a significant 

difference between the means of two groups. The choice between an 
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unpaired and a paired t test was made based on the experimental design. 

For example, an unpaired t test was selected to compare two separate 

groups, whereas paired was selected to compare a variable in a single group 

measured before and after a treatment, such as the HSD here. Two-tailed t 

tests were used to test the hypothesis that the HSD caused a significant 

difference, whether it be a decrease or an increase in a variable such as 

kidney weight. 

One-way ANOVA: This was performed to compare one variable, such as BP, 

between three groups or more. The resulting P value was corrected for 

multiple comparisons, in which the mean of each group was compared with 

the mean of every other group included in the analysis. For this reason, 

Tukey post-testing was carried out. An ordinary one-way ANOVA was used 

when groups were unrelated, however when the groups were matched a 

repeated measures ANOVA was performed. In this work, the need for this 

occurred when one variable, such as BP, was measured in an animal 

receiving the SSD followed by the HSD. It controls for factors influencing 

experimental variability, and thus was used as statistical power is increased 

when matching is effective, as determined by significance. This also confirms 

the suitability of the test. 

Two-way ANOVA: A two-way ANOVA was carried out to determine the effect 

of two factors upon a response. In this thesis, factors consist of dietary salt 

intake and time or drug concentration. The resulting ANOVA table has been 

presented with the data, and depicts P values for testing three null 

hypotheses: 

1. The mean of each column is the same, for example no differences are 

observed in artery contraction between the SSD and the HSD 

2. The mean of each row is the same, for example no differences are 

observed in artery contraction between each concentration of PhE 

3. No interaction occurs between the above factors, for example the 

concentration of PhE has the same effect upon artery contraction 

within both dietary groups. 
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Sidak multiple comparisons test was implemented following two-way 

ANOVA. This method of post-hoc testing discourages the reporting of false 

negatives, thus has increased power compared to other methods. It also 

follows the assumption that each comparison is independent from one 

another, which is beneficial when comparing separate, unrelated cohorts. 

 



3 Effect of High Dietary Salt Intake on 
Blood Pressure in C57BL6/JCrl Mice 

3.1 Introduction 

The mouse strain C57BL6/J is widely used as a control or as the background 

upon which to generate a transgenic mouse model in cardiovascular 

research. It is commonly cited as a salt-resistant strain and several studies 

have reported little to no effect of salt upon BP (117-121); however, others 

have noted pronounced BP changes in response to increasing dietary salt 

intake in these mice (112, 122, 123). In this chapter, the standard salt diet 

(SSD; 0.25% Na) was fed to C57BL6/JCrl mice, a substrain from Charles 

River, UK. Dietary sodium content was then increased ten-fold (HSD; 3% Na) 

and the impact upon BP and other related parameters was characterised. 

3.1.1 Aims 

1. To determine the impact high dietary salt intake has on BP, heart rate 

and locomotor activity. 

2. To assess whether changes in dietary salt intake influence the day-

night pattern of BP, heart rate and locomotor activity. 

3. To decipher whether any salt-induced changes in the above 

parameters can be reversed by reducing dietary salt intake. 

3.1.2 Approach to achieve the chapter aims 

Ø BP, heart rate and locomotor activity were measured in a single cohort 

of freely moving, conscious C57BL6/JCrl mice using radiotelemetry. 

Ø To determine the impact of dietary salt, mice received the HSD for 3 

weeks before being returned to the SSD administered during baseline 

recordings. 
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3.2 Methods 
The methods used within this chapter are described in detail in the main 

Methods section. The specific timeline and experimental design used to 

address the above aims is recounted in this chapter. 

 

Figure 3.1: Timeline for the radiotelemetry experiment. 
Radiotelemeter devices were surgically implanted into a single cohort of male 9-12-week-old 
C57BL6/JCrl mice (n=7) on a standard salt (0.25% Na) diet using the anaesthetic isoflurane. Mice 

recovered for 7 days before baseline measurements began. After these next 7 days, mice received a 

high salt diet (HSD; 3% Na) and measurements were taken for a further 3 weeks (day 8 to day 28). On 
experimental day 28, mice were transferred back to the standard salt diet received during the baseline 

measurements for a further 10 days. The rectangular boxes represent 7-day periods, and washout 

refers to the removal of the HSD. 
 

3.2.1 Experimental design for radiotelemetry 
BP, heart rate and locomotor activity were recorded by radiotelemetry in an 

experiment involving a single cohort of 7 male C57BL6/JCrl mice, aged 9-12 

weeks with a mean body weight of 28 ± 2 g. A repeated measures design 

was used in which each animal was exposed to all treatment conditions and 

the response monitored over time. This longitudinal approach is an 

experimental refinement in the laboratory and by increasing statistical power, 

it reduces the number of animals required to identify a biologically important 

difference, for example an effect of high salt. Figure 3.1 depicts the 

experimental timeline and the sequence of treatment conditions applied. 

Mice were given access to the SSD (0.25% Na) and singly housed under 

quiet conditions with the usual 12-hour light-dark cycle. This was done prior 

to the implantation of the telemeter devices, as described in Methods section 

2.2.2. The surgical procedure to insert the devices was performed by the 
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manager of the Centre’s in vivo Physiology Laboratory Mr Kevin Stewart. 

Following this, mice recovered for 7 days as determined by the restoration of 

pre-operative body weight. Mice were checked daily to monitor their condition 

according to the Home Office requirements for actual severity reporting. 

Once body weight had normalised, baseline BP, heart rate and activity were 

acquired over the next 7 days. Of these, only 5 days were used in the 

analysis: data from day 4 and day 6 were rejected because of technical 

failures in the recording equipment resulting in significant periods (6-9 hours) 

of data loss. 

 

Figure 3.2: Blood pressure during interruption of the 12-hour light-dark cycle. 
Blood pressure was measured by radiotelemetry whilst mice (n=7) received a standard salt (0.25% Na) 
diet at the beginning of the experiment for baseline recordings and at the end for a washout period. 
The data were collected over 12-hour (12-h) periods for each mouse, then averaged and presented as 
one 12-h period per data point. During this final period, the light-dark cycle was interrupted. As a result, 
the day-night circadian variability of BP flattened, as seen in the 12-h means of A) systolic (SBP) and 
B) diastolic blood pressure (DBP) between experimental days 29 and 35. The cycle returned after day 
35, as did the normal day-night pattern in A) SBP and B) DBP. Daytime refers to 7AM-7PM, and night-
time refers to 7PM-7AM. 
 

Next, dietary salt intake was increased by replacing the SSD with the HSD 

(containing 3% Na) for 3 weeks. Data was obtained throughout the high salt 

phase. After 3 weeks, once BP was observed to be stable, a ‘washout’ period 

was introduced (Figure 3.1) in which the HSD was replaced with the SSD 

once again, aided by transferring mice into different cages. Data collection 

was extended for a further 10 days following this modification. Data from 

experimental days 29-35 were removed from the post-acquisition analysis. 
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As depicted in Figure 3.2, BP ‘dipping’ disappeared during the inactive phase 

(7AM-7PM; daytime) within these days due to unplanned disruption of the 

light-dark cycle. This was restored after day 35 and so data collected on days 

36 to 38 were included in the analysis (Figure 3.2). 

3.2.2 Data analysis 
Data on BP, locomotor activity and heart rate were transmitted by 

implantable DSI telemeter devices and acquired over one minute every half 

an hour by the software Ponemah v6.12 over the 6-week experimental 

period. Data were grouped and handled in either 24- or 12-hour periods 

during the analysis. Pulse pressure was calculated by subtracting DBP from 

SBP, and activity was normalised to counts per minute (counts/min). 

Averages (24-hour) were taken for SBP, DBP, MBP, pulse pressure, heart 

rate, and locomotor activity, which were then compared to determine the 

daily impact of increasing dietary salt intake. A 5-hour moving average was 

used to smooth the data and 5-day data bins, as shown in Figure 3.3, were 

taken forward to display and investigate any changes to day-night 

rhythmicity.  

Daytime data is defined in this chapter as data collected between 7:00AM 

and 6:35PM (ZT 0-12) and night-time as between 7:00PM and 6:35AM (ZT 

12-24). During these time-points, 12-hour averages were calculated and 

compared. The percentage night-time dip occurring during the day-night 

transition was calculated using the equation below: 

("#$ℎ&	() − +,-	())
"#$ℎ&	() 	/	100 

The washout period could not be included in this as only 4 days of 

measurements were obtained, for reasons noted above. Statistical analysis 

was performed using GraphPad Prism v.8.0 and significance denoted as 

P<0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons. Daytime and night-time 12-hour 

averages were analysed using a repeated measures one-way ANOVA with 

multiple comparisons carried out by Tukey post-hoc testing. However, due to 
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the differing number of days within the baseline and washout periods, the 

Graphpad Prism software assumes the data sets are missing values and so 

this model could not be applied to the 24-hour averages. Instead, a mixed 

effects model was used to assess the variation between groups, as the 

reasons for the missing values are random and unrelated to the experimental 

conditions applied or measured (i.e technological difficulties causing loss of 

data). 

 

Figure 3.3: Timeline for the radiotelemetry experiment with 5-day data bins. 
Cardiovascular parameters were measured via radiotelemetry in C57BL6/JCrl mice (n=7) in which 
recordings were taken on a standard salt (0.25% Na) diet to establish a baseline, on a high salt diet 
(HSD; 3% Na) for 3 weeks and back on the standard diet for a washout period. During the data 
analysis, 5-day data bins were extracted. These are representative of when the parameters reached a 
stable state, i.e when changes due to diet manipulation had levelled out. Due to an interruption in data 
acquisition during the baseline period, 5 consecutive days could not be obtained and so days 1-3, 5 
and 7 were taken forward. The rectangular boxes in grey depict 7-day periods, and those in purple 
depict the 5-day periods subject to data binning. Washout refers to the removal of the HSD. 



 

 
Figure 3.4: Blood pressure and other cardiovascular variables (24-hour) during high salt 
feeding. 
Systolic (SBP), diastolic (DBP), mean blood pressure (MBP), heart rate and locomotor activity were 
measured via radiotelemetry in a single cohort of C57BL6/JCrl mice (n=7). Pulse pressure (PP) was 
calculated by subtracting DBP from SBP. Data are presented as 24-hour (24-h) means ± SD. A) SBP, 
DBP and MBP traces during 7 days of baseline measurements, followed by 3 weeks of a high salt diet 
(HSD; 3% Na). High salt feeding was separated into 1-week periods and B) MBP, C) SBP, D) DBP, E) 
heart rate, F) pulse pressure (PP) and G) activity effects were compared amongst each other, and with 
baseline measurements. These comparisons were made using repeated measures one-way ANOVA 
with Tukey post-hoc testing. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01 and *p<0.05.
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3.3 Results 

3.3.1 High dietary salt intake elevates blood pressure 
SBP, DBP and MBP were measured in conscious unrestrained mice on the 

SSD followed by the HSD. Baseline measurements were taken from the mice 

with access to the SSD. During this time, 24-hour averaged SBP was at 

120.2 ± 0.6 mmHg and DBP at 88.3 ± 0.6 mmHg, and as a result, MBP was 

at 104.2 ± 0.7 mmHg. After day 7 of the experimental timeline, the SSD was 

replaced with the HSD. SBP rose by 7.0 mmHg within the first 4 days, 

reaching 127.2 ± 1.2 mmHg, and DBP by 3.8 mmHg to 92.1 ± 0.8 mmHg. 

Thus, MBP increased to 109.4 ± 1.0 mmHg (Figure 3.4 A & B). All three 

measures were significantly higher compared to baseline (SBP P=0.002; 

DBP P=0.010; MBP P=0.003). This increase was sustained at 2 weeks (SBP 

126.5 ± 0.8 mmHg P=0.0001; and DBP 91.2 ± 0.5 mmHg P =0.0005; MBP 

108.5 ± 0.7 mmHg P=0.0003 all compared to baseline) and 3 weeks of high 

salt feeding (SBP 127.1 ± 0.8 mmHg P=0.0006; DBP 91.5 ± 0.5 mmHg 

P=0.004; MBP 108.9 ± 0.7 mmHg P=0.002 compared to baseline) (Figure 

3.4 A-D). 

Heart rate remained largely unaltered by increasing dietary salt intake, as 

compared to baseline measurements. During baseline recordings, 24-hour 

mean heart rate was 515 ± 12 bpm, which rose very slightly but 

insignificantly to 524 ± 7 bpm (P=0.561) after 1 week of high dietary salt 

intake. A minor decline was noted between 1 and 2 weeks (505 ± 7 bpm, 

P=0.013 compared to 1 week of high salt) which then persisted throughout 

the final week (503 ± 11 bpm, P=0.050) (Figure 3.4 E).



Pulse pressure was generated by subtracting DBP from SBP. At baseline, 

pulse pressure was 32.0 ± 0.4 mmHg, which rose significantly upon 

increasing dietary salt intake. Within the first week, pulse pressure increased 

by 3.4 mmHg, which was sustained throughout the experimental period (35.4 

± 0.5 mmHg after 1 week, 35.3 ± 0.3 mmHg after 2 weeks and 35.5 ± 0.5 

mmHg after 3 weeks HSD; all P=0.0002 compared to baseline) (Figure 3.4 

F). 

The implanted telemeter devices also measured locomotor activity as the 

mice moved around their cages, which was then normalised to counts/min. 

Activity, averaged over 24-hours, during baseline was 88 ± 4 counts/min. 

This increased significantly to 123 ± 24 counts/min after the HSD was 

introduced (P=0.007) and after 2 weeks, remained elevated at 117 ± 18 

counts/min (P=0.030). Within the third week of increased dietary salt intake, 

the level of activity dropped slightly to 102 ± 6 counts/min, which was not 

different to baseline (P=0.471) (Figure 3.4 G). This suggests that the mice 

were more active during the HSD, which normalised after 3 weeks. 

3.3.2 Effect of high dietary salt intake on the circadian rhythm of blood 
pressure, heart rate and locomotor activity 

On the SSD, SBP exhibited a clear day-night pattern. During the day (7AM-

7PM), SBP was 115.4 ± 1.9 mmHg when mice are typically at rest and rose 

to 125.5 ± 0.7 mmHg at night (7PM-7AM), which repeated every 24 hours 

(Figure 3.5 A-D). When the SSD was replaced with the HSD, the rhythm 

persisted throughout the duration of the experiment despite the increased 

salt intake (Figure 3.5 A). This is also depicted within Table 3.1, as the dip in 

SBP between night and day was 8.0% during baseline and increased to 

12.0-14.5% during the HSD period, illustrating that elevated dietary salt 

intake did not impact the circadian regulation of SBP. Daytime SBP 

increased moderately to 119.5 ± 0.9 mmHg (P=0.024 compared to baseline) 

after 1 week, which reversed after 2 weeks to 116.6 ± 1.4 mmHg (P=0.800 

compared to baseline), before returning to 118.7 ± 0.5 mmHg after 3 weeks 

of high salt (P=0.036 compared to 2 weeks HSD) (Figure 3.5 B). SBP at 
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night, however, rose considerably to 135.7 ± 1.1 mmHg during the first week, 

which persisted throughout the duration of the HSD (all P<0.0001 compared 

to baseline) (Figure 3.5 C). Although the typical day-night pattern of SBP was 

conserved with high salt intake, a potential phase shift was observed (Figure 

3.5 E). The rapid increase that occurs during awakening, referred to as the 

‘morning surge’ in humans, occurred later in the subsequent weeks than in 

the first week as the traces shifted to the right. 

Table 3.1: Blood pressure ‘dip’ between sleeping and awake states in C57BL6/JCrl mice during 
high dietary salt intake. 

 Active (night); 
mmHg 

Inactive 
(day); 
mmHg 

Active-
Inactive; 
mmHg 

%dip 
 

SBP     
Baseline 125.5 ± 0.7 115.4 ± 1.9 10.1 ± 2.2 8.0 ± 1.7 
1 week HSD 135.7 ± 1.1 119.5 ± 0.9 16.2 ± 1.4 11.9 ± 0.9 
2 weeks HSD 136.4 ± 0.5 116.6 ± 1.4 19.8 ± 1.4 14.5 ± 1.0 
3 weeks HSD 136.0 ± 0.6 118.7 ± 0.5 17.3 ± 0.7 12.7 ± 0.5 
DBP     
Baseline 91.9 ± 0.6 84.4 ± 1.3 7.5 ± 1.6 8.1 ± 1.7 
1 week HSD 97.5 ± 0.7 86.3 ± 0.6 11.2 ± 0.6 11.4 ± 0.5 
2 weeks HSD 97.8 ± 1.0 83.6 ± 1.2 14.1 ± 1.8 14.4 ± 1.7 
3 weeks HSD 98.1 ± 0.5 83.6 ± 0.9 14.5 ± 1.0 14.8 ± 0.9 

Systolic (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP) were measured via radiotelemetry in a single cohort 
of C57BL6/JCrl mice (n=7) fed a standard diet for baseline recordings followed by a high salt diet 
(HSD) for 3 weeks. Data are presented as 12-hour averages ± SD generated for daytime (7AM-7PM) 
during inactivity and night-time (7PM-7AM) when mice were active. The decline of blood pressure 
between sleep and awake states, referred to as the blood pressure ‘dip’ occurring at night-time in 
humans, was quantified and expressed as a percentage (%) of blood pressure during the awake state. 
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Figure 3.5: Systolic blood pressure in C57BL6/JCrl mice with high dietary salt intake. 
Systolic blood pressure (SBP) was measured via radiotelemetry in C57BL6/JCrl mice (n=7). Mice were 
fed a standard salt (0.25% Na) diet for baseline recordings followed by a high salt diet (HSD; 3% Na) 
for 3 weeks. Data are presented as 5-hour moving averages ± SD. A) SBP trace throughout the 
experiment. From this, 5-day data bins were extracted and 12-hour averages of SBP were taken for B) 
daytime (7AM-7PM) and C) night-time (7PM-7AM) for baseline and each of the 1-week periods of the 
HSD. Thus, data are presented as one 12-h period per data point. Averages were also calculated for 
every hour of the 24-hour light-dark cycle for SBP during D) baseline and E) high dietary salt intake. 
The grey background represents night-time, i.e the dark cycle ZT 12-24. Analysis of the 12-hour means 
was done using repeated measures one-way ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc testing for multiple 
comparisons. ****p<0.0001, *p<0.05. 
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DBP also demonstrated a robust rhythm during the collection of baseline 

data, with daytime DBP at 84.4 ± 1.3 mmHg and night-time DBP increasing 

to 91.9 ± 0.6 mmHg (Figure 3.6 A-D). Once the mice were given access to 

the HSD, similar events as seen with SBP transpired. At baseline, DBP 

dropped by 8.1% between night and day, whereas DBP dropped by 11.4-

14.8% during increased dietary salt intake (Table 3.1). This demonstrates 

that an adequate BP dip still occurred despite the dietary alteration in these 

mice. During the day, DBP was modestly but insignificantly higher at 86.3 ± 

0.6 mmHg (P=0.202 compared to baseline) after 1 week of the HSD, which 

declined back to baseline over the course of the following weeks (83.6 ± 1.2 

mmHg, P=0.038 at 2 weeks; 83.6 ± 0.9 mmHg, P=0.012 at 3 weeks 

compared to 1 week HSD) (Figure 3.6 B). DBP at night elevated substantially 

to 97.5 ± 0.7 mmHg after 1 week (P<0.0001), 97.8 ± 1.0 mmHg after 2 weeks 

(P=0.0002) and 98.1 ± 0.5 mmHg after 3 weeks of high salt intake 

(P=0.0004) compared to baseline (Figure 3.5 C). The ‘morning surge’ of 

DBP, illustrated in Figure 3.6 E, shifted to the right in the last weeks of the 

HSD in a possible phase shift similar to that displayed by SBP. 
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Figure 3.6: Diastolic blood pressure in C57BL6/JCrl mice during high dietary salt intake. 
Diastolic blood pressure (DBP) was measured via radiotelemetry in C57BL6/JCrl mice (n=7). Mice 
were fed a standard salt (0.25% Na) diet during baseline measurements before they were transferred 
to a high salt diet (HSD; 3% Na) for 3 weeks. Data are presented as 5-hour moving averages ± SD. A) 
DBP trace throughout the experiment. From this, 5-day data bins were obtained and 12-hour means 
were generated for B) daytime (7AM-7PM) and C) night-time (7PM-7AM) for DBP baseline and after 1-
3 weeks HSD. Thus, data are displayed as one 12-hour period per data point. Means were also 
calculated for every hour of the 24-hour light-dark cycle for DBP during D) baseline and E) high dietary 
salt intake. Analysis consisted of repeated measures one-way ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc testing. 
****p<0.0001, ***p<0.001, *p<0.05. 
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As shown in Figure 3.7, 24-hour averaged pulse pressure increased during 

the HSD period. With daytime pulse pressure at 31.1 ± 0.6 mmHg and night-

time at 33.0 ± 0.4 mmHg during the baseline period, a small but clear shift 

between day and night was exhibited, confirming the presence of circadian 

regulation (Figure 3.7 A-C). Following administration of the HSD, daytime 

pulse pressure increased to 33.9 ± 0.4 mmHg (P=0.0006), as did night-time 

pulse pressure to 37.2 ± 0.7 mmHg (P=0.0002) during the first week. This 

significant elevation was sustained throughout the duration of the HSD, with 

both day and night pulse pressure remaining higher than baseline (daytime 

P=0.007; night-time P=0.0002 after 3 weeks of the HSD) (Figure 3.7 B & C). 

Heart rate displayed day-night fluctuations throughout the course of the 

experiment, i.e during the data collection from both the baseline and high salt 

periods (Figure 3.7 D). At baseline, mice had a 12-hour mean heart rate of 

500 ± 22 bpm during the day and 530 ± 6 bpm during the night, illustrating a 

typical increase overnight and thus an appropriate daily rhythm. After 1 week 

of high salt intake, daytime heart rate was unchanged at 505 ± 8 bpm 

(P=0.985 compared to baseline). Following two further weeks of high dietary 

salt intake, heart rate declined to 471 ± 14 bpm (P=0.007 compared to 1 

week HSD) (Figure 3.7 E). Night-time heart rate, however, increased slightly 

to 543 ± 6 bpm, bordering upon statistical significance (P=0.051 compared to 

baseline), which was sustained but also not significant during 2 weeks (541 ± 

8 bpm, P=0.144) and 3 weeks of high dietary salt intake (536 ± 14 bpm 

P=0.837) compared to heart rate at baseline (Figure 3.7 F). 



 

Figure 3.7: Pulse pressure and heart rate in C57BL6/JCrl mice during high dietary salt intake. 
Pulse pressure (PP) was calculated from systolic and diastolic blood pressure measured via 
radiotelemetry in C57BL6/JCrl mice (n=7). Mice were fed a standard salt (0.25% Na) diet during 
baseline recordings, after which they were transferred to a high salt diet (HSD; 3% Na) for 3 weeks. 
Data are presented as 5-hour moving averages ± SD. A) PP and D) heart rate traces throughout the 
experiment. Twelve-hour means were extracted from 5-day data bins during daytime (7AM-7PM) for B) 
PP and E) heart rate, and night-time (7PM-7AM) for C) PP and F) heart rate for baseline and 1-3 
weeks HSD. Thus, data are presented as a 12-hour mean of all mice per data point. These means 
were analysed with repeated measures one-way ANOVA with Tukey post hoc testing. ***p<0.001, 
**p<0.01.
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Locomotor activity is expressed as counts per minute. Movement varied with 

day and night, with 56 ± 5 counts/min of daytime activity and 127 ± 8 

counts/min of night-time activity collected over the baseline period. This 

illustrates the mice were largely at rest during the day and mobile during the 

night at baseline (Figure 3.8 A-C). Daytime activity was mostly unaltered by 

high dietary salt intake, with 66 ± 11 counts/min at week 1 and 64 ± 42 

counts/min at week 2 of the HSD period. By the third week, activity was 

moderately reduced to 43 ± 5 counts/min, which was notably lower than that 

of 1 week of high salt intake (P=0.013) but not baseline (Figure 3.8 B). On 

the other hand, movement at night increased as dietary salt content 

increased. Activity following 1 week of high salt was not different to that at 

baseline, however by the second week, activity increased to 184 ± 24 

counts/min (P=0.013). This declined slightly to 167 ± 11 counts/min by the 

third week but remained significantly higher than activity at baseline 

(P=0.023) (Figure 3.8 C). As seen in both SBP and DBP, the rise in 

locomotor activity as the dark period (night-time) began also appeared to be 

delayed after 2 and 3 weeks of high dietary salt intake. Once more, a phase 

shift could potentially be occurring, which suggests mice are less active until 

later in the dark period (Figure 3.8 D & E). 
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Figure 3.8: Locomotor activity in C57BL6/JCrl mice during high dietary salt intake. 
Locomotor activity was measured via radiotelemetry in C57BL6/JCrl mice (n=7). It is representative of 
the amount mice moved during the experimental period. Mice were fed a standard salt (0.25% Na) diet 
for baseline recordings, which was then replaced with a high salt diet (HSD; 3% Na) for 3 weeks. Data 
are presented as 5-hour moving averages ± SD. A) Locomotor activity throughout the experiment. 
From these, 5-day data bins were obtained, and 12-hour means were taken at B) day-time (7AM-7PM) 
and at C) night-time (7PM-7AM), each data point displaying one 12-hour mean from all mice. Means 
were also calculated for every hour of the 24-hour light-dark cycle for activity during D) baseline and E) 
the HSD. Data were analysed and compared with repeated measures one-way ANOVA with Tukey 
post-hoc tests. *p<0.05. 
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Figure 3.9: Blood pressure, heart rate and activity in C57BL6/JCrl mice after removal of the high 
salt diet. 
Systolic (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP), heart rate and activity were measured via 
radiotelemetry in C57BL6/JCrl mice (n=7). Mice were given access to a standard salt (0.25% Na) diet 
for baseline recordings, then transferred to a high salt diet (HSD; 3% Na) for 3 weeks and finally 
returned to the standard diet for a ‘washout’ period. From the recordings, 24-hour (24-h) means 
containing data from all mice were obtained for A) SBP, B) DBP, C) heart rate and D) activity during 
baseline, each 1-week period of the HSD, and during washout. Data are mean ± SD analysed using a 
repeated measures mixed-effects model with multiple comparisons carried out by Tukey post-hoc 
testing. **p<0.01, *p<0.05. 
 

3.3.3 Impact of reducing dietary salt on blood pressure, heart rate and 
locomotor activity 

After 3 weeks of high dietary salt intake, mice were transferred back to the 

SSD upon which the baseline measurements were taken, referred to as a 

washout period. As outlined in section 3.2.1, the HSD was replaced on 

experimental day 29 and data was only acquired for experimental days 35 to 

38, thus the mice had been receiving the SSD for 6 days prior to this. Little to 
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no differences were seen in 24-hour averaged BP following the removal of 

the HSD, as SBP was 125.8 ± 0.7 mmHg (P=0.470) and DBP was 91.0 ± 1.0 

mmHg (P=0.957) compared to the third week of high dietary salt intake. SBP 

and DBP remained significantly higher than baseline (SBP P=0.003; DBP 

P=0.019; Figure 3.9 A & B). Heart rate was also unchanged at 521 ± 15 bpm 

compared to 3 weeks of the HSD (P=0.662) and compared to baseline 

(P=0.521; Figure 3.9 C). Additionally, no differences were seen in activity 

during washout and 3 weeks of HSD (105 ± 9 counts/min; P=0.984) nor 

during baseline (P=0.198; Figure 3.9 D). 

3.4 Discussion 
The overarching purpose of this chapter was to determine the impact dietary 

salt intake has on BP. Understanding this relationship is of considerable 

importance due to the alarmingly high daily consumption of dietary salt 

across the globe. Salt intake is recommended at <5 g/day, however the most 

recently calculated population means consistently exceed this, some by 

almost double that of the daily recommendation (7). A BP sensitive to salt is 

not universal; it occurs within ~25-33% of the global population as 

determined by age, ethnicity and comorbidities such as CKD (130). 

Ambiguity within the field originates from the use of the deceptively distinct 

categories ‘salt-sensitivity’ and ‘salt-resistance’ to determine the BP response 

to dietary salt. The physiological response is in fact continuous and 

dependent upon many interindividual variables, including those listed above. 

For example, previous studies have reported BP to rise anywhere between 

1.5% and 34% following increased dietary salt intake (60). 

Despite this variability, one observation remains constant: habitually high salt 

intake and increasing BP are associated with elevated risks of cardiovascular 

disease and mortality, which is reduced following restriction of dietary salt 

intake (68, 131, 132). Consequently, risk increases regardless of how minor 

the BP effect is (133). By investigating the mechanisms underlying salt-

sensitivity of BP, we can begin to understand and unpick the link with 

cardiovascular risk. 
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Thus, the work in this chapter aimed to determine and define the extent of 

the BP response to increasing dietary salt intake in the C57BL6/JCrl mouse 

substrain. 

3.4.1 High dietary salt intake and blood pressure in C57BL6/JCrl mice 
The relationship between dietary salt intake and BP has been studied for 

near 60 years (38), and has led to the development of a plethora of 

genetically modified animal models in order to improve our knowledge on it. 

Examples include the Dahl salt-sensitive rat and mice with altered genes 

involved in the regulation of the RAAS or sodium reabsorption (111, 119, 

134), providing invaluable insights into the processes involved. A substantial 

proportion of these murine transgenic models utilise the background strain 

C57BL6/J, of which there appears to be a divide or a lack of information in 

the literature regarding its salt-BP status. 

Table 3.2: Comparison of baseline C57BL6/J mouse parameters with previous literature (Table 
1; Van Vliet et al., (135). 

24-h cardiovascular 

parameters 

C57BL6/J mice 

(Van Vliet et al.) 

C57BL6/JCrl mice 

(this work) 

SBP (mmHg) 119 ± 2 120 ± 1 

DBP (mmHg) 87 ± 2 88 ± 1 

MBP (mmHg) 104 ± 2 104 ± 1 

PP (mmHg) 31.6 ± 1.5 32.0 ± 0.4 

Heart rate (bpm) 591 ± 6 515 ± 12 

Systolic (SBP), diastolic (DBP), mean blood pressure (MBP) and heart rate were measured by 
radiotelemetry in C57BL6J/Crl mice (n=7). Pulse pressure (PP) was calculated by subtracting DBP 
from SBP. This table depicts 24-hour (24-h) averages of these cardiovascular parameters over the 
baseline period in which mice received a standard salt (0.25% Na) diet in this chapter and in work by 
Van Vliet et al., (135). 

The work within this chapter characterises the effect of dietary salt intake on 

BP in C57BL6/JCrl mice by radiotelemetry. Baseline measurements collected 

in this experiment correlate extremely well with those collected by other 

radiotelemetry studies in C57BL6/J mice (135, 136). Table 3.2 shows my BP 

data are near identical compared with the reported values of Van Vliet et al. 

(135). These measurements were performed under similar circumstances as 
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the experiment in this chapter, for example mice were aged 9-12 weeks and 

fed chow consisting of 0.26% Na (135). The data taken during the 12-hour 

light and dark cycles also correlate well. Therefore, this gives us confidence 

within the data obtained by radiotelemetry in this chapter. 

After 7 days of acquiring baseline data, the SSD (0.25% Na) was replaced 

with the HSD (3% Na). High dietary salt intake raised SBP by 7.0 mmHg and 

DBP by 3.8 mmHg within the first 4 days of the diet switch, and all BP 

measurements remained significantly higher compared to baseline for the full 

3-week experimental period. Previous research with similar dietary sodium 

contents and dietary durations has reported comparable results. For 

example, Helkamaa et al. noted a 7.4 mmHg elevation in SBP and 2.0 

mmHg in DBP after 3 weeks high salt in C57BL6/J mice utilised as wild-type 

controls (123), and Combe et al. demonstrated increased SBP at night after 

2 weeks in these mice as a comparison to the substrain C57BL6/N (122). 

These studies occurred within male mice; however, female C57BL6/J mice 

also demonstrate a remarkable rise in BP in response to high salt (112). 

On the other hand, conflicting data exists. No significant changes in MBP in 

male C57BL6/J mice were observed after 4 days (118) or 2 weeks of high 

dietary salt intake (120). There are a number of possible explanations for 

these discrepancies. Many studies compare a transgenic model designed to 

enhance a cardiovascular phenotype with the C57BL6/J background strain it 

was generated on and therefore may potentially miss or underestimate any 

effect in this strain. The second of note is the technique utilised to obtain BP 

data. The data revealing significant salt-induced changes within this mouse 

strain, including that presented within this chapter, have been measured 

using radiotelemetry. In contrast to this, BP measurements were obtained by 

the tail-cuff method or via a catheter under anaesthesia in studies reporting 

little to no changes with salt. This is discussed in further detail below (section 

3.4.2). 

Despite the contrasting results reported on the relationship between salt and 

BP in C57BL6/J mice in the literature, we report that increasing dietary salt 
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intake by ten-fold induced and sustained significant elevations in BP in 

C57BL6/JCrl mice. 

3.4.2 Current methods of blood pressure measurement in rodents 
Much of the BP data available has been obtained using the following 

methods: tail-cuff, catheterisation and radiotelemetry. These techniques 

allow for the monitoring of BP in rodents under an assortment of 

experimental settings, such as unconscious or conscious, restrained or freely 

moving and invasively or noninvasively. Each approach has its strengths and 

its drawbacks, which were taken into consideration whilst designing the 

experiments of in this chapter. 

3.4.2.1 Tail-cuff method 

The tail-cuff technique uses volume-pressure recording, in which blood flow 

in the tail artery is partially occluded and BP is extrapolated from the resulting 

pulsatile flow. This is beneficial as it is non-invasive, inexpensive, supports 

repeated measurements in conscious animals and numerous studies have 

reported that the BP data generated correlate well with other techniques 

performed simultaneously (137, 138). However, the accuracy of these 

measurements is heavily dependent upon immobilisation of the animal, 

which is achieved using restraint tubes. This introduces an additional source 

of stress alongside noise, human interaction and an unfamiliar environment. 

Rodents fail to adapt to this, and such a stressor has been shown to 

significantly impact both BP and heart rate data, even after attempts were 

made to familiarise animals with the technique (139, 140). Further to this, 

vasoconstriction induced by some commonly used cardiovascular 

interventions, such ANGII, can also lead to inaccurate BP readings (56). 

3.4.2.2 Catheterisation 

Generally, this approach involves the insertion of a catheter connected to a 

transducer into either the carotid or femoral artery to obtain BP 

measurements (141). This can be carried out in anaesthetised animals 

following non-recovery surgery, or in conscious, freely moving animals with 

exteriorised catheters. The former enables researchers to examine the 
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effects of potentially harmful drug doses on BP as well as carry out blood 

sampling without introducing stress-related artefacts into the data. On the 

other hand, BP measurements performed this way are limited to a single 

time-point due to the terminal nature of the work and are also subjected to 

the effects anaesthetic itself has upon haemodynamics (141). For this 

reason, it may be difficult to accurately measure physiological responses. 

On the contrary, the use of exteriorised catheters addresses most of these 

shortcomings. Indwelling catheters are surgically inserted and externally 

secured at the back of the neck of the experimental animal. These are 

connected to pressure transducers via a longer lead referred to as a jacket 

and tether system, thus permitting the conscious animals to move about 

within range of the lead. Exteriorised catheters facilitate the direct monitoring 

of daily BP over a longer time frame and over multiple interventions, such as 

before and after a treatment, with the capability for repeated drug infusions or 

blood sampling as well (142). Despite this, complications frequently occur. 

Use can be problematic not only due to the risk of infection, but also due to 

the loss of catheter patency. Based on previous research, an experimental 

timeline of 1-2 weeks is recommended as catheter performance decreases 

by 50% a month after initial insertion (141). 

3.4.2.3 Radiotelemetry 

Radiotelemetry is the gold-standard technique and has been validated by 

several studies (56, 143, 144). It enables direct monitoring of multiple 

cardiovascular parameters, such as heart rate and locomotor activity in 

addition to BP. The transmitter devices are coupled with a receiver 

positioned beneath the animal’s cage, and thus when implanted, devices 

facilitate the accurate, 24-hour measurement of BP in conscious, 

unrestrained animals. Importantly, this approach minimises stress induced by 

human contact (56). Drawbacks include expense and invasiveness of the 

surgical procedure to implant the devices. As with exteriorised catheters, 

single housing of experimental animals is usually required which, in itself, is a 

stressor. However, companies such as TSE Systems have begun to offer 
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Stellar Telemetry technology capable of measuring BP in animals housed in 

groups. The inclusion of a distinctive identification code per transmitter here 

allows the acquisition of data from multiple devices per receiver, which is 

extremely beneficial in terms of animal welfare. 

3.4.2.4 The method of blood pressure measurement in this chapter 

For the work within this chapter, radiotelemetry was used to measure BP. 

When selecting this approach, directness and accuracy of measurements 

were prioritised. Previously reported salt-induced effects on BP can occur 

within <10 mmHg and can influence its circadian regulation. Since the effect 

size is likely to be small, techniques such as tail-cuff or catheterisation may 

not be sensitive enough. These methods have been used in the literature 

reporting little to no impact of dietary salt intake on BP, as discussed within 

section 3.4.1. For this reason, a technique with the ability to acquire 24-hour 

measurements and the sensitivity to detect small but biologically important 

changes was required. 

Radiotelemetry also supported the chosen experimental design. Complete 

with time spent recovering from surgery; the experiment was due to last 6 

weeks in total with measurements taken before and after the HSD. DSI 

telemetry devices possess a battery life of up to 8 weeks, which far exceeds 

that offered by exteriorised catheters. Further to this, previous studies have 

reported other cardiovascular parameters, such as heart rate and locomotor 

activity, to have a significant influence upon BP (135, 145, 146). 

Radiotelemetry supported the collection of these, as well as the experimental 

design in which their response to high dietary salt intake could be 

investigated.  

Overall, this experiment required the measurement of potentially small salt-

induced changes upon multiple cardiovascular parameters over the 24-hour 

light-dark cycle in conscious, freely moving mice for the full experimental 

period. Out the approaches detailed above, radiotelemetry was best suited 

for this. A refinement of this approach would be the addition of a control 

group receiving the SSD throughout the experiment. This would allow the 
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simultaneous characterisation of the long-term, baseline cardiovascular 

parameters of C57BL6/JCrl mice by radiotelemetry. However, due to the 

equipment and space available, this group could not be accommodated. 

3.4.3 Does high salt intake influence the day-night variability of 
cardiovascular physiology in C57BL6/JCrl mice? 

BP is adapted to the light-dark cycle and so normally exhibits a day-night 

pattern that resets after 24 hours. In humans, BP typically dips by 10-20% 

during the night, rises rapidly during a ‘morning surge’ and reaches a peak 

~6 hours before nightfall (147). This pattern is clinically important as adverse 

cardiovascular events appear to adhere to it and occur more frequently within 

the first 6 hours of the day, for example an increased frequency of all stroke 

types was noted between early morning and midday (148). Furthermore, the 

absence of a night-time dip in BP confers an increased risk of cardiovascular 

disease and death, which is particularly pronounced when accompanied by 

salt-sensitivity (149, 150). 

Human beings are diurnal, whereas mice are nocturnal and so their sleep-

wake cycle is inverted in comparison, meaning that their morning surge 

occurs at dusk instead as they awaken and so forth (151). In this experiment, 

C57BL6/JCrl mice exhibited a BP with typical 24-hour pattern. Table 3.1 

displays the sleep-wake cycle of BP and the amount BP dipped between 

night (awake) and day (sleep). This dip increased with salt intake, which is 

likely due to elevated BP during the awake (night-time) period. However, it 

was still in keeping with the anticipated 10-20% dip during sleep and so 

illustrates that C57BL6/JCrl mice possess the appropriate day-night variation 

in BP regardless of dietary salt content. In fact, salt appeared to enhance it. 
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Figure 3.10: Cosinor curve fitting. 
A graph depicting a cosinor curve fit to obtain the amplitude, acrophase, midline estimating statistic of 
rhythm (MESOR) and period. SBP; systolic blood pressure, ZT; Zeitgeber time. 
 
 
During the first 3-4 days of high salt intake, small increases in both daytime 

SBP and DBP were noted which reversed with continued salt loading. 

Averaged 24-hour traces revealed a steep increase in BP between ZT 6-12, 

equivalent to the morning surge in humans, after 1 week of high salt intake. 

However, this steep increase shifted to the right after further high salt intake, 

occurring between ZT 12-18 instead after 2-3 weeks, and thus illustrating a 

phase shift indicative of a delayed surge. Further analysis is required to 

confirm this. Cosinor analysis can be performed, in which the data are fitted 

to sine curves for the purpose of analysing a circadian rhythm (Figure 3.10). 

In this case, the midline estimating statistic of rhythm (MESOR), a rhythm-

adjusted mean, is used. As a potential phase shift has been indicated by my 

previous analysis, cosinor analysis would facilitate the calculation of 

acrophase (Figure 3.10). This is the time period at which the peak of the 

wave occurs, referred to as the morning surge in humans. Therefore, cosinor 

analysis could allow me to accurately determine whether in fact this peak has 

moved with increased salt intake.  

This shift was also observed in locomotor activity. Previous research has 

demonstrated that the activity cycle of mice can influence BP rhythmicity 
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(135, 145, 146). The link was established when mean arterial BP (MABP) 

was observed to fluctuate within, as well as in-between, the 12-hour periods 

of light and dark, which was attributed to changes in activity (135). Circadian 

regulation of BP has also been reported to depend upon activity to a certain 

extent. Mice with a disrupted circadian clock displayed a clear diurnal rhythm 

in BP with cycles in locomotor activity until BP was analysed solely during 

periods of inactivity, or rest, in which rhythm disappeared (146). This 

suggests activity was partially driving BP rhythm in these mice, and so is an 

important influence upon BP. In this chapter, C57BL6/JCrl mice had higher 

activity counts per minute at night throughout the protocol, confirming their 

nocturnal status. When observing activity levels in response to high salt 

intake, night-time activity was elevated after 2-3 weeks compared to 

baseline, and so could be potentially contributing to the maintenance of high 

night-time BP with high salt at these time-points. A delayed day-night 

transition in SBP and DBP was observed after 2 and 3 weeks of high dietary 

salt intake. A similar pattern was observed in locomotor activity. In addition, 

daytime activity levels decreased following 3 weeks, suggesting that the mice 

were less active after a prolonged period of high dietary salt intake. It is 

possible these are linked, and locomotor activity has a potential role in this 

salt-induced BP effect.  

However, further research would be required to delve into this and determine 

cause-and-effect, for example whether the BP transition is delayed due to 

altered episodes of locomotor activity, or vice versa. Cosinor analysis, as 

described above and depicted in Figure 3.10, could elucidate the impact of 

high salt intake on the day-night patterns of both BP and locomotor activity. 

Additionally, reversing the light-dark cycle or analysing BP solely within 

specific periods of activity and inactivity rather than between the general light 

and dark periods, as performed in a previous study (146), may shed more 

light on this relationship. Further to this, little to no differences in activity level 

were observed in both night and day after 3-4 days of high dietary salt intake 

despite rapidly increasing BP. Activity is also a measure of whether the 
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mouse is still (inactive) or in motion (active) at the time of data collection and 

so is a relative measure, which should be taken into consideration. 

Heart rate also expresses a day-night rhythm. In C57BL6/JCrl mice, we 

observed a decrease in heart rate after 3 weeks of high salt intake, which is 

supported by the literature in which similar reductions were noted in this 

strain in response to dietary salt (145). Following increased salt intake, 

cardiac output (CO) is reduced in an attempt to offset any BP changes. CO is 

a product of heart rate and stroke volume, and thus decreases in heart rate 

can contribute to the physiological adaptation to high salt intake. In this case, 

the decline in heart rate in C57BL6/JCrl mice can be attributed to daytime 

heart rate whilst mice were at rest rather than at night during their most 

active phase. Contrary to this, heart rate remained similar to baseline after 

the first week of high salt intake, suggesting that perhaps C57BL6/JCrl mice 

initially struggle to adapt to the increased salt intake. Despite this apparent 

adaptation in the later weeks of high salt intake, BP still remains substantially 

higher than baseline, thus another component of the homeostatic mechanism 

may be preventing the desired normalisation of BP. This is currently unclear 

and warrants further investigation.  

CO can be estimated through thermal dilution. This has been carried out 

within anaesthetised dogs and pigs; the animals are injected with room 

temperature saline solution via the venous system, such as the superior vena 

cava. With a sensor-containing catheter placed in the arterial system, such 

as the main pulmonary artery, thermodilution curves can be created and CO 

estimated using the Stewart-Hamilton equation (152). This has proven much 

more challenging in rodents due to their small size and the placement of the 

injection and sensor (153), however ADI instruments supply equipment for 

repeatable CO estimation specific to rodents, making this possible. In this 

case, CO could be estimated before and after high salt intake in C57BL6/JCrl 

mice. 

Pulse pressure increases by ~2.5 mmHg during the day and by ~4 mmHg at 

night with high dietary salt intake in this experiment. Pulse pressure can be 
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indicative of a number of other cardiovascular parameters, such as heart rate 

and vascular compliance. From the above results, we can predict that such 

increases in pulse pressure with salt do not originate from changes to heart 

rate, as heart rate declines after 2-3 weeks of high salt intake. That leaves a 

potential role for vascular dysfunction to be investigated. 

3.4.4 Are C57BL6/JCrl mice salt-sensitive? 
The determination of salt-sensitivity in humans is a complex process 

dependent upon many factors, such as socio-demographic background, age, 

and genetics (59). Over the years, there has been much debate over the 

generation and use of a standardised definition, for example some 

researchers label an individual as salt-sensitive if BP elevates >10 mmHg 

with high salt feeding whereas others argue this response is far too variable 

between individuals to measure on just one occasion (49, 60). The major 

challenge, however, of investigating the salt-sensitivity of BP in human 

subjects is the inability to control variables, such as adherence to a diet with 

a strict sodium content. Therefore, the use of animal models is 

advantageous. An animal is classified as salt-resistant if no response to high 

dietary salt is observed, and salt-sensitive if an increase in blood pressure is 

induced and sustained. The results of this experiment conclude that 

C57BL6/JCrl mice are salt-sensitive, as they demonstrate significant 

sustained salt-induced increases in BP. 

The next steps consist of examining the potential underlying mechanisms, 

with a particular focus upon the first week of high dietary salt intake due to 

the initiation of salt-induced hypertension and so the failure of homeostatic 

mechanisms to adapt to increased salt within this period. 

3.4.5 Summary of results 
1. High dietary salt intake substantially increased BP in C57BL6/JCrl 

mice after 1-3 weeks. 

2. The day-night variability of BP, heart rate and activity remained intact 

after salt loading, dipping appropriately during the sleep phase. 
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3. Night-time BP and activity displayed similar patterns in response to 

high dietary salt intake after 2-3 weeks, but not during the first week. 

4. No effect was observed on BP, heart rate or activity after reducing the 

dietary sodium content. However, this may be inconclusive due to 

confounding environmental factors. 
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4 Adaptation of Renal Function to High 
Dietary Salt in C57BL6/JCrl Mice 

4.1 Introduction 
The kidneys play a critical role within BP regulation, as detailed by Guyton’s 

model (77, 78). If an imbalance arises between salt intake and excretion, BP 

is altered, thus triggering compensatory changes to renal sodium output 

referred to as the renal-body fluid feedback mechanism. This inherent 

autoregulation is governed by the acute PN relationship, which links BP 

regulation to salt/water balance. Evidence for this linkage arises from 

research into single gene mutations that generate an abnormal BP, revealing 

that the causative genes are frequently associated with renal sodium 

reabsorption (79). 

 

Hall proposed that salt-induced elevations in BP cannot be sustained in the 

absence of renal impairment, predominantly dysregulation of the acute PN 

relationship (57). In salt-sensitivity, the acute PN relationship is said to be 

reset toward supporting a higher BP, potentially due to underlying intra-renal 

processes influencing GFR or sodium reabsorption (57). As a result, excess 

salt cannot be expelled and so is retained, contributing to further BP changes 

and other injurious effects. 

The previous chapter demonstrated that increasing dietary salt intake 

initiated and sustained significant increases in the BP of C57BL6/JCrl mice, 

confirming their salt-sensitive status. Based on the above models and the 

important influence the kidney has on salt handling and BP control, it was 

hypothesised that renal dysfunction, specifically an impaired PN relationship, 

drives the salt-induced hypertension of these mice. 
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4.1.1 Aims 
1. To compare the acute PN relationship between a group receiving high 

dietary salt intake and a group receiving standard salt intake. 

2. To examine the effects of high salt intake on in vivo renal 

haemodynamics, such as GFR and RBF. 

3. To investigate the influence of high salt on the transcriptional profile of 

renal sodium transporters, compared to standard salt 

4.1.2 Approach to achieve the chapter aims 
Ø The acute PN relationship was assessed in vivo by experimentally 

inducing stepwise pressure ramps under anaesthesia to increase BP 

and measuring subsequent urinary sodium excretion. This approach 

makes the assumption that, since BP rises, renal perfusion pressure 

also rises. Two experiments were performed, each with a group 

receiving the HSD and a contemporaneous control group on the SSD. 

Ø In vivo measurements of renal haemodynamics were obtained in the 

same groups as above under anaesthesia with the infusion of FITC-

inulin and its detection in urine to determine GFR. A Doppler 

ultrasound flow-probe was positioned around the renal artery to 

measure RBF during these manufactured BP elevations. 

Ø The transcriptional status of renal sodium transporters was determined 

in a separate experiment by measuring mRNA abundance via qPCR. 

Ø The effect of dietary salt was assessed by measuring the above 

parameters after the SSD (0.25% Na) or after 3 days or 1 week of the 

HSD (3% Na). The effect on mRNA abundance was investigated after 

3 days, 1 week or 2 weeks of the HSD in separate experiments. These 

time-points were selected based on the salt-induced BP changes 

observed in the previous chapter. 

4.2 Methods 
The procedures performed to obtain the results in this chapter are described 

in detail in the main Materials and Methods chapter. Specific experimental 

details and timelines are presented here for clarity. 
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Figure 4.1: Experimental protocol and timeline for the assessment of the acute pressure 
natriuresis response. 
C57BL6/JCrl mice (n=6-9 per dietary group) aged 11-12 weeks old were fed either a standard salt 

(0.25% Na) or high salt diet (3% Na) before pressure natriuresis surgery was performed under 
anaesthesia via thiobarbiturate injection. Following the procedure, mice were left for a 30-minute 

equilibration period. Once a stable blood pressure had been established, baseline measurements of 

blood pressure and renal blood flow were collected over a further 30 minutes before the first ligature 
around the mesenteric and celiac arteries was applied (Ligature 1). After 20 minutes, the second 

ligature was tightened (Ligature 2), occluding the abdominal aorta, and measurements were taken for 

another 20 minutes. Plasma was sampled via carotid artery cannula and urine via bladder catheter. At 
the end of the experimental protocol, terminal plasma samples were collected, and mice were 

humanely euthanised via an overdose of anaesthetic. 
 

4.2.1 Surgical assessment of the acute pressure natriuresis response 
Two experiments were performed in which adult male C57BL6/JCrl mice 

aged 11-12 weeks received the HSD for either 3 days or 1 week prior to the 

in vivo measurement of the acute PN response, with contemporaneous 

controls receiving the SSD. This study design was used due to the invasive, 

terminal nature of the surgery. Furthermore, due to this, the experiments 

were performed at different times. By including mice on the SSD as controls 

in each experiment, this accounts for the potential variability in the equipment 

used, techniques applied, and substances administered at the time the 

experiment was performed which could negatively impact the relationships 

observed. For example, the use of historical controls may introduce an 

unnecessary level of variability and lead to the underestimation of any effects 

seen. Thus, each experiment was performed and analysed independently 

with contemporaneous controls to avoid this. 
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Figure 4.2: Representative BP traces and the acquisition of data in Labchart. 
BP was measured by cannulation of the carotid artery in C57BL6/JCrl mice following either a standard 
or high salt diet. Data (mmHg on y-axis vs mins on x-axis) were acquired using the software Labchart 7 
pro version 7.3.2, which presented as a trace like that shown. A: BP increases following each of the 
two ligatures. Data were obtained by isolating sections of the trace corresponding to the different 
experimental periods by drawing boxes, as represented by the grey box here selecting data following 
the second ligature. The asterisks depict areas of the trace that were avoided, as this was when blood 
sampling occurred. B: Example of when an inadequate pressure ramp transpired, thus resulting in 
exclusion from the analysis further down the line. 
 

Mice were surgically prepared as described in Methods 2.3.1 by Mr Kevin 

Stewart, the manager of the Centre’s in vivo Physiology Laboratory. The 

procedure was carried out under anaesthesia, which was maintained 

throughout the experimental protocol via the left jugular vein cannula. Due to 

the challenging and time-consuming nature of the surgeries, they were 

carried out throughout the day and thus sampling did not occur at any 

specific, predetermined times. 

Figure 4.1 is a schematic representation of the protocol and timeline over 

which the acute PN response was examined. Following the surgery, mice 

underwent a 30-minute equilibration period prior to the start of the 

experiment, as monitored by the stabilisation of BP. Arterial occlusion was 
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utilised to induce consecutive pressure ramps, the first occurring upon 

ligation of the mesenteric and celiac arteries and the second upon ligation of 

the abdominal aorta. The effect upon BP, here as a representative of renal 

perfusion pressure, is shown in Figure 4.2 A. If the ligations failed to produce 

appropriate ramps in BP, the data were excluded from the post-acquisition 

analysis (Figure 4.2 B). 

4.2.1.1 Data acquisition and analysis 

BP and heart rate: BP was measured via carotid artery cannulation and the 

data was acquired from the three experimental periods baseline, ligature 1 

and ligature 2 (30, 50 and 70 mins, respectively) as illustrated in Figure 4.2. 

Data from each period were isolated and average cyclic measurements were 

taken in Labchart (maximum for SBP, minimum for DBP, 1/3 Max + 2/3 Min 

for MABP, and rate for heart rate). 

GFR and urinary flow rate: Throughout the experimental protocol, FITC-inulin 

was delivered as a component of the infusate via the left jugular vein. Blood 

samples were obtained via the carotid artery cannula and centrifuged for 

plasma. Urine was collected via bladder catheter. The clearance of FITC-

inulin at the time-points 30, 50 and 70 mins was utilised to estimate GFR. 

RBF and RVR: Doppler ultrasound via a nano-flow probe (Transonic 

Systems, Netherlands) was utilised to measure RBF through the left renal 

artery in the same cohorts. This was also acquired by Labchart and mean 

flow (mL/min) was obtained for each experimental time-point. Renal vascular 

resistance (RVR) was then calculated as below: 

232 = 	56()2(7  

4.2.1.2 Data normalisation and analysis 

Following the completion of the experimental protocol, mice were humanely 

euthanised with an overdose of anaesthetic before the kidneys were excised 

and weighed. Data for GFR and urinary flow rate were normalised to kidney 

weight per gram (KW), which itself was unaffected by dietary salt intake (SSD 
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0.31 ± 0.04 vs. 3 days HSD 0.33 ± 0.03, P=0.219; SSD 0.31 ± 0.03 vs. 1 

week HSD 0.32 ± 0.03, P=0.749). 

Repeated measures two-way ANOVA was performed to determine the effect 

of dietary sodium content, time and whether any interaction was occurring 

between the two factors. The resulting P values were corrected for multiple 

comparisons made by Sidak testing and have been presented within tables 

alongside the data, with significance denoted as P<0.05.
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Figure 4.3: Reference genes for renal cortex and medulla qPCR. 
C57BL6/JCrl mice received either a standard salt diet (SSD; 0.25% Na) or a high salt diet (HSD; 3% 
Na) for 3 days, 1 week or 2 weeks (n=6-8 per group) before kidneys were excised, divided into cortex 
and medulla and quantitative PCR (qPCR) was carried out. The mRNA abundance of the reference 
genes Hprt, Tbp, Actb and Rn18S was assessed and those unaltered by increasing dietary salt content 
for the renal cortex after 3 days (A-D) and 1 or 2 weeks (E-H) HSD and for the renal medulla after 3 
days (I-L) and 1 or 2 weeks (M-P) HSD were taken forward. Mean abundance of three reference genes 
were utilised for each sample (D, H, L, P), which was then used to normalise the mRNA abundance of 
the experimental genes-of-interest. Data are presented as mean ± SD. The mRNA abundance 
following 3 days of HSD was analysed via unpaired t test, and mRNA abundance following 1 or 2 
weeks of HSD via ordinary one-way ANOVA with multiple comparisons made by Tukey testing. 
Significance was denoted as P<0.05. 
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4.2.2 Determination of renal mRNA abundance 
Renal mRNA abundance was quantified via qPCR in a separate experiment, 

in which three dietary groups were utilised: one received the SSD, another 1 

week of the HSD, and the last 2 weeks of the HSD. Materials and Methods 

chapter section 2.4 covers the general protocol of RNA isolation and mRNA 

detection in tissue, whereas the methodological details specific to renal 

tissue in these experiments are outlined below. 

4.2.2.1 Sample preparation and RNA isolation 

The kidneys were quickly excised during the daytime through a midline 

incision after clamping the renal blood supply. Following dissection, they 

were decapsulated and divided by region using a scalpel. The resulting 

cortical and medullary samples were flash-frozen and stored at -80 ºC until 

the time of analysis. Frozen tissue was transferred to room temperature RLT 

buffer, disrupted using stainless steel beads in the Tissue Lyser II and taken 

through the RNeasy Mini Isolation kit as per the manufacturer’s instructions 

(all QIAGEN, UK). The integrity of the extracted RNA from both cortical and 

medullary samples was confirmed as described in Methods 2.4.2, with 

A260/280 ratios ranging 2.0 - 2.1. Reverse transcription was performed, in 

which RNA samples were diluted appropriately to generate 500 ng cDNA, 

and qPCR analysis was carried out as described (Methods section 2.4.4). 

Samples were diluted 1:40 for the detection of the experimental genes. 

4.2.2.2 Reference genes 

Reference genes were screened separately for renal cortex and medulla 

samples to determine at least three in which expression did not change after 

increased dietary salt intake. Genes Hprt, Rns18 (18S rRNA) and Actb (β-

actin) were selected for the renal cortex, and Hprt, Rns18 and Tbp for the 

renal medulla after 3 days (Figure 4.3 D & L) and after 1 and 2 weeks (Figure 

4.3 H & P) of dietary intervention. 
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4.2.2.3 Data normalisation and analysis 

Within these experiments, the animals receiving the SSD made up the 

control group. For each of the reference genes, the mean concentration of 

the SSD group was adjusted to equal 1 and applied to the rest of the 

samples. All three were then averaged. The mRNA abundance of the 

experimental genes-of-interest were normalised to this, and thus each gene-

of-interest is presented relative to the mean mRNA abundance of the three 

reference genes ± SD. 

With one comparison to make, statistical analysis consisted of unpaired t 

testing. With more than two groups to compare, ordinary one-way ANOVA 

was carried out and the resulting P value corrected for multiple comparisons 

by Sidak testing. 
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Figure 4.4: Cardiovascular variables during assessment of the acute pressure natriuresis 
relationship after 3 days of high salt intake. 
Measurements of blood pressure (BP) and heart rate (HR) were taken during pressure natriuresis (PN) 
surgery in C57BL6/JCrl mice on a standard salt diet (SSD 0.25% Na; n=9) and after 3 days of a high 
salt diet (HSD 3% Na; n=9) under thiobarbiturate anaesthesia. Mice underwent 30-minute baseline (B) 
measurements of A: systolic BP (SBP), B: diastolic BP (DBP), C: mean arterial BP (MABP), and D: HR. 
Increased pressure was simulated by ligating the mesenteric and celiac arteries and measurements 
were collected for 20 minutes (50-min time-point, L1). This was exacerbated by performing the second 
ligation (70-min time-point, L2) which involved tying off the abdominal aorta and taking further 
measurements. A: SBP presented as mean/min ± SD. B-D: BP and HR presented as mean ± SD. E: P 
values following a repeated measures two-way ANOVA, corrected for multiple comparisons made by 
Sidak post-testing. Data are mean ± SD. ****p<0.0001, *p<0.05.
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4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Blood pressure and heart rate upon induction of serial pressure 
ramps after 3 days of high dietary salt intake 

Figure 4.4 demonstrates the cardiovascular status of the mice during the 

execution of pressure ramps following 3 days of high dietary salt intake. BP 

increased significantly with each major artery ligation, as can be observed 

minute-by-minute in SBP in Figure 4.4 A. During the baseline period, BP was 

comparable between the dietary groups. For example, MABP after the SSD 

was 81.1 ± 8.5 mmHg and 80.0 ± 11.9 mmHg after 3 days HSD (P=0.997). 

With the first ligation, MABP rose to 105.0 ± 10.4 mmHg after the SSD and 

similarly to 102.6 ± 9.4 mmHg after the HSD (P=0.968). After the second 

ligation, MABP was further increased to 121.1 ± 15.3 mmHg and 120.6 ± 

14.1 mmHg respectively (P=0.999; Figure 4.4 C). MABP was elevated 

equally at each time-point, illustrating that 3 days of high dietary salt intake 

did not affect MABP at the time of the surgery, nor did it alter the MABP 

response to pressure ramps. This effect was also seen within DBP (Figure 

4.4 B & E). 

No significant changes in heart rate accompanied the stepwise ligations 

(Figure 4.4 D & E). Following the SSD, mean heart rate was 403 ± 23 bpm at 

baseline, 400 ± 25 bpm during the first ligation and 405 ± 26 bpm during the 

second. Mean heart rate of mice after the HSD was very slightly lower at 384 

± 21 bpm at baseline (P=0.210), which did not change following the first 

pressure ramp but elevated to 402 ± 14 bpm during the second (P=0.995 

compared to baseline). Overall, a modest effect of the HSD after 3 days is 

reported (Figure 4.4 E). 
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Figure 4.5: Haematocrit (%) during the assessment of the acute pressure natriuresis 
relationship after 3 days of high salt. 
C57BL6/JCrl mice underwent pressure natriuresis surgery following either a standard salt diet (SSD 
0.25% Na; n=9) or 3 days of a high salt diet (HSD 3% Na; n=9) under anaesthesia. Blood samples 
were taken via carotid artery cannula at the start of the experiment after a 30-minute equilibration 
period and at the end after the ligation of the abdominal aorta. Following centrifugation, haematocrit 
was determined using a micro haematocrit reader. A: mean haematocrit ± SD, B: P values from a 
repeated measures two-way ANOVA with Sidak post-testing. Significance was denoted as P<0.05. 
 

Haematocrit was not significantly altered between the start of the experiment 

and the end, nor between the dietary groups (Figure 4.5). At the beginning of 

the baseline period, haematocrit was 41 ± 6 % in mice on SSD and 42 ± 5 % 

in mice after HSD (P=0.974). After the final ligation, haematocrit was 42 ± 3% 

and 44 ± 4% respectively (P=0.823). This was slightly higher than pre-

baseline levels, however no overall significant effect was observed (Figure 

4.5 B). 
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Figure 4.6: Urinary flow rate and glomerular filtration rate following 3 days of high dietary salt 
intake. 
Urinary flow rate and glomerular filtration rate (GFR) were evaluated during pressure natriuresis 
surgery in anaesthetised C57BL6/JCrl mice after the standard salt diet (SSD 0.25% Na; n=9) or after 3 
days of high salt diet (HSD 3% Na; n=9). Urinary flow rate was determined by recording the volume of 
urine collected over the time it was collected for. GFR was estimated through FITC-inulin clearance, 
and both were expressed relative to kidney weight (KW). Both were measured during baseline, ligation 
1 involving occlusion of the celiac and mesenteric arteries, and ligation 2 involving occlusion of the 
abdominal aorta. After mice were humanely euthanised by anaesthetic overdose, kidneys were excised 
and weighed. Data are mean ± SD, presented as A: KW normalised to body weight (BW) and analysed 
via unpaired t test, B: urinary flow rate, C: GFR and D: table depicting repeated measures two-way 
ANOVA results with Sidak post-hoc analysis. ****p<0.0001, *p<0.05.
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4.3.2 Effect of high dietary salt intake for 3 days on renal 
haemodynamics 

Kidney weight (KW) did not differ between mice fed SSD or 3 days HSD 

(P=0.219; Figure 4.6 A). Urinary flow rate was comparable between the 

dietary groups at baseline (SSD 0.0030 ± 0.0015 vs. HSD 0.0046 ± 0.0030 

mL/min/KW; P=0.973). The serial pressure ramps resulted in stepwise 

increases in urinary flow rate, with a modest effect of diet (Figure 4.6 B & D). 

Urinary flow rate increased substantially from baseline to 0.0084 ± 0.0033 in 

the SSD group and 0.0138 ± 0.0060 mL/min/KW in the HSD group when the 

first ligation was carried out (P=0.469). When the second ligation was 

performed, urinary flow rate was significantly greater in mice fed 3 days of 

the HSD than in mice fed the SSD (0.0310 ± 0.0140 vs 0.0206 ± 0.0115 

mL/min/KW, respectively; P=0.039). Thus, an overall significant effect of diet 

was seen (Figure 4.6 D). 

Baseline GFR was largely unaffected by dietary sodium content, measured at 

0.95 ± 0.37 mL/min/KW in the SSD group and 0.67 ± 0.41 mL/min/KW in the 

group after 3 days high salt intake (P=0.809). This increased to 2.40 ± 0.59 

and 1.86 ± 0.92 mL/min/KW, respectively, with the first ligation but GFR was 

not different between the dietary groups (P=0.364). With the second ligation, 

GFR in both groups fed the SSD and HSD declined, measured at 2.03 ± 0.77 

mL/min/KW in mice fed the SSD and 1.98 ± 0.75 mL/min/KW in mice fed 3 

days of the HSD (P=0.425; Figure 4.6 C). Overall, a small dietary effect was 

found (Figure 4.6 D), however this was not reflected in the post-hoc analysis. 

4.3.2.1 Renal blood flow after 3 days high salt 

Both dietary salt and the induced pressure ramps produced a significant 

effect on RBF, as can be seen minute-by-minute in Figure 4.7 A. Each 

ligation step generated an increase in RBF; yet, this elevation was 

significantly less in the group fed 3 days of high dietary salt intake (Figure 4.7 

B & D). During baseline, RBF between the two dietary groups was similar 

(SSD 1.06 ± 0.15 vs. HSD 0.90 ± 0.18 mL/min; P=0.306) however following 
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the first ligation, RBF in the SSD group increased to 1.20 ± 0.13 mL/min 

whereas RBF in the HSD remained similar to baseline flow at 0.93 ± 0.21 

mL/min (P=0.028). RBF in the SSD group increased again with the final 

ligation of the abdominal aorta, reaching 1.48 ± 0.25 mL/min. RBF in the 

HSD group also rose during this step, which was measured at 1.15 ± 0.25 

mL/min, although it was evidently lower than flow in the SSD group 

(P=0.008). Therefore, RBF increased with each ligation, however this was 

significantly blunted in the HSD group. 

Minor alterations to RVR were noted during the ligation steps; nevertheless, 

these did not pass the threshold for statistical significance (Figure 4.7 C & D). 

Baseline RVR was calculated at 77.1 ± 9.6 AU in the SSD group and 91.3 ± 

16.9 AU in the HSD group, thus there was no effect of diet prior to the 

pressure ramps (P=0.542). During the first ligation, RVR was higher in mice 

in the HSD group compared to mice in the SSD group (SSD 87.9 ± 9.1 vs. 

HSD 118.4 ± 38.2 AU; P=0.035). During the second, RVR dipped very 

slightly but remained higher in the HSD group (SSD 84.1 ± 15.3 vs. HSD 

110.7 ± 33.5 AU; P=0.079) which bordered on statistical significance. Due to 

assessment via two-way ANOVA, high salt intake influenced RVR and 

resulted in significant changes compared to that of the SSD group. 
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Figure 4.7: Renal blood flow after 3 days of high dietary salt intake measured during pressure 
natriuresis surgery. 
Renal blood flow (RBF) was measured in anaesthetised C57BL6/JCrl mice after either a standard salt 
diet (SSD 0.25% Na; n=9) or a high salt diet (HSD 3% Na; n=9) via Doppler ultrasound. Mice 
underwent baseline measurements, followed by serial pressure ramps induced by ligating the 
mesenteric and celiac arteries and the abdominal aorta. Renal vascular resistance (RVR) was mean 
arterial blood pressure (MABP) over RBF. Data are mean ± SD shown as A: RBF per minute, B: RBF, 
C: RVR and D: P values from a repeated measures two-way ANOVA, corrected for multiple 
comparisons with Sidak post-testing. Significance denoted as P<0.05. ****p<0.0001, ***p<0.001.
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4.3.3 High dietary salt intake for 3 days causes a leftward shift in the 
acute pressure natriuresis curve 

SBP, measured through cannulation of the carotid artery, rose significantly 

with the serial pressure ramps. The extent of these elevations was 

comparable between the dietary groups, as SBP in the SSD group rose from 

89.9 ± 10.0 mmHg at baseline to 114.5 ± 13.1 mmHg and finally to 133.6 ± 

19.2 mmHg after the final ligation. Similarly, SBP in the group fed 3 days of 

the HSD rose from 90.0 ± 13.0, to 113.2 ± 12.6 and then to 133.5 ± 18.7 

mmHg (Figure 4.8 A & C). 

Urine samples were collected from a bladder catheter and sodium excretion 

was quantified (Figure 4.8 B). During the 30-minute baseline period, urinary 

sodium excretion was not different between the SSD group and the group 

after 3 days of the HSD (0.37 ± 0.15 vs. 0.82 ± 0.54 µmol/min, respectively; 

P=0.893). However, following the first ligation, urinary sodium excretion 

increased in the HSD group to 1.87 ± 1.61 µmol/min, whereas excretion 

remained stable at 0.46 ± 0.42 µmol/min in the SSD group (P=0.189). This 

difference became even greater and crossed the significance threshold 

during the second ligation period, in which urinary sodium excretion 

increased to 4.89 ± 3.59 µmol/min in the HSD group and 1.62 ± 1.17 

µmol/min in the SSD group (P=0.0003). Hence, the final pressure ramp 

raised urinary sodium excretion, with mice in the 3 days HSD group excreting 

more compared to mice in the SSD group (Figure 4.8 B & C). A modest 

interaction between the dietary groups was noted (Figure 4.8 C), possibly 

due to an increase occurring after the HSD but not after the SSD during the 

first ligation. 
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Figure 4.8: Acute pressure natriuresis relationship after 3 days of high salt feeding. 
The acute pressure natriuresis relationship was experimentally assessed in C57BL6/JCrl mice after a 
standard salt diet (SSD 0.25% Na; n=9) or 3 days of a high salt diet (HSD 3% Na; n=9). Under 
thiobarbiturate anaesthesia, systolic blood pressure (SBP) was measured via carotid artery cannula 
and urinary sodium (UNa) excretion was quantified from samples taken via bladder catheterisation. 
Ligation of the mesenteric and celiac arteries, followed by ligation of the abdominal aorta, induced 
pressure ramps during which SBP and UNa were measured. Data presented are mean ± SD. A: SBP, 
B: UNa excretion, C: P values generated from a repeated measures two-way ANOVA, corrected for 
multiple comparisons via Sidak post-testing, and D: pressure natriuresis curve depicting the 
relationship between SBP (x-axis) and UNa excretion (y-axis)., ****p <0.0001, ***p <0.001, *p <0.05. 
 

The generation of a PN curve estimates the relationship between BP, here 

SBP, and urinary sodium excretion (Figure 4.8 D). The first ligation increased 

SBP in both dietary groups by ~23 mmHg, and the second by ~19 mmHg. In 

mice in the SSD group, urinary sodium excretion remained similar to baseline 

and during this first rise in SBP and only began to increase after this. In mice 

in the 3 days HSD group, an increase in urinary sodium excretion was 

stimulated after the first ligation and elevated with SBP. It was significantly 
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greater than that of the SSD after the second ligation, despite near-identical 

rises in SBP. Thus, in the HSD group, an increase in urinary sodium 

excretion was stimulated at a lower SBP than in the SSD group, causing a 

leftward shift of the PN relationship (Figure 4.8 D). 

4.3.4 Renal sodium transporter expression after 3 days high dietary 
salt intake 

Figure 4.9 displays the expression of key transporters responsible for renal 

sodium handling in C57BL6/JCrl mice after either the SSD or 3 days of high 

dietary salt intake. When mice were fed the HSD, the mRNA abundance of 

cortical transporters NHE3 and NCC were comparable to that of mice fed the 

SSD (Figure 4.9 A, P=0.475; Figure 4.9 B, P=0.717), illustrating that 

expression was not influenced by high salt intake at this time-point.  

Nonetheless, the mRNA abundance of the α-subunit of ENaC (ENaCα) was 

significantly lower in the HSD group than in the SSD group (Figure 4.9 C, 

P=0.004). This shows that the expression of ENaC, responsible for the fine-

tuning of sodium reabsorption, was downregulated with the HSD. The mRNA 

abundance of the medullary cotransporter NKCC2 was similar between the 

dietary groups (Figure 4.9 D), suggesting its expression was not affected by 

high salt intake. 
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Figure 4.9: Renal sodium transporter mRNA transcript abundance following 3 days high salt. 
Kidneys from a separate cohort of C57BL6/JCrl mice on either a standard salt diet (SSD 0.25% Na; 
n=7) or 3 days of a high salt diet (HSD 3% Na; n=7) were removed during the daytime and separated 
into cortical and medullary regions. The mRNA abundance of key renal sodium transporters A: sodium-
proton exchanger isoform 3 (NHE3), B: sodium-chloride (Cl-) cotransporter (NCC), C: epithelial sodium 
channel subunit-α (ENaCα) and D: sodium-potassium (K+)-Cl- cotransporter (NKCC2) was assessed by 
qPCR. Data are expressed as ± SD relative to the averaged mRNA abundance of three reference 
genes. Gene names are presented in brackets, with the names of the proteins they encode in front. 
Analysis consisted of unpaired t tests. **p<0.01.
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4.3.5 Blood pressure and heart rate upon induction of serial pressure 
ramps after 1 week of high dietary salt intake 

The cardiovascular variables BP and heart rate were measured in the SSD 

group or after 1 week of the HSD during the experimental protocol outlined in 

Figure 4.1. The results are displayed in Figure 4.10. The ligation steps 

caused significant elevations in BP within both dietary groups (Figure 4.10 A 

& E). However, BP remained similar between the groups. At baseline, MABP 

was 72.6 ± 5.2 mmHg in the SSD group and 75.0 ± 6.8 mmHg in the HSD 

group (P=0.996). MABP rose with each ligation to 101.5 ± 12.9 mmHg in the 

SSD group and 97.3 ± 11.9 mmHg in the HSD group (P=0.860), and finally 

109.1 ± 13.4 mmHg and 106.1 ± 9.8 mmHg respectively (P=0.830; Figure 

4.11 C). Similar effects were observed in DBP (Figure 4.10 B & E), 

demonstrating that BP and the responses to artery occlusion were similar 

between the dietary groups and so unchanged by high dietary salt for a 

week. 

Mean heart rate was attained during each 20-30-minute period as well 

(Figure 4.6 D). The serial pressure ramps did not alter heart rate in either 

dietary group (Figure 4.10 E). No statistically significant differences were 

found, however opposing trends were observed between the dietary groups. 

In the SSD group, mice displayed a mean heart rate of 407 ± 32 bpm at 

baseline, which decreased to 392 ± 33 bpm during the initial ligation and 

remained stable at 391 ± 46 bpm during the final ligation. In the 1 week HSD 

group, mean heart rate was 384 ± 32 bpm during baseline, which rose to 386 

± 41 bpm after ligature 1 then to 398 ± 61 bpm after ligature 2. 
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Figure 4.10: Blood pressure and heart rate measured during pressure natriuresis surgery after 1 
week of high salt intake. 
Blood pressure (BP) and heart rate (HR) were measured in C57BL6/JCrl mice on a standard salt diet 
(SSD 0.25% Na; n=7) or after 1 week of the high salt diet (HSD 3% Na; n=6) throughout the surgical 
protocol in which pressure ramps were provoked. Measurements were obtained under anaesthesia 
from thiobarbiturate injection. After a 30-minute baseline (B) period, the mesenteric and celiac arteries 
were occluded to evoke the first pressure ramp (50-min time-point, L1) and responses recorded for 20 
minutes, before the abdominal aorta was then ligated (70-min time-point, L2) to evoke the second 
pressure ramp. A: systolic BP (SBP) is presented per minute, and mean B: diastolic BP (DBP), C: 
arterial BP (MABP) and D: HR are presented per 20-30-min experimental period. Data are mean ± SD. 
Significance denoted as P<0.05. Repeated measures two-way ANOVA was performed, with P values 
corrected for multiple comparisons by Sidak testing reported in table E. ****p<0.0001.
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Figure 4.11: Haematocrit (%) during interrogation of the acute pressure natriuresis relationship 
following 1 week of high salt intake. 
Haematocrit was measured in anaesthetised C57BL6/JCrl mice during pressure natriuresis surgery 
after a standard salt diet (SSD 0.25% Na; n=7) or 1 week of a high salt diet (HSD 3% Na; n=6). 
Measurements were taken from blood sampled through carotid artery cannulation prior to the baseline 
period and after the final ligation. Samples were then centrifuged, and readings were obtained with a 
micro haematocrit reader. A: mean haematocrit ± SD, B: P values from a repeated measures two-way 
ANOVA corrected for multiple comparisons via Sidak testing, with significance denoted as P<0.05. 
 

There was quite a bit of variation in the haematocrit measurements taken at 

the beginning of the experiment (Figure 4.11), with 48 ± 10 % in the SSD 

group and 41 ± 7 % in the HSD group. However, at the end of the 

experiment, this variability had mostly levelled out to 42 ± 3 % in the SSD 

group and 45 ± 5 % in the HSD group. Two-way ANOVA reported no effect of 

diet or the ligation steps (Figure 4.11 B). 

4.3.6 Effect of 1 week of high dietary salt intake on renal 
haemodynamics 

KW was not different between the two dietary groups (P=0.749; Figure 4.12 

A). Urinary flow rate increased significantly following each ligation step 

(Figure 4.12 B & D). No differences in urinary flow rate were noted between 

mice in the SSD group and the HSD group. At baseline, flow rates were 

similar between the groups, measured at 0.0017 ± 0.0014 mL/min/KW in the 

SSD group and 0.0019 ± 0.0009 mL/min/KW in the HSD group (P>0.999). 

The first ligation elevated urinary flow rate to 0.0117 ± 0.0078 in the SSD 
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mice and 0.0106 ± 0.0051 mL/min/KW in the HSD mice (P=0.990), and the 

second ligation to 0.0183 ± 0.0085 and 0.0216 ± 0.0112 mL/min/KW 

respectively (P=0.816). Thus, urinary flow rate increased with each ligation 

and was unaffected by diet (Figure 4.12 B & D). 

Over the course of the surgery, only modest changes were observed in GFR, 

none of which were diet-related (Figure 4.12 C). A small but statistically 

significant effect of the pressure ramps was noted (Figure 4.12 D). During the 

baseline period, GFR was near-identical within the dietary groups, measured 

at 0.35 ± 0.24 mL/min/KW in the SSD group and 0.33 ± 0.21 mL/min/KW in 

the HSD group (P=0.999). GFR subsequently rose to 0.50 ± 0.23 and 0.75 ± 

0.22 mL/min/KW respectively following the initial ligation, however this not 

different between the dietary groups (P=0.245). The final ligation was 

accompanied by a reduction in GFR close to that at baseline, measured at 

0.38 ± 0.22 mL/min/KW in the SSD group and 0.54 ± 0.20 mL/min/KW in the 

HSD group (P=0.486), which remained slightly higher than its baseline value. 

Overall, GFR was unaltered in C57BL6/JCrl mice after 1 week of the HSD 

compared to mice on the SSD under these circumstances. 
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Figure 4.12: Urinary flow and glomerular filtration rate following 1 week of high salt feeding. 
C57BL6/JCrl mice underwent pressure natriuresis surgery in which urinary flow and glomerular 
filtration rate (GFR) were assessed after a standard salt diet (SSD 0.25% Na; n=7) or a high salt diet 
(HSD 3% Na; n=6) under thiobarbiturate anaesthesia. Measurements were obtained during baseline, 
the ligation of mesenteric and celiac arteries and the ligation of the abdominal aorta. Urine volume was 
recorded, divided by the collection time and expressed relative to kidney weight (KW) as urinary flow 
rate. This was then used, along with FITC-inulin clearance, to calculate GFR. At the end of the 
experiment, mice were humanely culled via an overdose of anaesthetic and kidneys were dissected for 
weighing. Data are mean ± SD displayed as A: KW (% body weight; BW) analysed via unpaired t test, 
B: urinary flow rate, C: GFR and D: P values resulting from a repeated measures two-way ANOVA, 
corrected for multiple comparisons by Sidak testing. ****p<0.0001, *p<0.05. 
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Figure 4.13: Renal blood flow following 1 week high salt intake during the assessment of acute 
pressure natriuresis relationship. 
Renal blood flow (RBF) was measured by Doppler ultrasound in anaesthetised C57BL6/JCrl mice after 
a standard salt diet (SSD 0.25% Na; n=7) or a high salt diet (HSD 3% Na; n=6) during pressure 
natriuresis surgery. Measurements were obtained during a 30-minute baseline period, after the first 
ligation of the mesenteric and celiac arteries, and finally after the second ligation of the abdominal 
aorta. Mean arterial blood pressure (MABP) over RBF generated renal vascular resistance (RVR). 
Data are mean ± SD shown as A: RBF per minute, B: RBF, C: RVR and D: P values from repeated 
measures two-way ANOVA, corrected for multiple comparisons with Sidak post-testing. *p<0.05.
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4.3.6.1 Renal blood flow after 1 week high salt 

Figure 4.13 A depicts RBF per minute following either the SSD or 1 week of 

the HSD. During the baseline period, RBF was measured at 0.88 ± 0.23 

mL/min in the SSD group and 0.92 ± 0.31 mL/min in the HSD group, 

illustrating that flow was comparable between the dietary groups at this time 

(P=0.995). The induction of the pressure ramps by artery ligation caused a 

mild increase in RBF, but diet had no overall effect upon this (Figure 4.13 B & 

D). The first ligation step induced small increases in RBF in both dietary 

groups (SSD 1.07 ± 0.25 vs. HSD 1.03 ± 0.28 mL/min; P=0.996). RBF was 

further increased after the second ligation step, with no differences noted 

between groups (SSD 1.35 ± 0.35 vs. HSD 1.20 ± 0.42 mL/min; P=0.816). 

Neither diet had any impact on RVR in these mice. At baseline, RVR was 

88.5 ± 19.4 AU in the SSD group and 101.8 ± 64.0 AU in the 1 week HSD 

group (P=0.934), displaying some variability but no dietary effects. RVR was 

not altered by the pressure ramps, as it was calculated at 98.8 ± 20.6 AU and 

106.8 ± 48.0 AU (P=0.984) during the first ligation and 85.8 ± 22.9 AU and 

104.2 ± 51.9 AU (P=0.843) during the second ligation respectively (Figure 

4.13 C & D). 
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Figure 4.14: Acute pressure natriuresis relationship after 1 week of high dietary salt. 
C57BL6/JCrl mice received the standard salt diet (SSD 0.25% Na; n=7) or 1 week of the high salt diet 
(HSD 3% Na; n=6). Surgical assessment of the acute pressure natriuresis relationship was carried out 
under anaesthesia via thiobarbiturate injection. Blood pressure (BP) was measured via cannulation of 
the carotid artery, and urinary samples were taken via bladder catheter. Serial pressure ramps were 
provoked by occluding major arteries mesenteric and celiac, followed by the abdominal aorta. During 
baseline and each ligation step, A: systolic BP (SBP) and B: urinary sodium (UNa) excretion were 
measured. Data are mean ± SD presented as a C: table reporting P values from repeated measures 
two-way ANOVA with post-hoc Sidak analysis, and D: pressure natriuresis graph depicting the 
relationship between SBP (x-axis) and UNa excretion (y-axis). ****p<0.0001, **p<0.01. 
 

4.3.7 High dietary salt intake for 1 week causes a leftward shift in the 
acute pressure natriuresis relationship 

At baseline, no differences were observed in SBP between mice fed the SSD 

or 1 week of the HSD (84.7 ± 5.4 mmHg SSD vs. 83.7 ± 8.3 mmHg HSD; 

P=0.996). SBP increased with each ligation, to 112.8 ± 13.4 mmHg in the 

SSD group and 106.4 ± 14.2 mmHg in the HSD group (P=0.860) and finally 

to 120.7 ± 17.6 and 115.4 ± 11.6 mmHg, respectively (P=0.830; Figure 4.14 
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A). High dietary salt intake did not affect SBP or changes in SBP in response 

to pressure ramps (Figure 4.14 C). 

High dietary salt also did not influence the amount of sodium excreted during 

the 30-minute baseline period, as excretion was 0.17 ± 0.22 µmol/min in the 

SSD group and 0.29 ± 0.25 µmol/min in the HSD group (P=0.999). This 

increased with each pressure ramp in both dietary groups to 0.84 ± 0.84 

µmol/min in the SSD group and 2.06 ± 1.91 µmol/min in the HSD group 

(P=0.386) and lastly to 2.72 ± 1.99 µmol/min and 3.13 ± 1.49 µmol/min, 

respectively (P=0.947; Figure 4.14 B). Thus, higher urinary sodium excretion 

was found following the pressure ramps similarly in both groups (Figure 4.14 

C). 

Figure 4.14 D is a graphical representation of the acute PN relationship in 

anaesthetised C57BL6/JCrl mice after the SSD or 1 week of the HSD. The 

ligation of major arteries induced significant, stepwise elevations in SBP in 

both dietary groups. Urinary sodium excretion increased with SBP. Mice fed 

1 week of HSD excreted a slightly greater sodium load than mice fed SSD at 

a similar SBP, however this was not statistically significant. Therefore, a 

small but evident leftward shift in the acute PN relationship was displayed 

after 1 week in the HSD group (Figure 4.14 D). 
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Figure 4.15: Renal mRNA abundance of sodium transporters after 1 week and 2 weeks of high 
salt feeding. 
C57BL6/JCrl mice were fed either a standard salt diet (SSD 0.25% Na; n=6) or a high salt diet (HSD 
3% Na) for 1 week (n=7-8) or 2 weeks (n=8). Kidneys were removed and divided into cortex and 
medulla, before qPCR analysis was performed. Renal cortical expression of A: sodium (Na)-proton 
exchanger isoform 3 (NHE3), B: Na-chloride (Cl-) cotransporter (NCC), C: epithelial Na channel 
subunit-α (ENaCα) and medullary expression of D: Na-potassium (K+)-Cl cotransporter (NKCC) was 
determined. Data are mean ± SD, normalised to mean mRNA abundance of three reference genes 
shown previously. Analysis was carried out by ordinary one-way ANOVA corrected for Tukey post-
testing. ****p<0.0001, ***p<0.001, **p<0.01. 
 

4.3.8 Renal sodium transporter mRNA profile after 1 and 2 weeks high 
dietary salt intake 

C57BL6/JCrl mice received the SSD or the HSD for 1 and 2 weeks before 

the expression of key mediators of sodium transport along the nephron was 

assessed. In the renal cortex, mRNA abundance of the exchanger NHE3 was 
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significantly lower after 1 week (P=0.005) and 2 weeks of the HSD group 

(P<0.0001) compared to the SSD group (Figure 4.15 A), indicating that 

NHE3 expression was downregulated with high salt intake. A difference 

between dietary durations was also noted (P=0.034) as a larger decrease in 

NHE3 expression was seen after 2 weeks of high salt intake. On the other 

hand, cortical abundance of NCC remained similar within all groups (Figure 

4.15 B, P=0.610). High dietary salt intake significantly downregulated the 

expression of ENaCα in the cortex after 1 and 2 weeks compared to the SSD 

group (both P=0.0008; Figure 4.15 C). The mRNA abundance of the 

medullary co-transporter NKCC2 was similar between the groups (P=0.751; 

Figure 4.15 D), suggesting that high salt does not impact its expression in 

this case. 

4.4 Discussion 

4.4.1 Blood pressure and sodium excretion: defining the link 
Long-term BP control is fundamentally reliant upon sodium balance, a 

concept modelled by Guyton and colleagues which challenged the 

cardiovascular-centric views of BP regulation at the time (77). Prior to the 

1950s, the prevailing theories involved the heart as a regulator of BP via CO, 

and the vasculature via SVR. The publication of Guyton et al.’s model in 

1972 brought additional factors, such as volume, pressure, compliance and 

flow within the system, into the equation (154). Rather than regarding BP as 

solely a product of SVR and CO, it was proposed that it is also determined by 

vascular capacitance and ECFV, known as effective blood volume. A 

mismatch between sodium intake and excretion alters ECFV, affecting BP 

and thus renal perfusion pressure, which in-turn stimulates the kidneys to 

counteract the change in pressure by modifying sodium excretion – this 

defines the acute PN relationship. Therefore, steady-state BP results from 

the equilibrium between ECFV, ascertained by sodium balance, and PN. 

In this chapter, the effect of high dietary salt intake on the acute PN 

relationship in C57BL6/JCrl mice was experimentally assessed after either 
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the SSD or HSD to test the hypothesis of my thesis that impaired PN 

underlies their salt-sensitive BP. 

4.4.2 Experimental induction of the acute pressure natriuresis 
response 

In earlier research by groups in the Centre, the acute PN relationship in 

experimental hypertension has been investigated. The approach used 

involved mechanically increasing BP through arterial ligation, which in-turn 

increases renal perfusion pressure. The resulting effect upon urinary sodium 

excretion is then measured. The overall aim is, therefore, to interrogate the 

ability of the kidneys to respond to this rise in pressure. This protocol was 

initially developed within dogs (155), before it was adapted and performed in 

rats (156). The resulting curves express BP as a surrogate for renal perfusion 

pressure against urinary sodium excretion. Theoretically, any alteration in 

perfusion pressure is met by compensatory changes in urinary sodium 

excretion via the acute PN response. Evidence from BP studies, however, 

illustrates that this response is abnormal in hypertension. For example, the 

gradient of this curve is significantly reduced and shifted to the right, 

demonstrating that sodium excretion is only increased to offset 

haemodynamic changes at a higher BP (79). 

During my PhD at the Centre, Roman & Cowley’s protocol to induce the PN 

response (156) was adjusted and optimised for mice. With each arterial 

ligation, we observed successful increases in BP and RBF, and 

autoregulation of GFR in all mice included. Potential problems arising from 

this protocol relate to the length and invasiveness of the surgical preparation, 

as this leaves the mice vulnerable to detrimental changes in body 

temperature and the extravasation of fluid. 

The protocol used in this chapter involved the ligation of major conduit 

arteries to provoke the acute PN response mechanically, although alternative 

approaches exist within the field. For example, other researchers have opted 

for the pharmacological approach. Kunau et al. examined the effect of 
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adrenaline administration, which resulted in increases in BP and 

consequently renal perfusion pressure (157). Furthermore, the use of 

aldosterone (158) and vasopressin (159) have been evaluated as well. This 

is advantageous in that it is far less invasive than occluding arteries, which 

are only accessed via performing a laparotomy. For this reason, recovery 

surgery could be carried out, allowing the collection of multiple post-operative 

samples and measurements from conscious animals (159). Nevertheless, 

these approaches induce the acute PN response through hormonal 

mechanisms, for example the infusion of aldosterone and adrenaline 

influence renal function partially through stimulation of the RAAS. Therefore, 

my aim for this chapter was simply to investigate whether high salt feeding 

affects the intrinsic ability of the kidneys to respond to increases in renal 

perfusion pressure, without the added complexity of systemic hormonal 

manipulation. Thus, mechanically inducing these pressure rises was more 

suited to achieve this aim. 

4.4.2.1 Limitations: blood pressure measurement under general anaesthesia 

In these experiments, prior to the induction of pressure ramps, BP 

measurements were obtained from C57BL6/JCrl mice during a 30-minute 

baseline period after 3 days or 1 week of the HSD and compared to mice on 

the SSD. BP in the HSD group was similar to that in the SSD group. This is 

not consistent with the results of the previous chapter, in which BP increased 

after 3-4 days and remained stably high after 1 week of the HSD. An 

important difference between these results is the method of BP 

measurement. The previous chapter collected BP data from conscious, freely 

moving mice by radiotelemetry, whereas mice were anaesthetised using the 

barbiturate thiobarbiturate prior to data collection in this chapter’s 

experiments. Barbiturates administrated intravenously have been shown to 

suppress circulatory haemodynamics through inhibition of the central nervous 

system (160), thus this could potentially interfere with BP measurements 

obtained this way. 
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4.4.3 The acute pressure natriuresis relationship in salt-sensitive 
C57BL6/JCrl mice 

The systemic haemodynamic changes that occur during high dietary salt 

intake in an individual defined as salt-resistant are as follows; ECFV 

increases due to a now positive sodium balance, resulting in temporary 

increases in CO and thus BP. This in-turn triggers the acute PN response, 

increasing sodium excretion and normalising ECFV and BP. Hence, the 

changes in BP are short-lived and equilibrium is quickly restored.  

In salt-sensitivity, however, these changes are said only to stimulate an 

increase in sodium excretion at a higher pressure due to renal dysfunction, 

resulting in sodium retention and sustained increases in BP (57). This is 

evident within data from rats, for example in kidneys isolated from the Dahl 

salt-sensitive strain. Girardin et al. reported that pre-hypertensive kidneys 

from this strain displayed a similar relationship to that of kidneys from the 

equivalent salt-resistant strain (161). However, after increasing dietary salt 

intake, hypertension was induced and the acute PN response was 

significantly diminished. This was observed by a decrease in the gradient of 

the PN curve (161), suggesting that PN shifts to a higher pressure in order to 

match sodium intake with output. Roman also found that these rats excreted 

significantly less sodium whilst in a salt-induced hypertensive state compared 

to salt-resistant Dahl rats, confirming the blunting of the acute PN response 

with salt-sensitivity (162). Research within human participants has similarly 

noted this phenomenon (163, 164). Therefore, this shift in the acute PN 

response, resulting in the maintenance of sodium balance only at higher 

pressures, is considered a vital determinant of salt-sensitive hypertension in 

this field. 

In my thesis, the acute PN response was augmented after 3 days of high salt 

intake in C57BL6/JCrl mice. The PN curve was shifted to the left, with a 

steepening gradient, as compared to their contemporaneous controls on the 

SSD, displaying that mice excreted increased amounts of sodium at any 

given BP. This illustrates that the intrinsic ability of the kidneys to expel 
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sodium and water in an attempt to normalise pressure was not impaired by 

dietary salt but, in fact, improved.  

4.4.4 Renal sodium transporter activity and availability after high salt 
intake 

The mechanisms through which the acute PN response is implemented are 

complex and yet to be fully defined. Research suggests it is governed by 

transporter activity, supporting the transepithelial movement of sodium and 

water between the tubule lumen and the bloodstream (Figure 4.16). If 

pressure rises, the kidney must respond via natriuresis, during which 

transporter-mediated sodium reabsorption is inhibited. This occurs 

throughout the nephron, and potentially originates from an increase in renal 

interstitial hydrostatic pressure. Regulation of medullary blood flow through 

the vasa recta is poor, and thus rises with renal perfusion pressure (165). 

Consequently, the organ-wide pressure elevation triggers the localised 

production of signalling agents NO and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) which 

act in a paracrine fashion to inhibit nearby tubular sodium transporters. For 

example, the literature notes roles for these agents in the modulation of 

NHE3 activity in the proximal tubule (166) and NKCC2 activity in the loop of 

Henle (167). 

Furthermore, research into diseases characterised by abnormal BP 

regulation have uncovered the importance of the distal nephron as well. 

ENaC is the predominant regulator of sodium transport within the distal 

nephron, and uncontrolled activity from a gain-of-function mutation results in 

hypertension and ECFV expansion, known as Liddle’s syndrome (168), due 

to depressed natriuresis. Data from salt-sensitive Dahl rats also displays 

aberrant activation of ENaC compared to their salt-resistant counterparts. 

Therefore, the inhibition of these transporters may be a pivotal event in the 

kidney’s response to increased pressure.  
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Figure 4.16: Renal sodium transporters along the nephron. 
Schematic diagram depicting the location and structure of the key transporters responsible for sodium 
reabsorption in each segment of the nephron, adapted from Hoenig & Zeidel (169). All transporters are 
located on the apical membrane of the tubular cells. Sodium-proton exchanger 3 (NHE3) is localised to 
the cells lining the proximal tubule. The sodium-potassium-chloride cotransporter (NKCC2) residues in 
thick ascending limb. The sodium-chloride transporter (NCC) is located in the cells of the distal 
convoluted tubule, and the epithelial sodium channel (ENaC) can be found in the principal cells of the 
collecting duct. 
 

Thus, I aimed to determine their status in C57BL6/JCrl mice following high 

dietary salt intake. I approached this using qPCR, as studies in rats have 

observed decreased expression of NCC from the apical membrane following 

high dietary salt intake (170), whereas an upregulation in the expression of 

NCC as well as NKCC2 was seen in salt-sensitive strains (171, 172).  

In my experiments in C57BL6/JCrl mice, neither NCC nor NKCC2 expression 

was up- or downregulated after 3 days, 1 week and 2 weeks of the HSD 

compared to the SSD. Nevertheless, the transcriptionally active α subunit of 

ENaC was downregulated after both 3 days and 1 week of the HSD. This 

expressional change was also accompanied by a downregulation in NHE3 

expression after 1 week of the HSD. Sodium reabsorption is distributed 

throughout the length of the nephron, with the proximal tubule accounting for 

the highest proportion of net reabsorption and the distal convoluted tubule for 

the lowest. NHE3 is the main transporter within the proximal tubule (Figure 

4.16) and thus, quantitatively, is the most prominent regulator of overall 
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sodium reabsorption (86). Despite this, disturbances in the distal convoluted 

tubule, in which ENaC residues and contributes to around 5-10% of net 

reabsorption (Figure 4.16), appear to have a greater impact on renal sodium 

handling and BP control than those occurring in the proximal tubule (86). For 

example, the gain-of-function mutations underlying BP disorders as 

described above. This indicates that proximal tubule NHE3 and distal ENaC 

potentially have the most influence over net sodium reabsorption. In the case 

of C57BL6/JCrl mice, early downregulation of ENaC occurs, closely followed 

by NHE3, with high salt intake, suggesting an appropriate adaptative 

response of these major transporters. This makes impaired renal sodium 

reabsorption an unlikely candidate for the causative mechanism underlying 

salt-induced hypertension here. 

Nonetheless, the regulation of transporter activity mostly occurs downstream 

of transcription. Following synthesis, transporters reside within intracellular 

vesicles. They can be trafficked to and from the membrane depending on 

demand, thus their presence within the apical membrane interfacing with the 

tubule lumen is an important determinant of their ability to retrieve sodium 

and chloride. Transporters are also subject to post-translational 

modifications, for example both NCC and NKCC2 are activated by 

phosphorylation (173, 174). Therefore, the presence or absence of a change 

in mRNA expression does not necessarily reflect in vivo activity. 

4.4.5 Could renal dysfunction contribute to the salt-induced blood 
pressure increases in C57BL6/JCrl mice? 

Table 4.1 provides a summary of the results of this chapter. During the 

baseline periods, little difference in renal haemodynamics and excretion 

between the dietary groups was observed in anaesthetised C57BL6/JCrl 

mice. I explored the relationship between renal perfusion pressure and 

sodium excretion by acutely measuring the natriuretic response to increasing 

BP. The response to this manoeuvre was significantly increased sodium 

excretion in all groups. After both the durations of high dietary salt intake 
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investigated, transporter-mediated sodium reabsorption decreased, and 

sodium excretion increased (Table 4.1).  

The mechanistic link between renal vascular function and sodium excretion 

remains, as of yet, unclear. The kidney possesses a strong, unique ability to 

autoregulate. When challenged with a rise in perfusion pressure, two 

distinctive mechanisms act hand-in-hand to protect the delicate 

infrastructure; the myogenic and tubuloglomerular feedback (TGF) 

responses. Both initially work to buffer the pressure change by adjusting the 

diameter of the preglomerular arteries. The myogenic response involves the 

inherent contractile reaction of the VSM to shear stress, whereas the TGF 

response integrates signals from macula densa cells on the concentration of 

sodium chloride in the filtrate. The desired end-result is the adaptation and 

overall maintenance of steady-state RBF, GFR and thus sodium excretion via 

PN. The current hypothesis, as depicted in Figure 4.17, postulates that a rise 

in renal perfusion pressure, if not initially safeguarded by autoregulatory 

vasoconstriction, increases renal interstitial hydrostatic pressure, which in 

turn inhibits tubular sodium reabsorption and supports excretion (175). 
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Figure 4.17: Current hypothesis for the mechanism linking renal autoregulation to sodium 
excretion. 
Adapted from Carlström et al., (175), this flow-diagram depicts the current hypothesis for the intrarenal 
mechanism by which an elevation in renal perfusion pressure (PP) stimulates the pressure natriuresis 
(PN) response. Increased renal PP is initially transduced to the preglomerular vasculature, triggering 
vasoconstriction. Preglomerular arterioles, such as the afferent arteriole, are subject to this 
autoregulatory mechanism with the purpose of preventing pressure-induced injury to the glomerulus, 
damaging its capacity for filtration as well as adversely impacting essential downstream processes 
such as the reabsorptive and excretory functions of the nephron. A rise in renal PP that is not initially 
buffered by preglomerular vasoconstriction is said to lead to subsequent rises in renal interstitial 
hydrostatic pressure, resulting in the inhibition of tubular sodium reabsorption and thus increased 
expulsion of sodium. A number of signalling pathways can influence this process. Angiotensin-II 
(ANGII), a potent vasoconstrictor, is known to act upon the preglomerular vasculature. Nitric oxide 
(NO) production is also stimulated to induce vasodilation and counteract these changes, often 
governed by the balance of vascular reactive oxygen species (ROS). In addition to their roles as 
important mediators of vascular tone, NO, ROS and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) have also been 
implicated as signalling molecules in the regulation of tubular sodium reabsorption stimulated by shear 
stress. GFR; glomerular filtration rate. 

I noted that the natriuretic response to rising BP was different between the 

high salt groups and the control. After 3 days of high salt intake, RVR was 

modestly increased and the pressure-induced increase in RBF was blunted 

compared to the matched controls (Table 4.1). In previous studies of 

normotensive human subjects, an increase in salt intake induces a rise in 

RBF, thus increasing GFR and supporting the clearance of salt and water. 

However, salt-sensitive subjects demonstrate a lower RBF than their 

normotensive or salt-resistant counterparts upon salt loading. This, 

accompanied by increases in RVR, led to the conclusion that salt-sensitive 
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subjects experience elevated renal vasoconstriction (69, 176, 177). My data 

in the 3-day high salt group are consistent with these previous findings and 

suggest that, in this early phase, C57BL6/JCrl mice are vasoconstricted. This 

may be indicative of enhanced myogenic responsiveness, which has been 

noted in other models of experimental hypertension such as the stroke-prone 

spontaneously hypertensive rat (178) and in ANGII-induced hypertension 

(179). Studies have demonstrated a possible link with the RAAS, as mice 

with a VSMC-specific knockout of the ANGII receptor AT1A display attenuated 

renal vasoconstriction and a higher RBF, which conferred protection against 

the development of hypertension (180). Nevertheless, an augmented 

vasoconstrictor response was associated with sodium retention in these 

other models, which does not seem likely to apply to C57BL6/JCrl mice here 

as significantly increased sodium excretion was observed. 

After 7 days of high salt intake, RBF and RVR were not significantly different 

to those measured in the control mice following the SSD (Table 4.1), 

suggesting comparable autoregulatory mechanisms were in play. Thus, at 

this timepoint, BP and RBF increased, RVR remained unchanged, 

transporter-mediated sodium reabsorption decreased, and sodium excretion 

increased. Yet, some of these responses were equivalent to those measured 

in the control mice, despite an evident leftward shift in the PN curve. Thus, 

the adaptation of renal function observed in mice after 3 days of high salt 

intake also occurred after 7 days, but not to the same extent. The reasons for 

this are unclear. 

Although, the smaller scale of this effect after 7 days could potentially be due 

to the experimental approach. The second ligation did not raise BP to the 

same extent as it did during the experiment following 3 days of the HSD. The 

second ligation induced a ~19 mmHg SBP increase in the mice having 

received 3 days of the HSD, whereas in the separate experiment following 7 

days, SBP increased by only ~9 mmHg. The approach has since been 

refined, as a more effective and reproducible method of tightening the 

ligatures is now in practise. Furthermore, it is important to take into 
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consideration that this was a cross-sectional experimental design, therefore 

the mice that received 3 days of the HSD or SSD underwent PN surgery in a 

separate experiment at a different time to the mice that received 7 days of 

the diets. Due to this, the responses cannot be compared directly. 

It is also important to consider the salt-induced events prior to the induction 

of anaesthesia, which likely impacted BP. In the previous chapter, I 

demonstrated that BP was increasing on day 3 of high salt intake in 

C57BL6/JCrl mice, whereas BP was high but had reached a plateau on day 

7. It is possible that differing salt-induced mechanisms are contributing to the 

initiation of salt-induced hypertension, i.e during the initial 3-day period, and 

the maintenance of it, i.e after 1 week. Here, increased renal vasoconstriction 

was evident alongside significantly increased urinary excretion after high salt 

intake, suggesting a vascular, rather than a renal, contribution to the early 

phase of developing hypertension. It is challenging to draw further 

conclusions from my experiments and additional investigations are now 

warranted, directed at resolving the adaptation of renal vascular function and 

the signalling molecules involved such as components of the RAAS, ROS, 

NO and ATP (Figure 4.17). 

Overall, in this chapter, I have demonstrated that high salt feeding does not 

impair the acute PN relationship in C57BL6/JCrl mice. After high dietary salt 

intake, more sodium was excreted at a lower pressure compared to those on 

the SSD, illustrating adaptation. At similar time-points, the expression of 

some of the key renal sodium transporters was appropriately downregulated, 

supporting the view that renal function appears ‘normal’ in these mice despite 

increases in BP. Therefore, I conclude that increasing dietary salt intake does 

not adversely alter the intrinsic PN response and is thus unlikely to be a 

cause of the salt-induced hypertension in C57BL6/JCrl mice observed in the 

previous chapter. 
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Table 4.1: Summary of the chapter results. 
Comparison of the effects of the pressure ramps and different diets on the parameters measured in this chapter after 3 days or 1 week. 

 3 days HSD 1 week HSD 
 Pressure ramp SSD vs. HSD Pressure ramp SSD vs. HSD 

BP Increased with each ligation No differences Increased with each ligation No differences 

HR No changes Slightly lower in the HSD group No changes No differences 

Haematocrit No changes No differences No changes No differences 

Kidney weight - No differences - No differences 

UFR Increased with each ligation Higher in the HSD group Increased with each ligation No differences 

GFR Increased with the first ligation, 
decreased with the second 
ligation 

No differences 
Mildly increased with first 
ligation; decreased with the 
second ligation 

No differences 

RBF 
Increased with each ligation 

Increase significantly blunted in 
the HSD group 

Mildly increased with each 
ligation 

No differences 

RVR 
No changes 

Significantly greater in the HSD 
group 

No changes No differences 

UNa excretion 
Increased with each ligation 

Significantly greater in the HSD 
group 

Increased with each ligation No differences 

PN curve Steeper gradient with each 
ligation 

Shifted left in the HSD group 
Steeper gradient with each 
ligation 

Mild leftward shift in the HSD 
group 

Sodium 
transporter 
expression 

- 
Downregulated ENaCα 
expression in the HSD group 

- 
Downregulated NHE3 and 
ENaCα expression in the HSD 
group 

HSD; high salt diet, SSD; standard salt diet, BP; blood pressure, HR; heart rate, UFR; urinary flow rate, GFR; glomerular filtration rate, RBF; 

renal blood flow, RVR; renal vascular resistance, UNa; urinary sodium, PN; pressure natriuresis 
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4.4.6 Summary of results 
1. After 3 days of high dietary salt intake, an increase in urinary sodium 

excretion was stimulated at a lower SBP compared with the SSD, thus 

displaying a leftward shift in the PN curve suggestive of an 

enhancement of the acute PN relationship at this time-point. This 

effect was observed on a smaller scale after 1 week of high salt 

intake. 

2. RBF remained comparable between the dietary groups until the 

induction of the pressure ramps, upon which it increased with each 

ramp. However, this was significantly blunted in mice after 3 days of 

high salt intake, an effect that was not observed after 1 week of high 

salt intake. 

3. GFR increased with the first pressure ramp, but declined during the 

second in both dietary groups, illustrating autoregulation. 

4. The mRNA abundance of ENaCα decreased in mice after either 3 

days, 1 week or 2 weeks of high salt intake. NHE3 abundance was 

unchanged after 3 days, but declined significantly after 1 week and 2 

weeks high salt compared with standard salt intake. Abundance of 

both NCC and NKCC2 remained comparable, regardless of diet or 

duration. Thus, the expression of certain key renal sodium 

transporters was downregulated after high salt. 
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5 Vascular Effects of High Dietary Salt 
Intake in C57BL6/JCrl Mice 

5.1 Introduction 

In chapter 3, I demonstrated that high dietary salt induced a significant 

increase in BP, and in chapter 4, my experiments showed adaptation of renal 

function indicating that an impaired PN relationship was not the driving event 

behind the salt-induced hypertension of C57BL6/JCrl mice. Morris et al., (92) 

has advocated an alternative hypothesis that vasodysfunction underlies 

sustained salt-induced increases in BP. Specifically they postulate that salt-

sensitivity reflects an insufficient decrease in SVR following high salt intake. 

This is suggestive of impaired vasodilation, thus in this chapter the responses 

of renal and mesenteries arteries were measured in C57BL6/JCrl mice on the 

SSD (0.25% Na) or the HSD (3% Na). 

5.1.1 Aims 
1. To assess the impact of high dietary salt intake on vascular reactivity 

compared to standard salt intake 

2. To begin to explore the molecular mechanisms underlying the 

vascular response to high salt. 

5.1.2 Approach to achieve the chapter aims 
Ø Vascular reactivity was measured using the ex vivo wire myograph 

system. Pharmacological inducers of either vasoconstriction or 

vasodilation were administered to evaluate the responsiveness of 

renal and mesenteric arteries after high dietary salt intake compared 

to that of a control group. 
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Ø The underlying processes were interrogated in a separate experiment 

by measuring the mRNA transcript levels of key vasoactive signalling 

molecules with qPCR. 

Ø The effect of dietary salt was examined by placing mice on the HSD 

(3% Na) and comparing the effects with mice on the SSD (0.25% Na). 

For wire myography, two experiments were performed in which mice 

in the HSD group received the diet for 3 days or 1 week, compared 

with contemporaneous controls. For qPCR, a separate experiment 

was carried out with three groups: SSD, 1 week of the HSD, and 2 

weeks of the HSD. 

5.2 Methods 
The methods used in this chapter are covered in detail in the main Materials 

and Methods chapter, and below the details and protocols specific to these 

experiments are outlined. 

5.2.1 Diet duration 
In the experiments of this chapter, C57BL6/JCrl mice received either the SSD 

or the HSD in a cross-sectional study design. Separate experiments were 

performed to evaluate vascular function and mRNA transcript abundance 

after 3 days, 1 week and 2 weeks of high dietary salt intake. These time-

points were assessed as BP initially began to increase after 24 hours, 

peaked at 3 days and remained high and stable for 1 and 2 weeks of the 

HSD, as illustrated in chapter 3. 

5.2.2 Wire myography 

5.2.2.1 Study design 

C57BL6/JCrl mice were used in the assessment of artery reactivity ex vivo by 

wire myography after 3 days and after 1 week of the HSD. A separate cohort 

for each time-point was utilised to investigate the first aim of this chapter, as 

results produced by this method can vary significantly over time. 

Contemporaneous control groups were used because, as depicted in Figure 

5.1, different contractile responses to phenylephrine (PhE) were obtained 
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from mice on the SSD around 12 months apart. This reflects variations in the 

experimental equipment and reagents, for example one possible explanation 

could be different drug batches, and also the refinement of my ability to 

perform this challenging technique. 

 

Figure 5.1: Comparison of phenylephrine concentration-response curves between two control 
groups of mesenteric arteries at different times. 
Vascular function was measured via wire myography. Arteries from two control groups of C57BL6/JCrl 
mice were used and comparisons made within, rather than between, each group due to the variation 

that can occur over time. Possible explanations include alterations to the equipment or reagents, or as 

a result of practise and enhancement of the technique. A: phenylephrine concentration-response 
curves generated one year and 5 months apart using the same equipment and protocol, expressed as 

a percentage of the maximal contractile force to a high potassium salt solution, KPSS. Contraction was 

analysed with log(dose) response curves to establish B: the concentration achieving 50% of the 
maximal response (logEC50) and the maximal response (%Emax). Data are presented as mean ± SD. 

p<0.01 **, p<0.0001 ****. 
 

5.2.2.2 Experimental protocol 

After either 3 days or 1 week of the diets, mice were humanely euthanised in 

the morning and wire myography was performed on the same day. Renal and 

mesenteric arteries were prepared as described in the Materials and 

Methods chapter section 2.5. Vessel viability was confirmed with the addition 

of a high potassium salt solution, referred to as KPSS, three times at the 

beginning and end of the experiment. Vascular reactivity was explored by 

generating cumulative concentration-response curves (10-9 to 10-3 M) to the 

contractile agent PhE and the vasodilatory agents acetylcholine (ACh) and 

NO donor sodium nitroprusside (SNP). 
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5.2.2.3 Data acquisition 

Values of force output (mN) were obtained from the data acquisition software 

Labchart 7 pro version 7.3.2 as depicted within Figure 5.2. Contractile 

responses were normalised to KPSS-induced depolarisation. This was done 

by highlighting the area of the trace illustrating the force output produced by 

each application of KPSS, selecting the maximum value and taking an 

average (Figure 5.2 A). The same procedure was performed for each dose of 

vasoconstrictor (Figure 5.2 C) and the resulting values were then expressed 

as a percentage of the mean KPSS contraction. For vasodilatory responses, 

data were normalised to the maximum force output produced by PhE-

induced pre-constriction. Following this, the minimum value of the selected 

area for each dose of vasodilator was taken and presented as a percentage 

of pre-constriction, illustrating the amount of vasoconstriction remaining 

(Figure 5.2 D). 

5.2.2.4 Data analysis 

The normalised data were analysed in Graphpad Prism v8.2.0. Nonlinear 

regression was performed, in which concentration-response curves were 

generated using the log(dose) vs. response equation. This allowed the 

calculation of the concentration required to achieve a half-maximal response, 

referred to as logEC50 for agonists and logIC50 for inhibitors, as well as the 

maximum point at which the response plateaus, referred to as %Emax for 

agonists and %Relax for inhibitors. The variable slope model was applied, in 

which the Hill slope of the data was fitted to the curve rather than assuming 

and automatically fitting a standard slope of 1. This was beneficial in this 

case as wire myography generates many data points. The effect of the two 

factors diet and concentration on vascular reactivity was evaluated using an 

ordinary two-way ANOVA and multiple comparisons were made with Sidak’s 

test with significance denoted at 0.05. 
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Figure 5.2: Examples of the acquisition of reactivity data from Labchart. 
Arteries from C57BL6/JCrl mice receiving a standard or high salt diet were isolated and reactivity was 
assessed by wire myography during the daytime. Real-time recordings of force output (mN; y-axis) 
were acquired using the software Labchart 7 pro version 7.3.2, creating the example traces displayed. 
Force output is a measure of vessel wall tension, detected by wires within the vessel lumen connected 
to a force transducer. Changes in vessel wall tension produce the traces displayed for responses to A: 
KPSS, B: phenylephrine (PhE) followed by acetylcholine (ACh) to test endothelial integrity, D: 
vasoconstriction such as PhE and E: vasodilation such as by ACh. Grey squares represent the 
selection boxes drawn to isolate the section of the trace to obtain the maximum/minimum value. The 
cross, depicted in D, is the cursor and allows the visualisation of the force output at that particular time. 
CRC; concentration-response curve, M; molar, mN; milliNewtons, KPSS; potassium physiological salt 
solution.
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5.2.3 Determination of vascular mRNA transcript levels 
A separate experiment was performed in which three cohorts were 

investigated receiving either the SSD, 1 week of the HSD or 2 weeks of the 

HSD. A generalised version of the protocol applicable to all tissue types is 

detailed in Materials and Methods chapter section 2.4, whereas the specific 

steps for arteries are described here. Arteries from two mice in the same 

experimental group were pooled together after dissection during the daytime 

in order to obtain a sufficient yield of RNA for further analysis. 

5.2.3.1 Sample preparation and RNA extraction 

Immediately after dissection, samples were stored at 4 ºC in RNAlater RNA 

stabilisation reagent (QIAGEN, UK) for 24 hours, and subsequently removed 

and frozen at -80 ºC for a further 24 hours or until the extraction was carried 

out. Prior to the extraction, cellular disruption was achieved using pestles 

(ThermoFisher Scientific, UK). It was essential that the samples did not thaw 

at any point during disruption and so the pestles were placed on dry ice for 

~5 minutes before contact with the samples and the full procedure was 

executed over dry ice. Once acclimatised, the pestles were used to grind the 

samples into a fine powder within 2mL Eppendorf tubes. Whilst remaining in 

the Eppendorf tube, the pestle was covered with 300 µL RLT buffer 

supplemented with the recommended volume of β-Mercaptoethanol and 

slowly removed to limit the loss of powdered sample. Pestles were re-

sterilised and placed back on dry ice between samples. 

Further homogenisation was carried out firstly by stainless steel beads in a 

TissueLyser II (QIAGEN, UK), followed by incubation in Proteinase K diluted 

1:60 with RNase-free water (QIAGEN, UK) at 55 ºC for 10 minutes. Samples 

were centrifuged at 8,000 xg for 3 minutes and the supernatant was taken 

forward for RNA isolation using the RNeasy micro kit (QIAGEN, UK) by the 

manufacturer’s instructions. All reagents were freshly prepared on the day of 

extraction. RNA yield and purity were determined as outlined in Materials and 

Methods chapter section 2.4.2, and reverse transcription followed by qPCR 

analysis was carried out as described in sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4. 
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Figure 5.3: Reference gene expression in mesenteric arteries after high dietary salt intake. 
After either 1 or 2 weeks of a standard salt (SSD) or a high salt diet (HSD), mesenteric arteries from 
C57BL6/JCrl mice were isolated during the daytime, cleaned of adherent perivascular fat and pooled 
together to maximise the yield of RNA extracted (n=4-5 per dietary group). The expression of reference 
genes A: Tbp, B: Hprt, and C: Rn18S were each adjusted so that the mean concentration of the control 
group (SSD in these experiments) was equal to 1. The mRNA transcript levels of experimental genes-
of-interest were normalised to the mean abundance of these three reference genes displayed in D. 
Data are presented as mean ± SD and were analysed by ordinary one-way ANOVA with multiple 
comparisons made by Tukey testing. Significance was denoted as P<0.05. 
 

5.2.3.2 Reference genes 

The reference genes Hprt (HPRT), Tbp (TBP) and Rn18S (eukaryotic 18S 

rRNA) were selected as their mRNA abundance was unaffected by 

increasing dietary salt intake (Figure 5.3 A-C). Therefore, the mRNA 

abundance of the experimental genes-of-interest in this chapter are 

presented relative to the averaged abundance of these reference genes 

(Figure 5.3 D). 
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5.2.3.3 Data analysis 

Analysis of the normalised data was performed in Graphpad Prism v8.2.0. 

Differences between the three groups were investigated using ordinary one-

way ANOVA corrected for multiple comparisons by Tukey testing, with 

significance denoted at 0.05. 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Mesenteric artery reactivity is unaltered by high salt intake 
Mesenteric artery reactivity was determined by wire myography, in which 

arteries were isolated and their responsiveness to pharmacological stimuli ex 

vivo was examined. The effect of diet upon vascular function was explored by 

giving C57BL6/JCrl mice access to either the SSD or HSD prior to performing 

wire myography. 

5.3.1.1 Mesenteric artery function after 3 days of high salt 

Initially, mice received either diet for a duration of 3 days. Mesenteric arteries 

from both dietary groups contracted similarly to KPSS administration (SSD 

8.68 ± 1.36 mN vs. HSD 9.38 ± 1.61, P=0.361; Figure 5.4 B), illustrating that 

the ability of the arteries to depolarise was unaffected by high dietary salt 

intake or the mounting procedure. This depolarisation did not deteriorate 

throughout the experimental protocol (SSD 96.4 ± 7.3 %KPSS vs. HSD 97.3 

± 5.7 %KPSS, P=0.778) which confirms that vessel integrity was preserved. 

Concentration-dependent vasoconstriction was induced by PhE after the 

SSD or HSD (Figure 5.4 A & F). No significant differences were observed in 

the sensitivity of arteries to PhE represented by logEC50 (SSD 7.36 ± 0.16 vs. 

HSD 7.41 ± 0.35, P=0.763), or the maximum contractile responses to PhE 

expressed as %Emax (SSD 121.1 ± 9.7 vs. HSD 127.9 ± 5.9, P=0.145; 

Figure 5.4 A & B). 
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Figure 5.4: Mesenteric artery function after 3 days of a high salt diet. 
Wire myography was performed to evaluate the reactivity of mesenteric arteries isolated from 
C57BL6/JCrl mice (n=8 per dietary group) following 3 days of either a standard salt diet (SSD; 0.25% 
Na) or a high salt diet (HSD; 3% Na). Concentration-response curves were produced by administering 
A: phenylephrine (PhE) to induce vasoconstriction, and C: acetylcholine (ACh) and E: sodium 
nitroprusside (SNP) to induce vasodilation. Contraction is expressed as a percentage of the greatest 
contractile response to a high potassium physiological salt solution (KPSS). Relaxation is presented as 
a percentage of residual tension leftover from PhE-induced pre-constriction. Log(dose) response 
curves were generated to calculate B: logEC50 and %Emax for PhE, and D: logIC50 and %Relax for 
ACh and SNP. F: P values are presented after determining the effect of dietary group upon mesenteric 
artery responses using two-way ANOVA with post-hoc Sidak testing for multiple comparisons. Data are 
mean ± SD. *p<0.05, ****p<0.0001.
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Mesenteric arteries from both dietary groups exhibited concentration-

dependent vasodilation with ACh and SNP administration (Figure 5.4 C-F). 

There were no significant differences in the sensitivities of the arteries, 

expressed as logIC50, to either ACh (SSD 7.70 ± 0.28 vs HSD 7.67 ± 0.27, 

P=0.818) or SNP (SSD 8.09 ± 0.46 vs HSD 7.74 ± 0.56, P=0.209; Figure 5.4 

D) between the SSD and HSD groups. Furthermore, no disparities in the 

maximum dilatory responses, presented as the % of PhE-induced pre-

constriction remaining (%Relax), to ACh (SSD 9.0 ± 6.6 vs. HSD 6.0 ± 4.9, 

P=0.307) or SNP (SSD 5.6 ± 3.4 vs. HSD 7.0 ± 4.1, P=0.473; Figure 5.4 D) 

were seen. The two-way ANOVA results display a small but significant effect 

of diet on SNP-evoked relaxation (Figure 5.4 F); however, this was not 

reflected in the sensitivity or maximal response. ACh-evoked relaxation is 

mediated via the endothelial production of NO, whereas SNP is a NO donor 

and so bypasses the endothelium to evoke vasodilation. The responses to 

both ACh and SNP were similar which suggests that, together, the production 

of NO by the endothelium and the responsiveness of the VSM to NO was 

unaffected after 3 days of high dietary salt intake. 

5.3.1.2 Mesenteric artery function after 1 week of high salt 

Depolarisation was evaluated by the addition of KPSS and mesenteric 

arteries from 1 week of the SSD and HSD contracted alike (SSD 5.71 ± 2.90 

mN vs HSD 6.77 ± 2.15 mN, P=0.354), the intensity of which was maintained 

until the end of the experimental protocol (SSD 115.8 ± 3.2 %KPSS vs. HSD 

107.3 ± 18.6 %KPSS, P=0.290; Figure 5.5 B). Mesenteric arteries from both 

dietary groups exhibited similar PhE-induced contraction, with no significant 

differences reported in vessel sensitivity (logEC50: SSD 6.44 ± 0.13 vs. HSD 

6.61 ± 0.33; P=0.257) or maximum response (%Emax: SSD 146.3 ± 11.5 vs 

HSD 139.6 ± 8.4, P=0.165; Figure 5.5 A & B). Thus, the contractile 

responses of mesenteric arteries were unchanged by 1 week of high dietary 

salt intake. 
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Figure 5.5: Mesenteric artery reactivity after 1 week of high salt. 
Wire myography was used to evaluate mesenteric artery function from 9-10-week-old male 
C57BL6/JCrl mice fed either a standard salt diet (SSD, n=4) or a high salt diet (HSD, n=9) for 1 week. 
Cumulative concentration-response curves were generated with the addition of A: vasoconstrictor 
phenylephrine (PhE) and C: vasodilators acetylcholine (ACh) and E: sodium nitroprusside (SNP). 
Contraction is expressed as a percentage of mean high KCl physiological salt solution (KPSS)-induced 
depolarisation. Relaxation is presented as a percentage of residual tension generated by PhE-induced 
pre-constriction. The variable-slope log(dose) response model was used to calculate and compare B: 
logEC50 and %Emax for PhE, and D: logIC50 and %Relax for ACh and SNP. F: Table displaying P 
values from evaluating the effect of dietary group and drug concentration by ordinary two-way ANOVA 
corrected for multiple comparisons by Sidak testing. Data are mean ± SD. *p<0.05, ****p<0.0001.
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As before, endothelium-dependent vasodilatory responses were assessed by 

ACh and endothelium-independent responses by SNP. All mesenteric 

arteries relaxed with increasing concentrations of ACh and SNP (Figure 5.5 

C & E). The sensitivity of mesenteric arteries, producing a half-maximal 

inhibition of PhE-induced pre-constriction, to ACh was unaffected after 1 

week of the HSD compared to the SSD group (logIC50: SSD 7.74 ± 0.41 vs. 

HSD 7.39 ± 0.64, P=0.232), as was the maximum vasodilatory response 

(%Relax: SSD -4.0 ± 9.0 vs. HSD -9.5 ± 28.5, P=0.659; Figure 5.5 D) 

suggestive of an intact and functioning endothelium. Mesenteric artery 

sensitivity to SNP was also similar between the dietary groups (logIC50: SSD 

7.28 ± 0.22 vs. HSD 7.04 ± 0.35, P=0.154). The maximal relaxation achieved 

by SNP in the SSD group was comparable to that achieved by the HSD 

group (%Relax: SSD 6.8 ± 2.9 vs. HSD 4.1 ± 3.8, P=0.136; Figure 5.5 D). 

The results of the two-way ANOVA demonstrate a modest effect of diet upon 

relaxation induced by SNP (Figure 5.5 F). This was not observed in the 

sensitivity or maximal relaxation as stated above. Thus, the capability of 

arteries to respond to exogenous NO appears to also be mostly unaltered. 

This illustrates that after 1 week, both the endothelium and the VSM layer 

were unaltered by high dietary salt intake. 

5.3.2 High dietary salt intake increases renal artery sensitivity to 
phenylephrine 

5.3.2.1 Renal artery reactivity after 3 days of high salt 

In renal arteries isolated after 3 days of the SSD or HSD, KPSS-induced 

contraction was not significantly different between groups (SSD 5.91 ± 2.30 

mN vs. HSD 7.68 ± 1.63 mN, P=0.097). Depolarisation to KPSS was 

assessed again at the end of the experimental protocol and produced similar 

results, confirming that the integrity of the arteries had been maintained 

throughout the procedure (SSD 88.0 ± 5.2 %KPSS vs. HSD 90.3 ± 

3.6 %KPSS, P=0.304; Figure 5.6 B). Renal arteries from mice on the HSD 

exhibited similar concentration-dependent contractions to PhE as those from 

mice on the SSD (Figure 5.6 A), supported by the near-identical values of 
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sensitivity (logEC50: SSD 7.51 ± 0.29 vs. HSD 7.46 ± 0.12, P=0.646) and the 

maximum contractile response (%Emax: SSD 142.6 ± 14.9 vs. HSD 142.1 ± 

8.2, P=0.932; Figure 5.6 B). Therefore, the ability of renal arteries to contract 

appears to be unchanged by 3 days of high dietary salt intake, suggesting no 

salt-induced dysfunction was present. 
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Figure 5.6: Renal artery function after 3 days of high dietary salt intake. 
Renal artery reactivity was measured using wire myography. C57BL6/JCrl mice (n=8 per dietary group) 
were humanely culled via carbon dioxide asphyxiation after 3 days of either a standard (SSD; 0.25% 
Na) or a high salt diet (HSD; 3% Na) and renal arteries were isolated. Cumulative concentrations of A: 
vasoconstrictor phenylephrine (PhE) were administered and normalised to B: initial mean high 
potassium physiological salt solution (KPSS)-induced depolarisation. Cumulative concentrations of 
vasodilators C: acetylcholine (ACh) and E: sodium nitroprusside (SNP) were applied and normalised to 
PhE-induced pre-constriction. Nonlinear regression model log(dose)-response was used to calculate 
and compare B: logEC50 and %Emax for PhE and C: logIC50 and %Relax for vasodilators. F: P values 
generated following analysis of the effect of dietary group by two-way ANOVA corrected for multiple 
comparisons by Sidak testing. Data are mean ± SD. ****p<0.0001.
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As shown in Figure 5.6 C and F, relaxation evoked by the endothelium-

dependent vasodilator ACh was similar in renal arteries in the HSD and the 

SSD groups. Sensitivity to ACh remained equal between the dietary groups 

(logIC50: SSD 6.96 ± 0.20 vs. HSD 7.01 ± 0.23, P=0.629), as did the 

maximum dilatory response (%Relax: SSD 38.7 ± 9.1 vs. HSD 43.2 ± 9.7, 

P=0.386; Figure 5.6 D). There was also no statistically significant difference 

in SNP-mediated relaxation between renal arteries from the SSD and HSD 

groups (Figure 5.6 E & F). This was reflected within the sensitivity to SNP 

(logIC50: SSD 6.96 ± 0.23 vs. HSD 6.70 ± 0.20, P=0.728) and in the greatest 

inhibitory effect induced by SNP (%Relax: SSD 39.3 ± 10.4 vs. HSD 41.6 ± 

8.8, P=0.647; Figure 5.6 D). 

5.3.2.2 Renal artery reactivity after 1 week of high salt 

Rapid depolarisation of renal arteries by KPSS did not differ between the 

dietary groups (SSD 3.09 ± 1.27 mN vs. HSD 5.08 ± 3.50 mN, P=0.195) and 

did not deteriorate throughout the experimental protocol (SSD 115.7 ± 

25.3 %KPSS vs. HSD 104.1 ± 20.1 %KPSS, P=0.287; Figure 5.7 B). The 

vasoconstrictor PhE induced concentration-dependent contraction in renal 

arteries from both dietary groups (Figure 5.7 A & F), however renal arteries 

after 1 week of the HSD reached 50% of their maximum contraction at a 

significantly lower concentration to those after the SSD (logEC50: SSD 6.14 ± 

0.03 vs. HSD 6.63 ± 0.41, P=0.019; Figure 5.7 B). Thus, renal arteries after 

high dietary salt intake were more sensitive to PhE. The maximal contractile 

ability of the renal arteries, presented as %Emax, was comparable between 

the dietary groups (SSD 138.0 ± 40.3 vs. HSD 135.2 ± 25.5, P=0.863; Figure 

5.7 B), suggesting that renal arteries contracted to the same extent 

regardless of diet. 
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Figure 5.7: Renal artery reactivity following 1 week of high dietary salt intake. 
Renal arteries were dissected from C57BL6/JCrl mice after 1 week of either a standard salt diet (SSD, 
0.25% Na; n=4) or a high salt diet (HSD, 3% Na; n=9) and function was evaluated using wire 
myography. Vasoconstriction was induced by A: phenylephrine (PhE) and presented as a percentage 
of B: mean KPSS-induced depolarisation, a high KCl salt solution. Vasodilation was stimulated by C: 
acetylcholine (ACh) and E: sodium nitroprusside (SNP), expressed as a percentage of residual tone 
remaining from pre-constriction. Log(dose) response curves were used to determine and compare B: 
PhE logEC50 and %Emax, and D: ACh and SNP logIC50 and %Relax values. F: Two-way ANOVA was 
utilised to evaluate the link between dietary group and renal artery activity, with multiple comparisons 
made by Sidak post-hoc testing. Data are mean ± SD. *p<0.05, ****p<0.0001.
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Vasodilation evoked by both ACh and SNP was concentration-dependent 

within pre-constricted renal arteries from the SSD and the HSD groups 

(Figure 5.7 C, E, F). Sensitivity was similar between arteries from the 

different dietary groups to ACh (logIC50: SSD 7.84 ± 0.17 vs. HSD 7.64 ± 

0.58, P=0.465), as was the maximal dilatory response achieved by ACh 

(SSD 11.6 ± 14.3 vs. HSD 2.7 ± 23.6, P=0.446). This demonstrates that 

endothelial function was similar between the two groups, thus was unaffected 

by diet. Furthermore, there was no difference in the sensitivity of arteries to 

SNP (logIC50: SSD 7.44 ± 1.24 vs. HSD 7.18 ± 0.48, P=0.487), nor in the 

maximum relaxation evoked between the dietary groups (SSD 21.4 ± 15.5 

vs. HSD 20.9 ± 10.1, P=0.923; Figure 5.7 D), suggesting that the VSM 

response to NO is also intact. Overall, no significant effect of diet was 

observed upon the responsiveness of renal arteries to vasodilators, 

suggesting that 1 week of high dietary salt intake does not impact renal artery 

relaxation. 

5.3.3 Effect of high dietary salt intake on mesenteric artery mRNA 
abundance 

qPCR was used to interrogate the effect of high salt intake on the 

transcriptional profile of genes involved in vasomotor tone. As can be seen in 

Figure 5.8 A, 1 and 2 weeks of the HSD had no significant effect upon the 

mesenteric artery mRNA transcript levels of enzyme eNOS (P=0.851). The 

expression of α1-adrenergic receptors (ARs), which govern the contractile 

response to PhE, was also unchanged in the HSD groups compared to the 

SSD group (Adra1a P=0.627; Adra1b P=0.322; Adra1d P=0.257; Figure 5.8 

B-D). ANGII is also a potent vasoconstrictor, acting via the AT1A receptor 

located on the VSM. Overall, the HSD had a significant effect upon 

mesenteric artery AT1A receptor expression (P=0.029), with a reduction in 

expression observed in the HSD group receiving the diet for 2 weeks 

(P=0.024; Figure 5.8 E). However, expression after 1 week of the HSD was 

similar to that after the SSD. 
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Figure 5.8: Mesenteric artery mRNA transcript abundance after 1-2 weeks of high dietary salt 
intake. 
Mesenteric arteries were dissected from C57BL6/JCrl mice after 1 or 2 weeks of a standard salt diet 
(SSD; 0.25% Na) or a high salt diet (HSD; 3% Na), pooled together (n=4-5 per dietary group) and 
mRNA abundance was measured by qPCR. The names of the proteins are presented alongside the 
names of the genes-of-interest within brackets, and expression was normalised to the average 
expression of reference genes Tbp, Hprt and Rn18S. Transcript levels involved in vascular function 
assessed in this chapter (A-D), renin-angiotensin-system signalling (E), inflammatory response (F) and 
oxidative stress (G-I) were tested. Data are mean ± SD. Ordinary one-way ANOVA was performed 
followed by post-hoc Tukey testing for multiple comparisons. *p<0.05.
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Integrin αM (ITGAM), also known as CD11B, is a glycoprotein responsible for 

the adhesion of leukocytes to the endothelium during the inflammatory 

response, and so expression was used as a marker of inflammation 

potentially induced by dietary salt. However, no differences in ITGAM 

expression were observed between the standard and high salt dietary groups 

here (P=0.391; Figure 5.8 F). 

A major source of vascular reactive oxygen species (ROS) is NADPH 

oxidase, and so an insight into the oxidative stress status of mesenteric 

arteries following the HSD was obtained by assessing the mRNA abundance 

of NADPH oxidase subunits and scavenger glutathione peroxidase-1 (GPX-

1; Figure 5.8 G-I). A modest but statistically significant downregulation in the 

expression of NADPH oxidase subunit 2 was observed after 1 week of the 

HSD (P=0.028). This downregulation was also seen in the group fed 2 weeks 

of the HSD, although this did not pass the significance threshold (P=0.054). 

In contrast, the expression of NADPH oxidase subunit 4 (P=0.093) and 

GPX1 (P=0.188) were not different in the HSD groups as compared to the 

SSD group. 

5.4 Discussion 
The vascular impact of dietary salt intake in this chapter was determined by 

investigating artery reactivity to contractile and dilatory compounds following 

the SSD or HSD. Excessive salt intake is detrimental to cardiovascular health 

as it has been linked to an increased risk of stroke and mortality (18, 68). 

Over the past few decades, much research has gone into elucidating the 

processes responsible. The literature outlining the injurious impact of dietary 

salt upon vascular health is vast. In this section, I have therefore limited the 

discussion to cover representative studies illustrating such effects of salt, 

both in the presence and absence of salt-induced hypertension. 
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The vasodysfunction model, detailed by Morris et al. (92), supports the role of 

the vasculature in the induction of salt-induced hypertension within salt-

sensitivity. This challenges the predominant, Guytonian model as it draws 

attention away from impaired renal sodium handling and retention as the 

critical, initiating event with salt-sensitivity. In salt-resistant individuals, the 

initial haemodynamic events following increased salt intake include 

temporary elevations in CO, ECFV, sodium balance and then excretion, 

which successfully combat any pathologic alterations in BP. Upon occasion, 

research within humans has not noticed any concerning changes to renal 

sodium retention with salt-sensitivity compared to salt-resistance, yet 

increases in MABP were still present after salt loading (73). Alongside this, a 

decrease in SVR was observed in salt-resistant individuals, which was not 

observed to the same extent in salt-sensitive individuals, suggesting a 

compromised vasodilatory response (92, 181). This has led to the generation 

of the vasodysfunction paradigm, which proposes that an abnormal vascular 

response to salt-induced haemodynamic changes underlies the provocation 

and maintenance of an elevated BP in salt-sensitivity (92, 182). 

Previously, I have shown that C57BL6/JCrl mice have a BP that increases 

with dietary salt intake in the absence of prominent changes to renal sodium 

handling. This led to the hypothesis, derived from the vasodysfunction theory, 

that impaired vasodilatory responses triggered by high dietary salt intake 

underly the salt-sensitivity of BP in these mice. In this work, mesenteric 

arteries were selected to represent resistance arteries, which have an 

integral influence upon SVR and its contribution to BP as they are able to 

adjust their internal diameter to regulate blood flow and vascular tone. In this 

capacity, mesenteric arteries in particular are widely used, possessing a 

luminal diameter (<500 µm) amendable to analysis by wire myography (183). 

In addition to this, renal arteries were investigated. 

5.4.1 Wire myography in the measurement of vascular function 
Wire myography is an ex vivo technique, first developed in 1990 (183), that 

enables researchers to assess the reactivity of isolated artery segments with 
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a luminal diameter of <500 µm (184). These artery segments are carefully 

dissected from various parts of the vascular system, mounted within separate 

organ baths and placed under isometric tension, which circumvents the need 

for VSM involvement whilst also introducing tension similar to that 

experienced in vivo. Arteries are plied with ionic solutions and 

pharmacological agents to evaluate vasoconstrictor and vasodilatory 

responses. 

The advantages of the wire myograph system are plentiful. Such a system 

allows researchers to explore the intrinsic functional properties of arteries 

without the potentially confounding influence of the environment, such as 

from blood flow or the peripheral nervous system. The use of multiple 

channels each containing an organ bath, a feature of the four-channel 

system used in this thesis, enables different artery segments to be studied 

individually and concurrently. This is a particularly important feature as the 

conditions at the time of the experiment can significantly impact the results 

produced, as depicted in Figure 5.1, thus comparisons can only be made 

between data sets obtained either simultaneously or within a few days of 

each other. The multichannel system also supports the measurement of 

vascular function in a range of species, vascular networks and experimental 

conditions, such as function with/without the endothelium or pharmacological 

inhibitors, and so forth (184). 

However, there are several limitations. The isolation and mounting 

procedures are fiddly, error-prone processes and can easily result in damage 

to artery segments, impacting vessel functionality. Thus, sufficient training is 

required. Furthermore, other techniques exist with improved sensitivity such 

as pressure myography (185), which is further discussed below in section 

5.4.1.1. Yet, the main disadvantage is that inherent vascular function as 

measured by wire myography may not be an accurate reflection of function in 

vivo. This could be due to the exclusion of many important stimuli mediating 

artery reactivity, such as chemicals, the mechanical stress of blood flow or 

the ‘conduction’ of signals via gap junctions from upstream branches of the 
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vascular tree (186, 187). For example, the surrounding perivascular adipose 

tissue (PVAT) is a major source of vasoactive agents and thus plays a critical 

role in contractility (188). Consequently, vessel integrity and function may not 

be preserved when transferred to the wire myograph system. 

5.4.1.1 Comparison to pressure myography 

Pressure myography is an alternative ex vivo technique to wire myography in 

which artery segments are maintained under isobaric conditions. In this case, 

artery segments are transferred to a perfusion chamber and cannulated 

using glass micropipettes connected to a pressure regulator. This way, 

intraluminal pressure can be adjusted whilst the vessel is continuously 

perfused with salt solution and vessel diameter can be visualised (189). 

Pressure myography solves most of the drawbacks of wire myography in that 

it incorporates the additional variable of pressure. This allows for the 

measurement of pressure-induced changes such as the myogenic response, 

as well as the influence of vasoactive drugs on arterial diameter (189). As a 

result, contractile responses to ANGII have been detected in mesenteric 

arteries using pressure myography, which were not seen using wire 

myography (190). 

The wire myograph system (DMT, Denmark) was used in this thesis as the 

equipment and expertise were readily available in the Centre, and it 

appropriately addressed the chapter aims. 

5.4.1.2 Renal artery function after 3 days of high salt with wire myography 

In this chapter, near-identical vasodilatory responses were observed in renal 

arteries from mice fed the SSD or the HSD for 3 days. The maximal efficacy, 

however, expressed as %Relax reached 38.7 ± 9.1 and 43.2 ± 9.7 for ACh, 

and 39.3 ± 10.4 and 41.6 ± 8.8 for SNP, respectively. This illustrates that a 

substantial amount of PhE-induced tension remained. Although we are 

unable to directly compare data sets, %Relax values after 1 week HSD were 

a lot lower at 11.6 ± 14.3 and 2.7 ± 23.6 for ACh and 21.4 ± 15.5 and 20.9 ± 

10.1 for SNP, respectively. Based on prior experience with renal artery read-

outs using wire myography on the SSD, %Relax >38 for renal arteries is 
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abnormal and suggestive of vessel damage. ACh relies upon the 

endogenous production of endothelial NO, whereas SNP is a NO donor. 

Neither generated a %Relax <38 after 3 days of either the SSD or the HSD, 

implying that both the responsiveness of the endothelium and the VSM was 

affected. Due to this, the effect of dietary salt upon renal artery function 

cannot be distinguished with confidence at this time-point. 

5.4.2 Impaired vasodilatory responses to high dietary salt intake 
Vascular dysfunction generally refers to the defective or absent response of 

arteries to stimuli, usually characterised by reduced NO bioavailability, thus 

resulting in impaired vasodilation. 

5.4.2.1 Endothelium-dependent vasodilation 

NO is an important regulator of normal vascular tone and BP. It is 

synthesised by the endothelium via the conversion of the dietary amino acid 

L-arginine by the endothelial-specific enzyme isoform eNOS (Figure 5.9). 

Upon release, NO acts against VSM contraction, causing a decrease in tone 

and hence vasodilation. Its production is stimulated by chemicals such as 

hormones, or by shear stress evoking the FMD response (191, 192). 

One such chemical utilised to experimentally interrogate endothelium-

dependent mechanisms of vasodilation is ACh. It acts via endothelial 

muscarinic receptors to stimulate the synthesis of NO and override the VSM 

response, inducing relaxation. Increased dietary salt has been reported to 

decrease NO production and consequently blunt relaxation originating from 

the endothelium (193-195). Researchers have noted impairments in ACh-

induced vasodilation following short-term high salt diets, which is an 

abnormal response similar to that evoked by the suppression of NO 

signalling (196-198). For example, the vasodilatory responses of skeletal 

muscle arterioles induced by the administration of ACh were diminished 

following high dietary salt intake (7% NaCl) in C57BL6/J mice (193). In 

humans, the FMD response can be evaluated in the brachial artery by 

measuring Doppler shift with an ultrasound transducer and has found to be 

reduced following salt loading (101). 
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Figure 5.9: Vascular signalling pathways underlying vasoconstriction and dilation. 
Schematic diagrams depicting the mechanisms underlying the (A) vasodilatory and (B) contractile 
responses elicited by the pharmacological agents acetylcholine (ACh), sodium nitroprusside (SNP), 
and phenylephrine (PhE). Endothelium-dependent vasodilators, such as ACh, stimulate calcium-
mediated conversion of L-arginine (L-arg) to nitric oxide (NO) facilitated by the enzyme endothelial 
nitric oxide synthase (eNOS). NO diffuses from the endothelial cell (EC) to the vascular smooth muscle 
(VSM) layer, in which it provokes relaxation through activation of guanylyl cyclase (GC). Endothelium-
independent vasodilators, such as SNP, are NO donors and so activate GC and thus relaxation without 
endothelial involvement. PhE elicits vasoconstriction via the ⍺1-adrenergic receptor, a Gq-coupled 
receptor. Subsequently, inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate (IP3) is produced via the hydrolysis of 
phospholipase C and proceeds to activate downstream calcium signalling, evoking contraction of the 
VSM layer. cGMP; cyclic guanosine monophosphate, GTP; guanosine triphosphate, GDP; guanosine 
diphosphate. 
 

Previous studies have noted an influence of salt on NO bioavailability, eNOS 

uncoupling and the generation of oxidative stress as mechanisms implicated 

behind these salt-induced vascular effects. We investigated this by 

interrogating functional responses to endothelium-dependent vasodilation via 

ACh and the underlying transcriptional profile by qPCR. Mesenteric artery 

function was unaffected by the group receiving the ten-fold increase in 

dietary sodium content, as similar vasodilatory responses to ACh were 

observed between the SSD and HSD arteries. This was reflected in the 

expression of key components of vascular signalling pathways, such as 

eNOS. Here, similar eNOS mRNA levels were observed after the SSD and 

the HSD, suggesting that the expression was not altered by dietary salt in 
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these mice. Various other mechanisms regulate eNOS activity and the 

resulting NO production. For example, eNOS is regulated through the 

phosphorylation of Ser-1179 which governs its functionality and location 

within the cell, as well as through the phosphorylation of Thr495/Tyr-657 by a 

shift in the redox status quo, leading to the uncoupling of eNOS mediated by 

NADPH oxidases (199, 200). A major contributory event is the reduction in 

tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4), which has been noted within both hypertension 

and salt-sensitivity (108, 201). Mice lacking the synthesis enzyme GTP-

cychohydrolase-1 have negligible amounts of BH4, increased ROS and as a 

result, endothelium-dependent vasorelaxation is impaired in mesenteric 

arteries (202). 

5.4.2.2 Endothelium-independent vasodilaton 

Researchers also assess the responsiveness of the VSM to NO by 

administering sources of exogenous NO, thus circumventing the input of the 

endothelium. This stimulates soluble guanylate cyclase and evokes cGMP-

dependent vasodilation (Figure 5.9). The NO donors in research and clinical 

use consist of nitroglycerin, SNP and isosorbide mononitrate (203). 

Therefore, if impaired vasodilatory responses to ACh are observed, the 

interrogation of responses using NO donors can determine whether the 

functional defect is localised to the endothelium or not. 

Similar vasodilatory responses to the NO donor SNP were evoked in both 

mesenteric and renal arteries regardless of dietary group in this experiment. 

This illustrates that VSM responsiveness to NO is unaltered by dietary salt, 

an observation that has been made by other researchers in the field. For 

example, Sylvester et al., noted that a high salt diet (4% NaCl) diminished 

vasodilation in rat cerebral arteries evoked by ACh but not by SNP (194), 

thus confirming that the salt-induced impairment was originating from the 

endothelium. 
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5.4.3 Vasoconstriction in renal arteries following high dietary salt 
Aberrantly increased vasoconstriction is a functional change associated with 

hypertension. Ordinarily, contraction can be induced intrinsically by the 

autoregulatory myogenic response or through stimulation by extraneous 

signals such as circulating adrenaline or input from SNS innervation. An 

abnormal reduction in luminal diameter could be consequence to a number of 

processes, such as VSM hyper-sensitivity to these extraneous stimuli, 

impaired endothelial function or heightened myogenic responsiveness, all of 

which have been noted in experimental hypertension. 

In this work, the vasoconstrictor responses of mesenteric arteries from 

C57BL6/JCrl mice accompanying increasing BP (3 days HSD) and 

established high BP (1 week HSD) were unaffected by dietary salt. 

Conversely, renal artery sensitivity to PhE increased after 1 week of high 

dietary salt intake whilst contractile responses to the high potassium solution, 

KPSS, were not different. This suggests an impact of high dietary salt upon 

the intrinsic ion-channel-mediated mechanisms within these renal arteries is 

unlikely, thus implying that those facilitated by receptor signalling upstream 

may be affected by dietary salt and so could be accountable for the 

enhanced sensitivity. A variety of events could possess a consequential role. 

Since PhE acts through α1-ARs (Figure 5.9), an increase in α1-AR density or 

ligand affinity, or an impairment in the β2-AR-induced vasodilation which 

offsets α1-AR constriction could be occurring. Further investigations would be 

necessary to pinpoint the causative agent and hence define the nature of 

these salt-induced effects on renal artery function. 
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Figure 5.10: Renal artery RNA purity report and plot. 
Renal arteries were dissected from C57BL6/JCrl mice (n=10 per dietary group, pooled to n=5) after 
either 1 week of a high salt or a standard salt diet. RNA was extracted and purity was assessed by the 
Nanodrop 1000 spectrophotometer (ThermoScientific, UK). A) Numerical report generated after 
analysis. The red boxes highlight the poor yield (ng/uL) and the sample A260/280 ratio below 1.7. Plots 
of wavelength vs absorbance are illustrated for the renal arteries (B) and the successful RNA isolation 
of the mesenteric arteries (C) as a comparison. 
 

5.4.4 Effect of high dietary salt on vascular mRNA expression profile 

5.4.4.1 Extracting RNA from small arteries 

The isolation of RNA from small blood vessels, such as mesenteric and renal 

arteries, from mice presented as a significant challenge. Successful isolation 

of a sufficient quantity and purity of RNA is determined by a sample 

A260/280 ratio of between 1.7 and 2.2, as assessed by the Nanodrop 1000 

spectrophotometer described in Materials & Methods section 2.4.2. In order 

to maximise RNA yield, arteries from two mice were pooled. This was 

effective for mesenteric arteries as a satisfactory RNA yield was obtained, 

and A260/280 ratios ranged 1.7 – 1.9. 
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Unfortunately, a sufficient yield and quality of RNA could not be successfully 

isolated from renal arteries using this method. Figure 5.9 displays a report 

and absorbance plot produced following spectrophotometric analysis of RNA 

isolated from renal arteries. As can be seen, a poor yield was attained and 

each sample A260/280 ratio was outside the previously defined range for 

‘pure’ RNA. The peak of each spectrum does not occur at A260nm, but is 

shifted far to the left instead, further evidence of contaminants or an 

extremely low concentration of RNA. Due to time and budget constraints, I 

was unable to carry out further protocol optimisation and apply purification 

and/or amplification kits to rectify this for my thesis. 

5.4.4.2 Statistical analysis 

The initial question to ask of a data set is whether it follows the normal 

distribution or not, as this determines whether parametric or nonparametric 

testing is required. Normality tests are available to aid this decision. If a data 

set fails a normality test, it is likely distributed differently or skewed. Since 

biological samples can follow a lognormal distribution, data can be 

transformed and normality re-tested. On the other hand, nonparametric 

testing can be employed in which assumptions are not made about 

distribution. An advantage of utilising a nonparametric test is that it helps 

avoid the risk of misconstruing an experimental outcome. However, it has 

less statistical power compared to parametric testing and an increased 

likelihood of making a type I error, i.e missing a potentially important 

observation. 

Results generated from qPCR analysis can leave us at a crossroads. 

Establishing normality can be problematic due to the small number of 

biological replicates. In this case, n=4-5 and the Shapiro-Wilk normality test 

was inconclusive, an outcome that was unaffected by log-transforming the 

data. Thus, the distribution was uncertain. Initially, parametric testing in the 

form of a one-way ANOVA was executed and group means compared. This 

generated P<0.05 for the effect of diet on the mRNA expression of NADPH 

oxidase 2 (P=0.019; Figure 5.8 G). Upon performing a Kruskal-Wallis 
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nonparametric test in which the medians of each group were compared, 

P<0.05 was also generated (P=0.011). This illustrates that significance is 

preserved despite the test used and that either is an appropriate measure of 

central tendency for this data set, whether normal or skewed. Hence, 

parametric testing was utilised, and further parameters were taken into 

consideration upon whether biological significance was also apparent, as 

described below. 

5.4.5 Statistical significance vs biological significance 
The purpose of statistical testing is to aid scientists in the determination of 

whether an experimental result or difference is due to a random occurrence 

or not. The P value is the probability of the difference occurring solely by 

chance in the population the data was sampled from, i.e if the groups 

compared genuinely are not different. Nowadays, P<0.05 is generally 

considered as interchangeable with the phrase ‘statistically significant’, 

however it is not necessarily implying something of biological importance 

(204, 205). 

Occasionally in this chapter, P values are reported beyond the statistical 

threshold of 0.05, for example P=0.031 was generated by a two-way ANOVA 

for the difference between dietary groups in the renal artery response to 

SNP. This is suggesting that the probability of a difference occurring due to 

high dietary salt intake is not due to chance, however it does not simply infer 

biological significance as well. In order to conclude that a biologically 

significant effect is occurring, additional information must be considered. It is 

a complex process that is very much reliant upon interpretation as well as the 

application of the physiological context. In this case, other measures such as 

logIC50 and %Relax were evaluated, as well as the visual representation of 

the data sets in a graph along with previous experience of the results 

generated by this technique and from these arteries. In this case, SNP is a 

NO donor and so induces vasodilation by circumventing the endothelium and 

interacting with the VSM. A P value of <0.05 is potentially implying that the 

sensitivity of the VSM to NO is different in the high salt group. If, in fact, a 
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meaningful, biological effect of high dietary salt upon renal arteries was 

occurring, the difference would also be reflected within the ACh-induced 

vasodilatory response as this is also reliant upon VSM sensitivity to NO. In 

this case, it is not (P=0.351, Figure 5.7 F). Due to the reasons outlined 

above, some of the small but statistically significant differences generated by 

one or two-way ANOVA in this chapter have been concluded not to represent 

a biologically important effect. 

5.4.6 Does vasodysfunction contribute to the salt-induced increases in 
BP of C57BL6/JCrl mice? 

It is important to consider the role the different artery types play in the 

regulation of BP. Vasodysfunction contributing to high BP has been noted 

within both the macro- and microcirculation (206), suggesting a shared, 

systemic input. However, small resistance arteries possess the ability to 

adjust their luminal diameter to regulate blood flow and pressure to 

downstream tissue; they contribute to 45-50% of SVR (183). With such a 

high proportion of SVR determined by these arteries, any alterations to their 

structure or function tend to be reflected within SVR and so, as a result, are 

deemed to have the most influential impact upon BP (207). Previous studies 

have found resistance artery dysfunction in hypertension, for example 

elevated vasoconstriction (208).  

Despite this, the contribution of larger arteries to BP control must not be 

overlooked. An essential function of large, conduit arteries is to stifle the 

pulsatile flow and pressure of the blood before it arrives at the smaller 

branches of the arterial system, protecting them from barotrauma (207). This 

is particularly important for the kidneys, which possess an additional level of 

control. Blood entering the kidneys through the renal arteries is subject to 

intense autoregulation in order to shield the fragile capillaries of the 

glomerulus and the renal microcirculation. Elevations in pressure trigger 

preglomerular arterial vasoconstriction resulting from the innate myogenic 

response of arteries. This acts in conjunction with the TGF response, which 

utilises signals regarding the sodium chloride load of the filtrate to refine or 
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counteract the contraction (175). Increased pressure and activation of this 

response stimulates PN, leading to diminished tubular sodium reabsorption 

and increased excretion (165). Thus, the result is autoregulated vascular as 

well as tubular function. High pressures can induce glomerular injury and 

adversely affect renal filtration capacity, which support further injurious 

changes to BP and entry into a detrimental cycle. Therefore, the renal 

arteries and their capacity to autoregulate in response to pressure and flow is 

essential. 

Morris et al.’s model (92) describes abnormally increased SVR in salt-

sensitivity upon salt loading. As resistance arteries account for a large 

proportion of SVR, mesenteric arteries were assessed in this thesis. 

However, mesenteric artery function was not different after the HSD, as 

similar vasoconstrictor and vasodilatory responses were observed between 

arteries after the SSD and the HSD. eNOS expression levels also were 

unaffected. A modest downregulation was observed in the expression of 

NADPH oxidase subunit 2 following 1 week of increased salt intake; 

however, this was not accompanied by abnormal vasodilatory responses to 

ACh at this time-point. It is unclear as to why the data here differ from that 

reported within the literature. Evidence of the adverse effects of dietary salt 

are reported within a range of conditions, in those that are: salt-sensitive and 

salt-resistant; hypertensive and normotensive; healthy and with chronic 

disease. It illustrates that dietary salt has a detrimental impact on vascular 

health regardless of BP, but the underlying processes are complex and yet to 

be clearly elucidated. Here, I did not find any impact of high dietary salt upon 

the vasodilatory responses of mesenteric and renal arteries in C57BL6/JCrl 

mice and thus reject the above hypothesis.  

On the other hand, renal arteries were more sensitive to PhE after 1 week of 

high dietary salt intake, suggesting that, rather than impaired vasodilation, 

aberrant renal vasoconstriction may contribute to the salt-sensitive BP of 

C57BL6/JCrl mice. A number of systemic signalling systems, such as the 

RAAS and the sympathetic nervous system (SNS), partake in the regulation 
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of renal and vascular function and excessive activity of both have been 

previously noted in salt-sensitivity (57, 209). Therefore, the contribution of 

these will be interrogated as possible drivers of vasoconstriction and salt-

induced hypertension in these mice. 

5.4.7 Summary of results 
1. Mesenteric artery reactivity did not differ with high dietary salt intake 

as compared to standard salt intake. Vasoconstrictor and vasodilatory 

responses were similar between the dietary groups. 

2. Increased sensitivity of renal arteries after 1 week of high dietary salt 

intake was observed to the vasoconstrictor phenylephrine. 

3. No significant differences were observed in the vascular transcriptional 

profile of C57BL6/JCrl mice after high dietary salt intake, compared 

with the standard salt intake. 
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6 Electrolyte Balance and 
Neurohormonal Regulation of Salt-
Induced Hypertension in 
C57BL6/JCrl Mice 

6.1 Introduction 
Multiple systems are involved in the regulation of renal and vascular function 

and overall BP. Initially, increases in dietary salt intake induce a physiological 

imbalance, which can affect BP. Most of these neurohormonal and endocrine 

systems are suppressed by increased salt intake in order to combat this 

imbalance and restore equilibrium. However, abnormally elevated activity of 

multiple components of these systems has been identified in salt-sensitivity.  

One such system is the sympathetic nervous system (SNS), which is a 

branch of the involuntary autonomic nervous system. Activation results in an 

extremely rapid and synchronised action referred to as mass sympathetic 

discharge – more commonly known as the ‘fight-or-flight’ response, which 

increases BP. Neuroeffector junctions connect sympathetic nerve terminals 

to effector tissues. This enable the regulation of tissue function directly via 

the release of the neurotransmitter noradrenaline, or indirectly via the release 

of catecholamines from the adrenal medulla into the circulation. These 

consist of both noradrenaline and adrenaline. Sympathetic nerve activity is 

transduced by α- and β-ARs localised to the neuroeffector junction or 

postganglionic nerve terminals. Binding to ARs triggers downstream G-

protein-dependent second-messenger systems, for example α1-AR on the 

VSM induces vasoconstriction. SNS over-activity been implicated in the salt-

induced effects observed in salt-sensitive humans with hypertension (209). 
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In this chapter, salt and water balance were assessed along with the status 

of the SNS and the RAAS in response to high salt intake. 

6.1.1 Aims 

• To measure water and sodium homeostasis in C57BL6/JCrl mice 

before and after increasing dietary salt intake. 

• To decipher the effect of high dietary salt intake on the circulating 

concentrations of aldosterone, an indicator of RAAS activity. 

• To interrogate the status of the SNS after high dietary salt intake and 

its contribution to the salt-induced BP effects observed in C57BL6/JCrl 

mice. 

6.1.2 Approach to achieve the chapter aims 

Ø Water and sodium intake and excretion were investigated whilst mice 

were singly housed in metabolic cages. Urine and faeces were 

collected at 24-hour time-points to observe the day-to-day effects, and 

12-hour time-points to observe day-night variation. 

Ø Circulating concentrations of aldosterone were determined in the 

plasma of mice using an ELISA kit. 

Ø SNS activity was initially evaluated by measuring the urinary excretion 

of the catecholamines adrenaline and noradrenaline by ELISA. Its 

contribution to the BP effects observed in chapter 3 was then 

examined by acutely administering the inhibitor hexamethonium whilst 

BP was measured by radiotelemetry. 

Ø The effect of dietary salt intake on excretion and BP was investigated 

by taking measurements before (SSD) and after the HSD for 3 days, 1 

week and 2 weeks. The exception was upon measuring plasma 

aldosterone concentration, for which separate dietary groups were 

used. 
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6.2 Methods 
The procedures performed to obtain the results in this chapter are described 

in detail in the main Materials and Methods chapter. Specific experimental 

details, mouse cohorts and the timelines assessed are presented below. 

6.2.1 Metabolic cage experiments 

6.2.1.1 24-hour studies 

In the first experiment of this chapter, a single cohort of male C57BL6/JCrl 

mice aged 10 weeks (n=7) were placed individually in specialised cages that 

enabled the monitoring of fluid and diet intake as well as the collection of 

urine to measure electrolyte excretion. This cohort was housed continuously 

in the metabolic cages. The effect of high dietary salt on water and sodium 

intake and excretion was investigated using a repeated measures study 

design in which mice were given access to the SSD for 1 week before being 

transferred to the HSD for a further 1-week period. Measurements were 

obtained every 24-hours between 7-10AM before and after dietary 

manipulation. Urinary sodium and water excretion were determined, and 

balance was calculated. 

Since research mice are generally accustomed to living in groups within 

standard caging, accommodating them in metabolic cages can act as a 

stressor which can impact cardiovascular function (129). Consequently, mice 

were placed in the cages five days prior to the beginning of the experiment 

for them to habituate to the set-up. This acclimatisation process was 

monitored through body weight (Figure 6.1), in which weight initially dropped 

within the first 2 days in some of the mice, as indicated by the purple arrow. 

Following this, body weight normalised after the 5 days and remained 

relatively stable at the beginning of the experimental period. 
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Figure 6.1: Acclimatisation of C57BL6/JCrl mice to metabolic cages via tracking body weight. 
Body weight was monitored as an indicator of the familiarisation of C57BL6/JCrl mice to being housed 
in the metabolic cages. This graph depicts body weight (g per day) during a 5-day acclimatisation 
period followed by the beginning of the experiment in which measurements were taken on the standard 
salt diet (SSD; days 6-9 on this graph). The arrow indicates an initial dip in body weight which 
normalised over the following days. 
 

6.2.1.2 12-hour studies 

Follow-up experiments were carried out to investigate day-night variability in 

water and sodium intake and excretion. To achieve this, a separate cohort of 

12-week-old male C57BL6/JCrl mice (n=7-9) were placed in metabolic cages 

for 24-hours at a time at the following time-points: on day 7 of the SSD, on 

day 3 of the HSD, and then on day 7 of the HSD. This enabled the collection 

of 12-hour urine samples for the daytime (7AM-7PM) and the night-time 

(7PM-7AM). The diurnal regulation of urinary sodium and catecholamine 

excretion was assessed from these samples, with the effect of high salt 

intake upon this measured via administering the HSD. 

6.2.2 Measuring plasma aldosterone concentration 
In these experiments, aldosterone concentration was determined via ELISA 

in plasma samples (Methods 2.7). The chosen kit required 50 µL of plasma, 

which is a substantial volume from small animals such as mice. To obtain a 
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sufficient volume of plasma for this, mice were culled by decapitation using a 

guillotine by the manager of the Centre’s in vivo Physiology Laboratory Mr 

Kevin Stewart or Dr Celine Grenier, both of whom were experienced in the 

procedure. Therefore, a cross-sectional design was used due to the terminal 

nature of this blood sampling technique. 

Three separate time-points were assessed in 10-12-week-old male 

C57BL6/JCrl mice: 3 days HSD (n=7), 1 week HSD (n=10) and 2 weeks HSD 

(n=8). These were compared to contemporaneous controls receiving the 

SSD (n=7-10). 

6.2.3 Acute pharmacological blockade of the sympathetic nervous 
system activity during blood pressure measurement 

The ganglionic blocker hexamethonium was administered acutely during 

radiotelemetry to a third cohort of C57BL6/JCrl mice (n=7) before and after 

the HSD. This was to explore the role of the SNS in the salt-induced effects 

on BP observed in chapter 3, by transiently inhibiting it and measuring the BP 

response. 

Following the set-up and implantation of telemeter devices (Methods section 

2.2), BP was recorded by radiotelemetry in 9-12-week-old male mice as 

detailed in Figure 6.2. A dose of 30mg/kg (210) was introduced via 

intraperitoneal injection (IP) between 8 and 9AM on three occasions: after 1 

week of baseline measurements on the SSD, at 1 week of the HSD and lastly 

at 3 weeks of the HSD (Figure 6.2). Throughout the majority of the 

experiment, the telemeter devices were set to record BP over one minute 

every half an hour. On the mornings of the IP, this was adjusted to measure 

BP continuously to observe the effect of the compound, as it is reported to 

have a half-life of 20 minutes (210). 
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Figure 6.2: Timeline for radiotelemetry experiment with hexamethonium injections. 
Radiotelemeter devices were inserted into anaesthetised C57BL6/JCrl mice (n=7; 9-12 weeks old). 
Following a recovery period of 1 week, baseline measurements of BP were obtained from mice fed a 
standard salt diet (0.25% Na) for a further week. Mice were then fed a high salt diet (HSD; 3% Na) for 
the remainder of the experimental period (3 weeks). Intraperitoneal injections (IP) of the ganglionic 
blocker hexamethonium (hex) were administered on three different occasions: at the 1 week time-point 
of baseline, at 1 week of the HSD, and finally at 3 weeks of the HSD. The rectangular boxes illustrate 
7-day periods. The BP response to this blockade was measured. 
 

6.2.3.1 Data analysis 

BP data was plotted minute-by-minute for each mouse over a period of 2 

hours and 30 minutes (usually between 8AM and 11AM) to visualise the 

response to hexamethonium (Figure 6.3). A pre-IP baseline was determined 

by averaging the BP data collected 1 hour prior to each injection. Since the 

effect of SNS inhibition is reportedly antihypertensive, the negative peaks 

were included in the area under the curve (AUC) analysis performed in 

Graphpad prism v8.2.0. Cessation of the effects of hexamethonium and 

recovery of BP was concluded upon the return of BP to the pre-IP baseline 

level. 

Four parameters were extracted from the data (Figure 6.3): 

1. The peak occurring upon IP (mmHg) 

2. The maximum drop in BP (mmHg) 

3. The time taken to recover (mins) 

4. The area of the negative peak (AUC). 

Repeated measures one-way ANOVA was utilised to compare the three 

time-points, with P values corrected for multiple comparisons via Tukey 

testing. 
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Figure 6.3: Example of analysis of the BP effects of acute sympathetic nervous system blockade. 
Mean blood pressure (MBP) was assessed by radiotelemetry in C57BL6/JCrl mice. After 1 week of a standard salt diet, an intraperitoneal injection (IP) of the 
sympathetic nervous system inhibitor hexamethonium (30mg/kg) was administered. This graph depicts the resulting MBP trace from an individual mouse and illustrates 
the method used to extract data on the effects of hexamethonium. The horizontal dashed line indicates the pre-IP baseline level. 1: The rapid rise in BP during injection. 
2: The degree to which BP is lowered. 3: The time taken for BP to return to pre-IP baseline levels (99.6 mmHg here). 4: Area under the curve (AUC) analysis. 
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6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Body weight and diet intake during high salt intake 

Figure 6.4 A & B depict the effects of the HSD on body weight. Mice were 

maintained at 24.2 ± 0.4 g whilst on the SSD in the metabolic cages and, on 

average, displayed a 4.4 ± 3.9 % increase in body weight during this week. 

Whilst receiving the HSD, body weight significantly declined to 22.7 ± 1.7 g 

after 3 days (P=0.0009 compared to the SSD) and to 22.4 ± 1.4 g at the 1-

week time-point (P<0.0001; Figure 6.4 B). Overall, mice illustrated a -3.6 ± 

2.1 % change in body weight across the week of receiving the HSD. 

On the SSD, mice consumed an average of 4.2 ± 0.4 g per day (g/24-h). On 

the HSD, consumption was slightly decreased but not significantly different at 

3.6 ± 0.9 g/24-h after 3 days (P=0.124) and 3.9 ± 0.5 g/24-h after 1 week 

(P=0.401) compared to intake of the SSD (Figure 6.4 C & D). 

The HSD had a significant effect upon faecal output in these mice. During 1 

week of the SSD, 1.6 ± 0.2 g was collected per day. This decreased 

dramatically during the first 24 hours of the HSD (Figure 6.4 E). After 3 days 

of the HSD, faecal output was significantly lower at 0.3 ± 0.1 g/24-h (P 

<0.0001) compared to output during the SSD. This remained constant at 0.3 

± 0.1 g/24-h at the 1 week time-point of the HSD (P <0.0001; Figure 6.4 F). 

These results show that the HSD reduced faecal output in C57B6/JCrl mice 

within the first few days, which did not change throughout the rest of the 

week. 
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Figure 6.4: Daily (24-hour) body weight, diet intake and faecal output during high salt feeding. 
Male C57BL6/JCrl mice (n=7) were maintained on a standard salt diet (SSD; 0.25% Na) for 1 week, 

before being transferred to a high salt diet (HSD; 3% Na) for a further week whilst housed individually 

in metabolic cages. An acclimatisation period of 5 days preceded 24-hourly (24-h) experimental 

measurements of A-B: body weight (g), C-D: diet intake (g) and E-F: faecal output (g) obtained in the 

morning (7-10AM). Graphs on the left depict day-to-day means over the 2-week experimental period, 

whereas graphs on the right depict 24-h means for day 7 SSD and days 3 and 7 (1 week) HSD. Data 

are mean ± SD and were analysed via one-way repeated measures ANOVA, corrected for Tukey’s 

multiple comparisons testing. P<0.05 for significance. 
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Figure 6.5:  Daily (24-hour) water intake and urine output during high dietary salt intake. 
Drinking water intake (A-B) and urine output (C-D) were monitored in adult male C57BL6/JCrl mice 

(n=7) singly housed in metabolic cages. Mice were given access to a standard salt diet (SSD; 0.25% 

Na) for 1 week, followed by a high salt diet (HSD; 3% Na) for a further week. Measurements were 

taken every 24 hours (24-h) between 7 and 10AM. Data are daily mean ± SD (A, C) and means from 1 

week SSD and 3 days and 1 week HSD (B, D). Data were analysed by one-way repeated measures 

ANOVA corrected for multiple comparisons via Tukey testing. 

 

6.3.2 Effect of high dietary salt intake on water balance 

Mice consumed an average of 3.0 ± 0.6 mL drinking water daily over the 

course of 1 week of the SSD. Upon increasing the sodium content of this 

diet, mice consumed significantly more of the drinking water (Figure 6.5 A). 

After 3 days of the HSD, water intake had increased to 12.1 ± 3.1 mL 

(P=0.0004 compared to the SSD). At 1 week, water intake was significantly 

higher than that during the SSD (P<0.0001) at 14.1 ± 1.4 mL (Figure 6.5 B). 

This illustrates that the daily volume of drinking water increased in these mice 

whilst consuming high dietary salt. 
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Figure 6.6: Water balance before and after high dietary salt intake. 
Adult male C57BL6/JCrl mice (n=7) received a standard salt diet (SSD; 0.25% Na) for 1 week before a 

high salt diet (HSD; 3% Na) was administered for a further week. Volumes of water intake and urine 

output were measured whilst housed individually in metabolic cages. Water balance (A) and cumulative 

water balance over 3-day periods (B) were calculated by subtracting urine volume from the volume of 

drinking water consumed and expressed as grams of body weight (gbw). Balance data are medians 

and ranges analysed by Kruskal-Wallis test corrected for multiple comparisons via Dunn’s. Significance 

is denoted as P<0.05. 

 

The volume of urine produced, referred to as urine output, also increased on 

the HSD (Figure 6.5 C). C57BL6/JCrl mice produced a daily average of 0.6 ± 

0.2 mL of urine whilst receiving the SSD. This significantly elevated to 8.5 ± 

3.0 mL after 3 days of the HSD (P=0.002) and to 10.4 ± 2.4 mL after 1 week 

(P=0.0002; Figure 6.5 D). Thus, mice produced a higher volume of urine per 

day whilst consuming increased dietary salt. 

Intake and output were used to calculate water balance (Figure 6.6). During 

the SSD, C57BL6/JCrl mice had a positive water balance, displaying a 

cumulative median of 287 (Interquartile range; IQR = 232-400) between days 

2 and 4 and 330 (IQR = 263-390) between days 5 and 7. This was increased 

during the HSD, in which cumulative water balance was calculated as 588 

(IQR = 436-615) between days 2 and 4, and 544 (IQR = 336-750; Figure 6.6 

A & B). Multiple comparisons revealed that water balance after 2-4 days HSD 

was significantly higher compared to 2-4 days SSD (P=0.023) and 5-7 days 

SSD (P=0.038). Thus, C57BL6/JCrl mice had a significantly greater water 

balance within the first few days of receiving the HSD, which remained high 

in some mice but decreased in others. 
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Figure 6.7: Daily (24-h) sodium intake, output and balance receiving a high salt diet. 
Dietary intake and urinary excretion of sodium (UNa) was monitored in adult male C57BL6/JCrl mice 

singly housed in metabolic cages receiving a standard salt diet (SSD; 0.25% Na) for 1 week followed 

by a high salt diet (HSD; 3% Na) for a further week. Measurements were taken every 24 hours (24-h) 

between 7-10AM. Sodium intake (A-B) was calculated from food intake, and urinary sodium (C-D) via 

an electrolyte analyser normalised to urine volume. Both measures are expressed as grams per body 

weight (gbw). Graphs on the left depict day-to-day means, whereas graphs on the right depict 24-h 

means for SSD, day 3 HSD and 1 week HSD. These are mean ± SD and were analysed via one-way 

repeated measures ANOVA, corrected for multiple comparisons via Tukey testing. Cumulative sodium 

balance (E) was calculated from intake and excretion over 3-day periods. Data are median with ranges 

and analysed via Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. P<0.05 for significance.
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6.3.3 Sodium handling as dietary salt intake was increased 

Figure 6.7 depicts sodium intake, output and balance in C57BL6/JCrl mice 

during the SSD and the HSD. Throughout 1 week of the SSD, daily average 

dietary sodium intake was 19.8 ± 1.8 µmol/24h/gbw. This suitably elevated 

following the administration of the HSD to the same mice (Figure 6.7 A). After 

3 days, dietary sodium intake was significantly greater at 209.5 ± 56.3 

µmol/24h/gbw (P=0.0002) and remained high after 1 week at 225.0 ± 34.2 

µmol/24h/gbw (P<0.0001) compared to intake on the SSD (Figure 6.7 B). 

This confirms that the mice were ingesting higher amounts of sodium on the 

HSD. 

Sodium output, i.e urinary sodium excretion, was calculated by analysing the 

sodium concentration in the collected urine. Mice receiving the SSD for 1 

week had a daily average sodium excretion of 0.8 ± 0.2 µmol/24h/gbw, which 

was rapidly increased upon placing them on the HSD. This high level 

persisted throughout the rest of the high salt experimental period (Figure 6.7 

C). During the HSD, sodium excretion increased to 240.6 ± 50.8 

µmol/24h/gbw after 3 days (P=0.0002) and 288.2 ± 63.7 µmol/24h/gbw after 

1 week (P<0.0001) in contrast to that from these mice during the SSD 

(Figure 6.7 D). This shows that C57BL6/JCrl mice respond to an elevation in 

dietary sodium with a rise in urinary sodium expulsion. 

Sodium balance, expressed over 3-day periods, is depicted by Figure 6.7 E. 

Mice have a stably positive sodium balance over the course of the SSD, 

calculated at 47 (IQR = 39-57) over the days 2-4 and at 47 (IQR = 37-59) 

over the days 5-7. Upon administration of the HSD for 3 days, sodium 

balance became highly variable but overall negative, calculated at -25 (IQR = 

-83-54). This was exacerbated after 1 week, calculated at -131 (IQR = -166-

92). The effect of the HSD was not statistically significant, as demonstrated 

by the Kruskal-Wallis test results (Figure 6.7 E). 
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Figure 6.8: Plasma aldosterone concentration after high dietary salt intake. 
The effect of dietary salt intake on plasma aldosterone concentration was determined via ELISA. Adult 

male C57BL6/JCrl mice were placed on either a standard salt diet (SSD; 0.25% Na) or a high salt diet 

(HSD; 3% Na) for 3 days (A: n=7 per diet), 1 week (B: n=10 per diet) or 2 weeks (C: SSD n=7; HSD 

n=8). Mice were culled during the daytime by decapitation to obtain a sufficient blood sample volume. 

Data are presented as mean ± SD and analysed using unpaired t test, with significance threshold at 

P<0.05. ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001. 

 

6.3.4 Effect of high dietary salt intake on plasma aldosterone 

concentration 

Aldosterone concentration was measured in plasma samples obtained from 

C57BL6/JCrl mice on three separate occasions: after 3 days, 1 week or 2 

weeks of either the SSD or the HSD. The results are presented in Figure 6.8. 

High dietary salt intake had no effect upon the plasma concentration of 

aldosterone after 3 days, as no difference was observed between the SSD 

group with a concentration of 49.2 ± 26.5 pg/mL and the HSD group with a 

concentration of 47.9 ± 54.1 pg/mL (P=0.956; Figure 6.8 A). 

Nevertheless, plasma aldosterone concentration was significantly reduced 

after a longer duration of the HSD. After 1 week of the HSD, concentration 

was 30.9 ± 20.1 pg/mL compared to 68.5 ± 16.6 pg/mL measured in mice on 

the SSD (P=0.0002; Figure 6.8 B). Upon extending the HSD to 2 weeks, 

plasma aldosterone concentration was further reduced, measured at 5.8 ± 

2.4 pg/mL as compared to 81.3 ± 35.5 pg/mL in mice receiving the SSD 

(P<0.0001; Figure 6.8 C). 
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These results demonstrate that the concentration of circulating aldosterone 

was appropriately suppressed in response to 1 and 2 weeks of high salt 

intake. The absence of downregulation after 3 days of the HSD suggest that 

this is not an instantaneous response in C57BL6/JCrl mice. 

6.3.5 Effect of high dietary salt intake on the day-night pattern of 

urinary electrolyte excretion 

Mice exhibited minor day-night variability in the volume of drinking water 

consumed on the SSD. During the daytime, intake was 1.1 ± 0.8 mL, which 

doubled at night (2.3 ± 1.0 mL; Figure 6.9 A) however this did not cross the 

threshold for statistical significance (P=0.050). After switching the SSD for 

the HSD for 3 days, mice drank 3.9 ± 2.6 mL of water in the daytime and 7.0 

± 2.6 mL at night (P=0.530). Neither of these 12-hour time periods were 

significantly different to that recorded during the SSD. Later on, at the 1-week 

time-point, daytime consumption had declined slightly to 3.3 ± 2.1 mL and 

night-time consumption to 4.5 ± 1.8 mL (P=0.868), despite a significant effect 

as demonstrated by the one-way ANOVA and visualising the graph. 

Urine output significantly increased during the night compared to the day on 

the SSD (Figure 6.9 B). Mice produced 0.4 ± 0.2 mL of urine over the course 

of the day, which quadrupled at night (1.6 ± 0.3 mL; P=0.0007) illustrating 

that urine output may be diurnally regulated. After 3 days of the HSD, 

daytime urine output increased to 2.7 ± 1.5 mL and night-time output to 5.5 ± 

1.8 mL, which were both significantly higher than that on the SSD (P=0.041 

day; P=0.005 night). However, the administration of the HSD appeared to 

flatten the day-night variation, as the difference between the 12-hour time 

periods was no longer significant (P=0.124). Mice remained on the HSD until 

the end of the week, at which urine output had reduced slightly. At 1 week of 

the HSD, the mice produced 2.3 ± 1.3 mL of urine during the day and 2.6 ± 

1.2 mL during the night (P=0.997; Figure 6.9 B), demonstrating further 

flattening of the day-night variation. These results show that the day-night 

rhythm of urine output seen on the SSD was significantly reduced by high 

dietary salt intake. 
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Figure 6.9: Day-night variability in electrolyte excretion before and after high dietary salt intake. 
Housed singly in metabolic cages,12-hour (12-h) urine collections occurred from male C57BL6/JCrl 

mice for day (7AM-7PM) and night (7PM-7AM) measurements of A: drinking water intake, B: volume of 

urine excreted, referred to as urine output, C: urinary sodium (Na) and D: urinary chloride (UCl) 

excretion. The effect of diet was assessed by placing these mice (n=7; 12-14 weeks old) on a standard 

salt diet (SSD; 0.25% Na) and then a high salt diet (HSD; 3% Na) each for 1 week. Electrolyte levels 

were determined via an electrolyte analyser and normalised to urine output and grams per body weight 

(gbw). Data are presented as mean ± SD and analysed using one-way repeated measures ANOVA, 

corrected for multiple comparisons via Tukey testing. P<0.05 was denoted as statistically significant. 

 

Figure 6.9 C depicts 12-h urinary sodium excretion in these mice. On the 

SSD, daytime excretion was 1.2 ± 0.8 µmol/12h/gbw. This significantly 

increased over the course of the night to 5.8 ± 2.5 µmol/12h/gbw (P=0.003) 

demonstrating a robust day-night pattern. Both daytime and night-time 

excretion of sodium was amplified after mice were transferred to the HSD. 

Daytime excretion rose to 43.4 ± 25.5 and night-time to 98.3 ± 26.8 
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µmol/12h/gbw after 3 days of the HSD, which were significantly greater than 

that of the SSD (P=0.037 day-time comparison; P=0.0013 night-time 

comparison). However, the significance of the day-night variation was lost 

(P=0.128). This was also reflected by urinary sodium excretion at 1 week of 

the HSD. Daytime excretion was higher than during the SSD at 46.7 ± 28.4 

µmol/12h/gbw (P=0.028), although night-time excretion had lowered to 43.8 ± 

25.8 µmol/24h/gbw (P = 0.064). Urinary sodium excretion during the day and 

the night were very similar (P>0.999), implying that the diurnal regulation 

previously seen had disappeared altogether by 1 week. This suggests that 

high salt intake increased urinary sodium excretion but flattened out the 

diurnal variation in C57BL6/JCrl mice. 

Urinary chloride excretion also exhibited day-night variation that was 

influenced by increasing dietary salt intake (Figure 6.9 D). On the SSD, 

excretion was calculated at 4.9 ± 1.3 µmol/12h/gbw during the day, which 

was significantly elevated to 18.6 ± 5.4 µmol/12h/gbw during the night 

(P=0.003), establishing the presence of a day-night pattern. Once this diet 

was swapped for the HSD, both daytime and night-time urinary chloride 

excretion increased. After 3 days, daytime excretion had risen to 31.8 ± 18.4 

and night-time to 74.1 ± 19.9 µmol/12h/gbw, both of which were greater than 

that measured on the SSD (P=0.0007 day; P=0.002 night). However, at this 

time-point the day-night variation had been lost, as urinary chloride excretion 

during the day and night were not significantly different (P=0.090). After 1 

week of the HSD, daytime excretion remained higher than SSD daytime 

excretion at 35.3 ± 19.1 (P=0.035), however night-time excretion had 

dropped to 32.5 ± 17.0 µmol/24h/gbw (P=0.388). No difference was noted 

between day-time and night-time urinary chloride excretion at 1 week of the 

HSD (P=0.999), demonstrating an attenuation of diurnal variation with high 

salt intake. 
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Figure 6.10: Diurnal variation in urinary catecholamine excretion before and after high dietary 
salt intake. 
Urinary excretion of A) adrenaline and B) noradrenaline was determined via ELISA. Adult male 

C57BL6/JCrl mice (n=9) received a standard salt diet (SSD; 0.25% Na) for 1 week, before being 

switched to a high salt diet (HSD; 3% Na) for a further week. After 1 week of each diet, mice were 

individually housed in metabolic cages from which urine samples were collected after 12-hour (12-h) 

periods. Daytime samples were obtained between 7AM and 7PM, and night-time samples between 

7PM and 7AM. Data are mean ± SD and analysed via one-way repeated measures ANOVA, corrected 

for multiple comparisons made by Tukey. Significance threshold was at P<0.05. 

 

6.3.6 High dietary salt intake increases urinary adrenaline excretion 

during both day and night 

In C57BL6/JCrl mice, urinary excretion of adrenaline varied significantly 

between the day and the night on the SSD (Figure 6.10 A). Mice excreted 4.8 

± 1.4 ng/mL during the day, which increased to 15.7 ± 5.7 ng/mL at night 

(P=0.007), illustrating a day-night rhythm. This rhythm was maintained on the 

HSD (P=0.016), but urinary adrenaline excretion was greater over both 12-

hour periods compared to the SSD. Daytime excretion reached 12.1 ± 5.5 

ng/mL (P=0.038) and night-time excretion 30.5 ± 11.7 ng/mL (P=0.027). 

On the SSD, daytime urinary noradrenaline excretion was measured at a 

concentration of 79.1 ± 34.5 ng/mL and night-time excretion at 108.0 ± 34.0 

ng/mL (Figure 6.10 B). This was not a statistically significant difference 

(P=0.521), suggesting that noradrenaline levels were not under circadian 

regulation here. The HSD had no impact upon urinary noradrenaline 

excretion, as after 1 week daytime levels were 155.9 ± 102.4 ng/mL and 
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night-time levels were 133.5 ± 60.0 ng/mL (P=0.850), which were also not 

different to those on the SSD. 

6.3.7 Effect of acute sympathetic nervous system blockade on salt-

induced increases in blood pressure 

Figure 6.11 depicts the effects of an IP of the sympathetic ganglionic blocker 

hexamethonium on SBP. Pre-IP SBP was significantly higher after 3 weeks 

of the HSD at 139.2 ± 6.5 mmHg compared to pre-IP SBP on the SSD at 

115.7 ± 6.6 mmHg (P=0.004; Figure 6.13 A), confirming a salt-induced 

increase. Initially, the injection induced a sharp elevation in SBP visualised 

as a ‘peak’ on the trace, which did not differ depending on the sodium 

content of the diet (Figure 6.11 B & F). Shortly following this peak, SNS 

inhibition induced a drop in SBP (Figure 6.11 C). In mice on the SSD, SBP 

dropped by -21.6 ± 8.7 mmHg. After 1 week of the HSD, SBP dropped by a 

similar amount, for example by -23.1 ± 6.2 mmHg (P=0.911). After 3 weeks 

of the HSD, SBP decreased by -37.2 ± 13.6 mmHg which, although it was 

slightly more variable, was significantly greater than on the SSD (P=0.013; 

Figure 6.11 C & F). The time taken to recover back to pre-IP SBP was 16 ± 7 

mins on the SSD (Figure 6.11 D). This was comparable following 1 week of 

the HSD at 16 ± 8 mins (P=0.996). After 3 weeks of the HSD, the recovery 

time was significantly longer, having increased to 54 ± 22 mins (P=0.012; 

Figure 6.11 D & F). The AUC of the negative peaks was analysed and 

displayed in Figure 6.13 E & F. The AUC following SNS inhibition on the SSD 

was -167.6 ± 85.2 AU. Upon transferring mice to the HSD, this decreased 

very slightly but remained on par at 1 week at -122.3 ± 78.3 AU (P=0.689). 

Although, this became highly variable and increased to -792.3 ± 580.7 AU 

after 3 weeks of the HSD.  In comparison to baseline, this was not 

statistically significant (P=0.065; Figure 6.11 E). However, the significance of 

the overall effect (Figure 6.11 F), and compared with 1 week of the HSD 

(P=0.047), suggests a possible tend towards a greater response. 
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Figure 6.11: Systolic blood pressure following sympathetic nervous system inhibition before 
and after high dietary salt intake. 
Systolic blood pressure (SBP) was measured via radiotelemetry in C57BL6/JCrl mice (n=7) on a 

standard salt diet (SSD; 0.25% Na) for 1 week before being placed on a high salt diet (HSD; 3% Na) 

for 3 weeks. Inhibition of the sympathetic nervous system was achieved via an intraperitoneal injection 

(IP) of hexamethonium (30 mg/kg) on the SSD, which was repeated after 1 week and 3 weeks of the 

HSD. Pre-IP SBP (A), the initial post-injection peak in SBP (B), the maximal drop in SBP (C), recovery 

time (D) and the area-under-the-curve (AUC; E) are presented as mean ± SD. F) is a table presenting 

P values from one-way repeated measures ANOVA corrected for multiple comparisons made via 

Tukey testing. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.
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Pre-IP DBP was at 85.2 ± 9.4 mmHg, which became significantly higher at 

101.9 ± 6.4 mmHg after 3 weeks of the HSD (P=0.020; Figure 6.12 A). At the 

time of the IP of hexamethonium, DBP transiently increased by 11.7 ± 6.0 

mmHg on the SSD, 11.0 ± 5.4 mmHg after 1 week of the HSD and 11.5 ± 8.8 

mmHg after 3 weeks of the HSD, depicting that dietary salt intake did not 

have an influence upon this (Figure 6.12 B & F). Hexamethonium induced a 

decrease in DBP (Figure 6.12 C). DBP decreased similarly on the SSD as 

compared with 1 week of the HSD, by -18.0 ± 9.9 mmHg and -16.1 ± 8.0 

mmHg respectively (P=0.948). After 3 weeks HSD, this decline was slightly 

greater, as DBP dropped by -26.0 ± 11.3 mmHg, however this did not cross 

the threshold of statistical significance (P=0.146; Figure 6.12 C & F). On the 

SSD, DBP recovered back to the pre-IP baseline in 10 ± 4 mins, which was 

similar at 12 ± 7 mins after 1 week of the HSD (P=0.843). However, by 3 

weeks of the HSD, recovery time had elongated to 38 ± 20 mins (P=0.028; 

Figure 6.12 D & F). AUC analysis demonstrated that hexamethonium 

induced a reduction in DBP with an AUC of -91.7 ± 81.0 AU on the SSD. 

Once on the HSD, this increased very slightly to -66.6 ± 72.9 AU after 1 week 

but remained comparable with that on the SSD (P=0.827). After 3 weeks of 

the HSD, the DBP AUC was variable. Overall, AUC was measured at -365.2 

± 278.9 AU, which was not statistically different from the SSD (P=0.140; 

Figure 6.12 E & F). 
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Figure 6.12: Diastolic blood pressure with inhibition of the sympathetic nervous system before 
and after high dietary salt intake. 
Diastolic blood pressure (DBP) was measured by radiotelemetry in adult male C57BL6/JCrl mice (n=7). 

Mice were placed on a standard salt diet (SSD; 0.25% Na) before being transferred to a high salt diet 

(HSD; 3% Na) for 3 weeks. Sympathetic nervous system inhibition was achieved through 

intraperitoneal injection (IP) of hexamethonium (30mg/kg) on the SSD, after 1 week and after 3 weeks 

of the HSD. Data are mean ± SD as A) pre-IP DBP, B) post-injection peak in DBP, C) maximal drop in 

DBP, D) time taken for DBP to recover to pre-IP levels, E) area-under-the-curve (AUC) and F) table 

presenting the P values from repeated measures one-way ANOVA corrected for multiple comparisons 

by Tukey testing. *p<0.05, **p<0.01.
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Similar effects of hexamethonium were observed on MBP. After the HSD, 

pre-IP MBP was significantly greater at 119.1 ± 3.2 mmHg as compared to 

MBP on the SSD at 99.9 ± 4.5 mmHg (P=0.0004; Figure 6.13 A & F). Upon 

injection, MBP temporarily increased by 15.2 ± 3.4 mmHg on the SSD. This 

did not differ with dietary salt intake, as MBP increased by 13.0 ± 6.9 mmHg 

(P=0.822) and by 12.4 ± 6.4 mmHg after 1 and 3 weeks of the HSD 

respectively (P=0.519; Figure 6.13 B & F). Figure 6.13 C depicts the 

hexamethonium-induced drop measured in MBP. On the SSD, MBP declined 

by 17.0 ± 9.0 mmHg and similarly by 17.7 ± 7.0 mmHg after 1 week of the 

HSD (P=0.978). Following 3 weeks of the HSD, MBP dropped with 

hexamethnium by 29.6 ± 11.6 mmHg, which was not significantly different to 

that on the SSD (P=0.101; Figure 6.13 C & F). The time taken to recover 

back to pre-IP baseline levels was 14 ± 9 mins on the SSD, which was 

slightly shortened to 10 ± 8 mins after 1 week of the HSD (P=0.650). After 3 

weeks HSD, the recovery time was longer at 46 ± 27 mins. In comparison to 

the SSD, this was not a statistically significant elongation (P=0.077). 

However, the significance of the overall effect and that compared to 1 week 

of the HSD (P=0.021) suggests a possible trend towards a longer recovery 

time of MBP after 3 weeks of high salt intake (Figure 6.13 D & F). The AUC 

of MBP following hexamethonium injection was -126.7 ± 102.5 AU on the 

SSD. This rose slightly but insignificantly to -74.7 ± 72.0 AU after 1 week of 

the HSD (P=0.528). At 3 weeks of high salt, AUC was -606.3 ± 567.7 AU. 

This was substantially increased within a few of the mice, but less so in 

others, and thus the difference was not statistically significant (P=0.138; 

Figure 6.13 E & F). 
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Figure 6.13: Mean blood pressure during sympathetic nervous system inhibition before and 
after high dietary salt intake. 
Radiotelemetry measured mean blood pressure (MBP) in adult male C57BL6/JCrl mice (n=7) placed 

on a standard salt diet (SSD; 0.25% Na) for 1 week and then swapped to a high salt diet (HSD; 3% Na) 

for 3 weeks. Intraperitoneal (IP) injection of the ganglionic blocker hexamethonium (30mg/kg) was 

administered on the SSD, 1 week and 3 weeks after the HSD. Data are mean ± SD presented as A) 

pre-IP MBP, B) peak in DBP following injection, C) maximal drop in MBP, D) recovery time and E) 

area-under-the-curve (AUC) and F) table depicting P values from repeated measures one-way ANOVA 

corrected for multiple comparisons by Tukey testing. *p<0.05, ***p<0.001.
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6.4 Discussion 

6.4.1 Impact of high dietary salt intake on water balance 

The aim of these experiments was to gain an insight into the changes in 

water balance in C57BL6/JCrl mice during increased salt intake. Mice 

displayed polydipsia and polyuria. However, the intake of drinking water 

significantly outweighed the volume of urine produced and consequently, 

mice had a positive water balance. This implies that some of the water 

consumed was being retained during the increase in salt intake. Due to this 

observation, it was possible that fluid retention occurred in C57BL6/JCrl mice 

following high dietary salt intake. 

On the contrary, haematocrit was assessed in the experiments of chapter 4 

in post-operative C57BL6/JCrl mice in a cross-sectional study design. Had 

fluid retention and ECFV expansion occurred, % haematocrit would likely 

decrease. No changes of note were revealed, as haematocrit was equal 

between the dietary groups after 3 days of the HSD. After 1 week of the 

HSD, a trend was observed towards haematocrit being lower; however, this 

was not a significant difference. This final observation raises some questions 

regarding the calculation of water balance in these mice. Firstly, insensible 

water loss was not included in the balance calculation. From visualisation 

alone, the decreased weight and dry appearance of the faeces during high 

salt intake did not indicate a high-water content; however, mice are reported 

to lose 80% of this water via respiration (211) which was also not included in 

the calculation here. 

Further limitations of this approach must be considered. Haematocrit was 

measured in a separate cohort of mice having undergone 1-2 hours of a 

surgical procedure under general anaesthesia, thus is unlikely to be reflective 

of that within conscious animals. Moreover, haematocrit obtained in this way 

is a rather rudimentary measure of the cellular content of blood and, by 

process of elimination, plasma volume. 
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Other, more sensitive techniques exist in which fluid volumes can be 

determined. For example, the administration of a known concentration of 

Evan’s blue dye can be used to quantify plasma volume (212). Additionally, 

ECFV and other fluid volumes can be estimated through bioimpedance 

spectroscopy, in which the application of a small electrical current over a 

range of frequencies can determine the resistance and thus the volume 

contained within the different fluid compartments (213). 

6.4.2 Sodium balance and high dietary salt intake 

According to Guyton’s hypothesis, a positive sodium balance due to a 

disparity between sodium intake and excretion stimulates downstream 

changes in BP (77). For this reason, the sodium status of C57BL6/JCrl mice 

before and during increased salt intake was measured. With standard salt 

intake, mice displayed a positive sodium balance. With high dietary salt 

intake, however, sodium balance was extremely variable and even became 

negative in some mice after 1 week, an effect that was bordering on 

statistical significance. This suggests sodium wasting was potentially 

occurring and that, based on Guyton’s theory, mice were primed to expel as 

much sodium as possible to normalise BP. 

Although, recent research has uncovered that sodium can be stored in the 

body, for example in the skin interstitium and muscle (214, 215). Such stores 

are not permanent – they are dynamic, thus enabling the transfer of sodium 

into and out of them, as demonstrated by the Mars 500 study (216). With this 

in mind, the simple ‘intake should equal output’ approach and thus 

calculation of balance may be a lot more complex in animals and humans. 

Technical notes include that faecal sodium output was not measured in this 

experiment, and so these values were absent from the balance calculations. 

The inclusion of sodium excretion values from the gut could, in fact, cross the 

threshold of statistical significance for this effect of high dietary salt intake on 

sodium balance. 
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6.4.3 Body weight and dietary salt intake 

An unexpected finding of this experiment was a decreasing body weight with 

increased salt intake. Body weight has been used as an indicator of fluid and 

sodium status in a clinical setting. For example, an increase in body weight is 

suggestive of water and/or sodium retention (217). Conversely, a positive 

water balance was noted with no alterations to haematocrit with high salt, 

and so in this case does not account for the decline in weight. Furthermore, 

food intake was equal before and after the diet switch. However, food intake 

was measured in grams, rather than in calories. The diets administered to 

C57BL6/JCrl mice in these experiments were not calorie-matched, and 

energy expenditure was not monitored. It is uncertain as to where this loss 

originated. Caloric and energy expenditure analysis, performed in specialised 

metabolism cages with calorimetry modules, may help elucidate the cause. 

 Previous literature has reported mixed results regarding the relationship 

between body weight and dietary salt. In humans, high dietary salt intake has 

been linked to weight gain and an increased risk of obesity (218, 219), and 

that weight loss paired with dietary sodium restriction could reduce BP (220). 

However, these observations may be species-dependent. DeClercg et al. 

(221) found that high salt intake suppressed the weight gain usually induced 

by a high fat diet in C57BL6/J mice. Additionally, Weidemann et al. (222) 

observed this same effect and that high salt intake decreased digestive 

efficiency in these mice, which was restored with ANGII infusion. Thus, these 

findings suggest a potential role for RAAS in the salt-induced effects on 

weight in mice. 

6.4.4 High dietary salt flattens the day-night pattern in urinary sodium 

excretion: what does this mean for blood pressure? 

In my experiment, C57BL6/JCrl mice displayed diurnal variation in urine 

volume and urinary sodium excretion under normal conditions, i.e on a SSD. 

Excretion was upregulated during the night, which is the active phase for 

nocturnal animals such as mice, and decreased significantly in the day during 

the inactive phase. These findings adhere to previous observations (223, 
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224) and so provide confidence in the techniques applied here to measure 

endogenous patterns. 

High dietary salt intake attenuated this variation after 1 week. Both urine 

volume and urinary sodium excretion between day and night became 

indistinguishable, showing that mice were less able to expel the excess 

sodium when active at night. Previous literature highlights a strong 

association between disturbances in the day-night differences of urinary 

sodium excretion and persistently high BP at rest (71, 225, 226). An impaired 

ability to excrete a sufficient amount of sodium during active periods results 

in the need for equal or higher amounts to be excreted during inactive 

periods (227). My results from this experiment reflect this. 

However, I established in chapter 3 of this thesis that C57BL6/JCrl mice 

exhibited robust day-night rhythmicity of BP, which not only persisted during 

high salt intake but also increased at night. Thus, these findings illustrate that 

urinary sodium excretion is unlikely to be involved in the regulation of the 

salt-induced effects seen in BP in these mice. 

6.4.5 Evaluating the role of the sympathetic nervous system in blood 

pressure control 

The SNS is considered an important regulator of BP, with excessive 

activation linked to salt-sensitivity. Nonetheless, it has proven rather difficult 

to measure reliably. Researchers have applied the following experimental 

approaches to investigate its input: the measurement of urinary 

catecholamine concentrations, pharmacological inhibition and renal 

denervation. 

6.4.5.1 Urinary excretion of catecholamines 

Urinary excretion of the neurotransmitter noradrenaline, along with the 

hormone adrenaline, has been treated as an index of total SNS activity. This 

can be carried out by collecting urine samples and measuring concentration 

via ELISA (228), a method that has been used in clinical practice. It is often 

informally referred to as ‘urinary spill-over’, as it is an indirect measure of the 
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run-off of neurotransmitter from the neuroeffector junction, which includes 

secretion from the adrenal medulla as well. 

However, there are limitations to this approach. It makes the assumption that 

all noradrenaline and adrenaline synthesised over a defined experimental 

period is expelled in urine. Production may not necessarily equal release, 

and so it does not account for other activities such as breakdown, recycling 

or reuptake and storage. Furthermore, it cannot distinguish between the 

origins of the urinary catecholamines, which can also be released from the 

central nervous system. 

6.4.5.2 Pharmacological inhibition 

SNS activity can be modulated pharmacologically. Researchers have 

administered inhibitors to try to elucidate its role in BP control and have noted 

antihypertensive effects (229-231). Examples of such inhibitors are the 

ganglionic blockers trimethaphan and hexamethonium. Whilst Santagjuliana 

et al. (210) found that both are equally effective at lowering BP, 

hexamethonium was chosen for the experiment in this chapter. Its 

mechanism of action is direct, specific and reversible, as it binds non-

competitively to or around the site for ACh on nicotinic receptors located 

within sympathetic ganglia and interrupts sympathetic nerve transmission 

alone. Trimethaphan, on the other hand, has been reported to have off-target 

effects (232, 233); thus, its BP-lowering properties are likely to be nonspecific 

and multifaceted. 

6.4.5.3 Renal denervation (RDN) 

RDN is achieved by severing the sympathetic connections to the kidney. This 

can be approached chemically by applying phenol in ethanol to the major 

blood vessels supplying the kidney (234, 235), or mechanically by peeling the 

nerves away from these vessels by hand under a microscope (236). The 

reported effects are mixed, with some observing decreases in BP and others 

observing no effect at all. 
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Sympathetic input on renal function is threefold: it has been shown to 

contribute to tubular water and sodium reabsorption, renal haemodynamics 

and renin release (237). All of the above processes have been implicated in 

salt-sensitive hypertension, thus the rationale behind the removal of SNS 

input is that it can lead to an amelioration of these effects. 

6.4.6 Summary of results 

1. High dietary salt intake produced a decrease in body weight after 1 

week, which is unlikely to be related to food intake or fluid balance in 

C57BL6/JCrl mice. 

2. Water intake, urine volume, and urinary sodium excretion were 

substantially greater after 1 week of high salt intake. Water balance 

was positive after 3 days of high salt intake; however, this did not take 

into account insensible water loss. 

3. The day-night variability of urine output and urinary sodium excretion 

was significantly attenuated after 1 week of high salt intake. 

4. Plasma aldosterone concentration was appropriately downregulated 

after 1 and 2 weeks of high dietary salt intake. 

5. Both daytime and night-time urinary excretion of adrenaline increased 

with the sodium content of the diet after 1 week. No effects of dietary 

salt were observed on noradrenaline excretion. 

6. Three weeks of high dietary salt intake induced a modest drop in SBP 

and significantly prolonged the recovery of BP to SNS inhibition via 

hexamethonium.
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7 Discussion 

The work in this thesis aimed to address the overarching question of how 

high dietary salt intake initiates and sustains high BP. The main findings 

confirm that C57BL6/JCrl mice develop salt-induced hypertension. No effect 

was found upon intrinsic renal function or systemic vascular function; 

however, indicators of SNS function show increased activity with high salt, 

and the effects of acute inhibition on SBP were greater with prolonged intake. 

7.1 Renal vs. Vascular Dysfunction 

High dietary salt intake is evidently linked to increasing BP and hypertension. 

However, the mechanisms remain elusive. The two main controversies in the 

field are that high salt intake induces functional changes to the kidney or the 

systemic vasculature, which in turn mediates the detrimental effects on BP. 

7.1.1 Challenges to the conventional approach 

Guyton’s hypothesis, which has been the cornerstone of hypertension theory 

for ~50 years, states that any increase in pressure will be normalised by salt 

and water excretion unless disturbances in salt consumption and/or the renal 

PN relationship occur (78). Such disturbances are considered to lead to 

sodium retention and support long-term increases in BP. The work in this 

thesis shows that dietary salt consumption was indeed altered in 

C57BL6/JCrl mice with the administration of the HSD, as demonstrated by 

the dramatic and significant increases in intake and urinary excretion of 

sodium in chapter 6. The renal PN relationship shifted to support this, 

illustrating that mice adapted to excrete more sodium under pressure. 

Conflicting ideas over the role of sodium balance in the generation of salt-

induced hypertension exist. Hall’s approach (57) identifies a positive sodium 

balance, indicative of sodium retention, as a critical event in the initiation and 
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maintenance of salt-induced hypertension. Previously, researchers have 

noted a positive sodium balance in salt-sensitive, hypertensive patients and 

concluded that sodium retention contributes to the salt-sensitivity of BP (58, 

238). However, others have reported no differences compared to 

normotensive participants, suggesting they experience a similarly high but 

temporary sodium balance with high salt intake (73). Hall argues that no 

differences in sodium balance between those with a higher BP and those 

with a standard BP is abnormal in itself (57). Such higher pressures entering 

the kidney should induce significant changes in sodium balance, retention 

and excretion in comparison. Herein, I observed a positive sodium balance in 

C57BL6/JCrl mice with standard salt intake, which then became negative 

with high salt. This suggests that mice were expelling as much sodium as 

possible. The significant downregulation of some of the key tubular sodium 

transporters after 1 and 2 weeks of high salt further supports this finding. 

A continued argument within the field is that hypertension cannot be 

maintained without contributory renal dysfunction. In this case, C57BL6/JCrl 

mice exhibited salt-induced increases in BP over 3 days of HSD, which 

stabilised after 1 week and remained high for a total of 3 weeks. Here, I 

report no intrinsic impairment of the acute PN relationship after 3 days or 1 

week of the HSD, despite my previous experiments illustrating high BP at 

these time-points. Research by Girardin et al. measured the PN relationship 

in isolated kidneys from salt-sensitive Dahl rats after 3 and 7 weeks of HSD, 

and observed that kidneys only displayed a PN impairment after 7 weeks of 

the HSD (161), suggesting that the salt-induced hypertension was the cause, 

rather than the consequence. It is possible that in C57BL6/JCrl mice, renal 

dysfunction is not an initiator of salt-induced hypertension but rather it 

develops consequentially and contributes to the maintenance of hypertension 

at a later stage. Therefore, future work could involve assessing the acute PN 

relationship at a later time-point, for example after 3 weeks of high salt 

intake. 
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Adaptation of intrinsic renal function, consisting of an enhanced PN 

relationship accompanied by a negative sodium balance and decreased 

expression of some key sodium transporters, suggests that dysregulated 

function of the kidney was unlikely to be the source of the salt-induced 

increases in BP seen in C57BL6/JCrl mice. Thus, the focus moved to the 

vasculature. 

7.1.2 Vasodysfunction 

The vasodysfunction theory makes a case for an inappropriate decrease in 

SVR in response to high salt intake as the cause of salt-induced 

hypertension (92). This is suggestive of an impaired vasodilatory reaction in 

those with a salt-sensitive BP, and so I hypothesised that the inherent ability 

of the arteries of C57BL6/JCrl mice to vasodilate was compromised following 

high salt intake. For this reason, arteries were isolated and their intrinsic 

function interrogated via pharmacological induction of endothelium-

dependent and -independent vasodilation in my thesis. 

The experiments in chapter 5 display no significant alterations in the 

vasodilatory responses of arteries following high salt intake, as compared to 

standard salt intake, in C57BL6/JCrl mice. In mesenteric arteries, which were 

assessed as representatives of systemic resistance arteries, vasoconstrictor 

responses and eNOS expression were similarly unchanged between the 

diets. Alternatively, renal vascular dysfunction was observed. Whilst intrinsic 

renal artery reactivity was somewhat inconclusive after 3 days of high salt 

intake, an increased sensitivity to phenylephrine was evident after 1 week. 

Previous research has elucidated a role for enhanced renal vasoconstriction 

in hypertension. A study in humans with normal to moderately high BPs 

revealed that salt loading induced renal haemodynamic changes in those 

with a salt-sensitive BP suggestive of renal vasoconstriction compared to 

those with a salt-resistant BP. RBF decreased and RVR increased, whilst 

GFR remained unchanged. These alterations were initially associated with 

the salt-induced changes in MABP, but remained after the pressor effect of 

salt was inhibited, suggesting that this haemodynamic response was in 
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reaction to salt loading and not just the changes in MABP (239). These 

findings imply that salt-induced renal vasoconstriction could be the initiating 

event of BP increases with high salt intake. However others oppose this, as 

vascular abnormalities seem to resolve upon the treatment of hypertension 

via targeting renal function, thus implying they were secondary events (57). 

In this case, my data show increased renal artery sensitivity to 

vasoconstriction after high salt. After 3 days of high salt intake, RVR was 

greater and RBF was lower compared with the standard salt controls, which 

is in-line with the observations described above. Together, this suggests 

mice experience renal vasoconstriction with high salt intake. However, no 

functional and expressional changes in mesenteric arteries were observed 

overall and no haemodynamic changes are reported after 1 week. The 

heterogeneity of these responses following high salt intake are challenging to 

interpret. Firstly, the experimental approaches must be evaluated. Isolated 

artery function measured in vitro does not necessarily apply to vascular 

function in vivo, as many external and mechanical stimuli also regulate 

reactivity. For this reason, the absence of evidence in the systemic 

resistance vasculature may not be evidence of absence, and thus warrants 

further investigation. To address this, resistance artery function can be 

measured via pressure myography in which changes in arterial diameter can 

be observed and interrogated. Furthermore, the in vivo SVR response to high 

salt was not measured in this thesis. Lastly, renal haemodynamics after salt 

intake were examined by experimentally induced pressure increases upon 

the kidney and under general anaesthesia, which also eliminates some 

extrarenal input. 

7.2 Increased Sympathetic Activity in Salt-Induced Hypertension 

Fujita et al. (209) noted that salt-induced effects on vascular resistance, 

haemodynamics and vasoconstriction varied region-by-region in salt-

sensitivity. This was attributed to SNS activity. An association was made 

between the mass sympathetic discharge that occurs upon activation of the 

system, i.e the fight-or-flight response, and these salt-induced effects (209). 
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This led me to hypothesise that SNS activity was playing a key role in the 

regulation of renal vascular function in the salt-induced hypertension seen in 

C57BL6/JCrl mice. 

In this thesis, urinary catecholamine excretion was utilised as an indicator of 

SNS activity in C57BL6/JCrl mice. It is an indirect measure of the overflow of 

noradrenaline and adrenaline from neuroeffector junctions, including the 

adrenal medulla, expelled in the urine. The adaptation of catecholamine 

production to changes in salt intake in healthy, normotensive humans has 

been previously characterised. In a study by Romoff et al. (240), subjects 

received 10, 100 and 200 mEq/day sodium each for one week after which 

plasma catecholamine levels were measured. Results illustrated that plasma 

levels of both adrenaline and noradrenaline were highest after the low 

sodium diet and greatly reduced after the high (240). This inverse 

relationship has also been demonstrated in urinary samples by Luft et al. 

(241) who observed diminished urinary noradrenaline excretion with high salt 

intake. Hence, catecholamine production is suppressed by high salt intake in 

healthy humans, and therefore implies suppression of total SNS activity as 

well. Campese et al. reports that plasma noradrenaline was appropriately 

suppressed with high salt in both normotensive and salt-resistant 

hypertensive humans but remained high in those who were salt-sensitive 

(217), thus this salt-induced effect appears to be abolished in hypertensive 

salt-sensitive humans. 

In the experiments of chapter 6, I observed increased urinary adrenaline 

excretion and a trend towards an increase in urinary noradrenaline excretion 

after 1 week of high salt intake. Data regarding murine catecholamine levels, 

let alone those of C57BL6/J mice specifically, and the effect of salt appears 

to be scarce in the literature. With the data previously outlined in humans in 

mind, this suggests that the appropriate salt-induced suppression of urinary 

catecholamine excretion is not present in these mice. In fact, adrenaline 

levels seem to display a positive relationship with salt. No distinctive, overall 

effect was observed on urinary noradrenaline levels. Despite previously 
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reported increases in noradrenaline levels with high salt, the fact that levels 

did not decrease with high salt as they did in normal, healthy humans is an 

abnormal response in itself. Furthermore, Fujita et al., (238) noted temporal 

variation in plasma noradrenaline levels with high salt intake in salt-sensitive 

subjects; noradrenaline was suppressed after 3 days, however this reversed 

and levels rapidly increased after 4 days. 

BP in C57BL6/JCrl mice exhibited a robust day-night rhythm, which became 

more conspicuous during high salt intake. In healthy humans, adrenaline 

levels also follow a diurnal pattern, with plasma levels rising during 

awakening and decreasing during sleep (242). As increased excretion of 

adrenaline was observed in C57BL6/JCrl mice, the effect on diurnal variation 

was also investigated. Adrenaline excretion presented a similar pattern to BP 

with high salt intake; urinary levels increased during both the day and the 

night, maintaining the day-night rhythm. However, diurnal variation in urinary 

norepinephrine excretion was not evident here. Changes in plasma 

noradrenaline levels were only noted in humans upon changing position, i.e 

from lying supine to standing up straight, rather than from awakening (242). 

Thus, the similarity of the changes to the day-night pattern of both BP and 

adrenaline excretion with salt led me to hypothesise a central role for the 

SNS and investigate via application of an SNS inhibitor. 

SNS inhibition with the ganglionic blocker hexamethonium elicited a modestly 

increased reduction in SBP with an extended recovery time after 3 weeks of 

high salt intake, evidencing potentially increased SNS involvement with 

continuing salt intake. Similar trends were noted in DBP and MBP that did not 

reach statistical significance. A lack of power is suspected, as the BP 

response to hexamethonium in mice was highly variable, thus a certain 

degree of caution is applied upon interpretation. For further experiments, the 

study sample size would be determined via performing a power calculation. 

The minimum biologically relevant difference and variance in SNS inhibition 

before and after high salt intake can be estimated from this data. For 

example, SBP dropped by 21.6 ± 8.7 mmHg with hexamethonium IP during 
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standard salt intake which increased to 37.2 ± 13.6 mmHg after 3 weeks of 

high salt intake, a change that passed the significance threshold. Thus, for 

SBP, the minimum significant difference is 15.6 mmHg. Using the standard 

equation for continuous data depicted below, n = 10.9 and, therefore, 11 

mice would be used. 

! = #(%, ') ∙ 2+
,

-,  

α = 0.05 significance level 

β = 0.2, ensuring 80% power 

s = standard deviation 

δ = minimal significant difference. 

Research has shown that the sodium concentration of cerebrospinal fluid 

(CSF) varies with dietary salt intake; it increases with high intake, and 

decreases with low intake in hypertensive humans depending on their salt-

BP status (243, 244). These variations in CSF sodium alter SNS outflow 

(245), thus providing a possible mechanism through which high dietary salt 

intake contributes to SNS activity and BP. 

7.2.1 Proposed role for the sympathetic nervous system in salt-

induced hypertension in C57BL6/JCrl mice 

Hyper-activity of the SNS has been implicated in the development and 

maintenance of hypertension. The initial aim of my thesis was to characterise 

the BP response to high salt intake in C57BL6/JCrl mice. High salt led to an 

increase in BP over 1 week, which then remained elevated for a further 2 

weeks, confirming the establishment of salt-induced hypertension in these 

mice. Following this, the aims I wished to address involved attempting to gain 

mechanistic insights into the generation of this salt-sensitive BP response. 

The potential role for the SNS in C57BL6/JCrl mice is depicted in Figure 7.1. 

Acute SNS blockade evoked a decrease in BP, from which mice took longer 

to recover from, after 3 weeks of high salt intake. This suggests that 
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increased systemic SNS activity potentially plays a part in maintaining salt-

induced hypertension in these mice, and so poses the question of what is 

occurring during the initiation. 

Innervation by efferent sympathetic nerve fibres regulates both tubular and 

vascular function within the kidney. Increased sympathetic outflow reduces 

RBF, elevates RVR and enhances vasoconstriction, which are reversed by 

severing these nerves in renal denervation studies (237). Increased 

sensitivity of renal arteries to the vasoconstrictor phenylephrine, along with 

elevated excretion of adrenaline after 1 week of high salt intake were 

observed. Phenylephrine and the mediators of the SNS induce 

vasoconstriction via very similar receptor-mediated pathways: both bind and 

activate α-ARs. Noradrenaline and adrenaline, whether circulating in the 

bloodstream or released at neuroeffector junctions, are able to elicit 

vasoconstrictor responses via the binding of ARs on the VSM layer. 

Increased adrenaline has been noted to provoke vasoconstriction through α-

ARs, which was amplified in hypertensive patients (246). Thus, high 

circulating levels of catecholamines may be associated with the increased 

sensitivity to α-AR vasoconstriction after 1 week of high salt intake. 
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Figure 7.1: Proposition for the adaptive and maladaptive responses of C57BL6/JCrl mice to high 
salt intake, resulting in high blood pressure. 
Schematic summarising the physiological response of C57BL6/JCrl mice to high salt intake and the 

potential mechanisms underlying the maintenance of salt-induced hypertension. High salt intake led to 

a sustained increase in blood pressure (BP). At the time of this increase and the establishment of high 

BP, renal function adapted appropriately as the pressure natriuresis (PN) relationship shifted to expel 

as much sodium (Na) as possible, reabsorption is downregulated and overall balance does not 

increase. Possible hyperactivity of the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) was noted with extended 

salt intake, as blockade decreased BP. Preceding this, high salt did not suppress excretion of 

catecholamines, suggesting high circulating levels. Increased intrinsic sensitivity of renal arteries to 

vasoconstrictors was observed, concluding that increased sympathetic drive may be contributing to the 

maintenance of salt-induced hypertension in C57BL6/JCrl mice via renal α-AR-mediated 

vasoconstriction. Initiation remains unclear. 

 

Additionally, noradrenaline has been shown to blunt the PN relationship, 

causing a rightward shift in the curve and inducing sodium retention (84). 

Thus, increased SNS outflow via high concentrations of catecholamines 

and/or renal sympathetic nerve activity disrupts the renal physiological 

response to high salt intake. My experiments show that increased adrenaline 

excretion is present and noradrenaline excretion was not suppressed by high 

salt, indicative of abnormal circulating levels; however, an adversely shifted 

PN relationship, suggesting impairment, was not observed in these mice at 

this time-point. Renal function appears suitably adapted to increased salt 
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intake. Studies have noted that increased catecholamine concentration can, 

in fact, enhance the ability of the kidney to respond to increased pressure via 

increased sodium excretion, demonstrating that these mediators have both 

natriuretic as well as antinatriuretic effects (84, 157). Perhaps this is the case 

here in C57BL6/JCrl mice. Alternatively, the PN relationship was interrogated 

in these mice whilst unconscious. A barbiturate anaesthetic was utilised, 

which has been shown to diminish sympathetic nerve activity in humans 

(247). Information has not been obtained on the activity of renal sympathetic 

nerve fibres; however, depression of both skin (247) and muscle (248) 

sympathetic nerve activity via barbiturates implies that systemic SNS 

inhibition is highly likely. In this case, the administration of thiopentalbarbitol 

may have depressed the input of the SNS on the PN relationship measured 

in C57BL6/JCrl mice. 

Therefore, I propose that increased SNS outflow contributes to the 

maintenance of salt-induced hypertension via renal α-AR-mediated 

vasoconstriction, possibly due to increased vascular sensitivity to 

catecholamines. Initiation of salt-induced hypertension remains undetermined 

in these mice. 

7.2.2 Limitations of this model 

The approaches I have used to measure SNS activity in this thesis indicate 

SNS involvement in salt-induced high BP; however, they only offer a limited 

insight into its contribution. Due to the complexity of the SNS, non-invasive 

measurement of urinary catecholamine excretion is used as a surrogate for 

activity, although it may not be wholly representative of systemic SNS 

activity. The composition of urinary catecholamines is heavily influenced by 

the kidney; renal production accounts for 70% of noradrenaline expelled in 

the urine, leaving only 30% filtered from systemic circulation (237). This 

excretion of noradrenaline is strongly associated with renal efferent 

sympathetic nerve activity (249) which is increased in hypertension (250), 

further supporting that this measure may be more reflective of renal rather 

than total SNS activity in high BP.  
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In addition, catecholamine levels are subject to multiple regulatory steps that 

are not taken into account using this approach, such as synthesis, enzymatic 

conversion of noradrenaline to adrenaline, recycling, and enzymatic 

breakdown by catechol-O-methyltransferase and monoamine oxidase.  

A further concern is the stability of urinary catecholamines during collection. 

Due to the presence of a benzene ring within the chemical structure, 

catecholamines are photosensitive and susceptible to oxidation (251). 

Experimentally, this means that the initial steps taken to process and store 

urine samples are crucial for the correct quantification of the catecholamines 

they contain. Two controllable environmental factors that have a significant 

impact on the analytical outcome are pH and temperature. Previous research 

has noted that unless urine samples are acidified to a pH below 3.5, 15-50% 

displayed catecholamine degradation (252, 253). Similarly, immediate 

storage within a stabilising reagent, such as an acid, and at a temperature 

below -20 ºC has been suggested to preserve catecholamine integrity (251, 

254). In this thesis, urinary samples were collected, centrifuged, acidified by 

the addition of hydrochloric acid (pH ~2.0) and stored at -80 ºC. It is possible 

that an unknown degree of degradation had occurred between the removal of 

the sample from the metabolic cage to the addition of hydrochloric acid. A 

potential additive to this approach would be to analyse the concentration of 

urinary catecholamine metabolites, such as the methyl derivatives 

metadrenaline and normetadrenaline, as well. These metabolites have been 

reported to have a much more stable profile in urine, for example studies 

have revealed that integrity was conserved even after spending a week at 

room temperature in the absence of a stabilising reagent (253). Thus, the 

measurement of both urinary catecholamines and their methyl derivatives 

would not only shed light on the stability of the results obtained from free 

catecholamine quantification, but also provide information on the status of the 

metabolism of circulating catecholamines. 

Further to this, SNS outflow varies region-by-region – the SNS innervates 

multiple effector tissues in the body involved in cardiovascular function, each 
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of which receive individualised input. Hexamethonium acts upon nicotinic 

receptors, preventing the binding of acetylcholine released from 

preganglionic neurons and thus the transmission of signals along 

sympathetic postganglionic neurons to effector tissues. The intermediate 

steps between this blockade and the modest reduction in BP seen with 

longer term high salt intake, i.e the mechanisms at the level of the effector 

tissues, are currently unknown. Regional-specific investigation of SNS 

activity with high salt intake may shed light on these. Additionally, the 

application of a different mode of SNS inhibition, for example an alternative 

pharmacological or mechanical approach that reduces SNS activity, could 

confirm and further strengthen the role of the SNS in the maintenance of salt-

induced hypertension. 

Finally, in this thesis, intrinsic renal and vascular function were evaluated. 

Thus, any external humoral and/or neurogenic regulation of function and so 

the ability to detect any effects of high salt intake on these may not have 

been possible. As discussed above, the SNS innervates both the kidneys 

and the vasculature and exerts a certain level of control over their function. 

Another system is the RAAS. The extent of its contribution to the salt-induced 

hypertension observed in C57BL6/JCrl mice has not been evaluated in this 

thesis. The suppression of plasma aldosterone following 1 and 2 weeks of 

high salt intake suggested appropriate modulation of this system, however 

suppression was not observed initially after 3 days high salt intake. 

Additionally, RAAS is also regulated locally and measurements of local 

aldosterone and ANGII could more accurately reflect function or even 

dysfunction with high salt and high BP (255, 256). 

7.3 Dietary Salt, Blood Pressure and Cardiovascular Risk 

Dietary salt classically refers to sodium chloride, from which we obtain most 

of our dietary sodium (130). Initially, the sodium ion alone was thought to be 

responsible for the exaggerated BP response to dietary salt. However, 

evidence from both experimental models of salt-sensitive hypertension and 

human disease illuminates the pivotal role of the combination of sodium and 
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its anion. Other sodium-containing compounds, such as sodium bicarbonate, 

exist as a source of dietary sodium, however the most substantial effects 

observed upon BP result from the pairing of sodium with chloride. In a variety 

of animal models, including the Dahl salt-sensitive rat (257) and the stroke-

prone spontaneously hypertensive rat (258), SBP rose significantly on a high 

sodium chloride diet, whereas SBP on a high sodium bicarbonate diet 

remained comparable to measurements on a standard diet. When rodents 

were administered a diet high in each ion individually, minimal BP effects 

were observed (259, 260). Thus, the development of hypertension was 

dependent upon the excessive consumption of both ions combined. Similar 

effects have been recorded within hypertensive humans, for example diets 

high in sodium paired with the anions bicarbonate (73, 261), phosphate (262) 

and citrate (263) did not increase BP to the same extent as a diet high in 

sodium chloride. Therefore, it is essential to consider the collective 

contribution of sodium and chloride to the initiation and sustainment of salt-

induced hypertension, which was done so in this thesis. 

 

In the experiments of Chapter 3, BP rose with increased dietary salt whilst 

maintaining normal day-night rhythmicity. Encouragingly, and despite 

enormous heterogeneity, similar BP responses have been noted within 

humans (60). These, together with numerous animal studies, strengthen the 

relationship salt has with BP. Hypertension is among the most prominent yet 

modifiable risk factors of disease worldwide, responsible for over 33% deaths 

in 2010 (264). There is a strong association with high habitual salt intake and 

adverse cardiovascular outcomes, such as left-ventricular hypertrophy, 

stroke and death (68). A meta-analysis performed by Strazzullo et al. (18) 

reported a substantially increased risk of total cardiovascular disease 

associated with high salt intake; a convincing link which has also been 

reported across the globe, for example in Japan (265) and throughout 

Europe (266, 267). This global burden is particularly concerning as there 

appears to be a direct link between increasing BP and cardiovascular risk 
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(133). Consequently, every mmHg increase in BP is important and can be 

detrimental. 

The World Health Organisation is currently promoting an ongoing strategy 

known as SHAKE to reduce worldwide habitual salt intake (268). Evidence 

has shown that restricting salt intake by ~3g per day reduced BP by an 

average of 5 mmHg and improved overall cardiovascular risk, for example a 

22% reduction in the number of stroke cases is predicted (131, 269, 270). In 

this work, high dietary salt intake induced an increase in BP, which persisted 

throughout the experimental period. Following this, the HSD was replaced 

with the standard salt (0.25% Na) diet received during baseline 

measurements to investigate the hypothesis that decreasing dietary salt 

content would also decrease any salt-induced BP changes. BP remained 

significantly higher than it was at baseline despite 10 days of dietary salt 

reduction. This unanticipated outcome could be due to the 6-day disruption in 

the light-day cycle acting as a stressor and so masking or preventing any diet 

effects. Additionally, many of the studies investigating the impact of dietary 

sodium restriction upon BP utilise a low salt diet, equivalent to 0.01-0.03% 

sodium, which is lower by at least 10-fold than the standard salt diet used 

here. Thus, the drop in the sodium content of the diet administered in this 

experiment may not have been sufficient to observe any improvement in BP 

over this time course. Therefore, due to the small number of days that 

accurate measurements were taken from and the failure of the light-dark 

cycle, the impact of dietary salt reduction on these salt-induced BP changes 

could not be determined in this thesis. 

Dietary salt is a major modifiable risk factor for the world’s most prominent 

and life-threatening diseases (271). A singular, beneficial effect is a reduction 

in salt intake. Striving to reduce population salt intake and thus relieve some 

of this burden, including that upon health systems worldwide, is a priority. 

However, this poses more of a challenge than anticipated. Studies have 

illustrated an increased, unconscious drive in heart failure patients to 

consume salt, thus adherence to a sodium-restricted diet was poor and 
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uncontrolled (272). Furthermore, hidden salt in supermarket-bought foods is 

a major source of the dietary intake of salt nowadays. Efforts to reveal and 

reduce the salt content of manufactured foods are underway; however, in the 

interim, there is a requirement for other means of intervention. 

7.4 Sympathetic Nervous System Inhibition in the Treatment of 

Hypertension 

A recent study has reported that the most effective intervention for salt-

sensitive hypertension was a calcium channel antagonist (CCA) paired with 

the diuretic hydrochlorothiazide in combination with reduced salt intake (273). 

Although both CCA and diuretics have indirect actions upon the SNS, for 

example long-term use of the CCA verapamil was found to decrease plasma 

noradrenaline and heart rate (274), this meta-analysis did not include 

antihypertensive medication that directly blocks the contribution of the SNS in 

their action to reduce BP. This could be due to the discontinued use of some 

central sympatholytic mediators, such as clonidine, as they bring on 

undesirable side-effects through their action on α2-ARs, such as nausea, 

drowsiness and rebound hypertension (275). 

However, second-generation sympatholytic agents have been tested and 

found to reduce BP effectively without affecting quality of life. One such agent 

is moxonidine, a centrally acting agonist that strongly binds central 

nonadrenergic imidazoline (I1)-receptors over α2-ARs. A double-blind 

placebo-controlled trial observed beneficial effects in both normotensive and 

hypertensive humans, as moxonidine reduced muscle sympathetic nerve 

activity and plasma noradrenaline concentration compared to the placebo. 

BP reduction was also seen in both groups and was attributed to the 

inhibition of central sympathetic nerve outflow (276). Other studies have 

noted this effect to correlate significantly with I1-receptor occupation (277). 

Moxonidine has been well-received thus far with few reports of unfavourable 

side-effects, potentially due to its stronger affinity for I1-receptors rather than 

α2-ARs. Despite its clearance by the kidneys, dosages in accordance with 

estimated GFR have been proven safe in the treatment of hypertension 
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accompanied by renal injury (278). Controlled trials exist in which moxonidine 

has been compared with other popular first-line antihypertensives, for 

example hydrochlorothiazide (279) and the CCA nifedipine (280). In both 

these studies, moxonidine demonstrated comparable hypotensive effects 

with equal or even improved tolerability. Thus, these findings show that 

moxonidine can successfully reduce BP, either alone or in combination with 

other first-line medications in the treatment of hypertension. 

In addition to BP reduction, SNS inhibition has also been shown to improve 

other conditions and pathologies associated with high salt and an increased 

risk for CVD. In hypertensive obese rats, moxondine administration 

normalised BP exacerbated by high salt intake, whilst also improving glucose 

tolerance, dyslipidaemia and hyperinsulinemia (281). Further, treatment even 

partially reversed renal injury accelerated by high salt (281), illustrating that 

SNS inhibition may counteract the adverse effects of salt which contribute to 

an individual’s disease risk and/or progression. This highlights the potential 

benefit of clinical intervention. 

7.4.1 Renal denervation and resistant hypertension 

In cases whereby antihypertensive medication does little to curb or maintain 

control of hypertension, referred to as resistant hypertension, additional 

intervention is necessary. RDN is a possible option; however, mixed results 

regarding its effectiveness have been reported over the last decade (282-

284).  

The relationship between salt-sensitivity, hypertension and the potential 

benefits of RDN has been investigated in both animals and humans. In the 

Dahl salt-sensitive rat strain, RDN did not curtail the initiation of salt-induced 

hypertension, as increases in BP were seen just 24 hours after high salt 

feeding in rats with intact and removed renal nerves (285). However, when 

these rats were underwent RDN after 3 weeks of high salt intake, a 

substantial decrease in MABP was observed, illustrating RDN potentially has 

a role in the amelioration of sustained salt-induced hypertension (286).  
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In humans, studies have noted both the presence and absence of increased 

sympathetic nerve activity accompanying resistant hypertension, which could 

potentially explain why the benefits of RDN are not experienced universally. 

The implications here are that those with hypertension characterised by 

increased SNS activity may benefit from RDN. Thus, the ability to detect 

increased activity is key in the recommendation of this intervention. Recently, 

de Beus et al. (287) measured the effects of RDN on urinary sodium 

excretion and BP in patients with resistant hypertension. They report that, 6 

months after RDN, BP had indeed decreased, however this was unrelated to 

urinary sodium excretion or salt-sensitive status (287). Thus, urinary sodium 

excretion, as a measure of dietary salt intake, could not be used in this study 

to infer whether a patient would benefit from RDN or not. 

7.5 Conclusion 

The work in this thesis evidences a possible role for increased SNS drive in 

the maintenance of salt-induced hypertension, potentially via increased α1-

AR vasoconstriction, in C57BL6/JCrl mice. Initiation of hypertension in 

response to high salt intake remains unclear in this mouse, as we have 

demonstrated that renal function adapts appropriately to the increase in salt 

and pressure. Advancing our knowledge of the salt-induced mechanisms 

driving the initiation and sustainment of salt-induced hypertension could lead 

to the development of targeted, individualised interventions in a salt-

saturated society.
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